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19 ON REFINED CONJECTURESOF BIRCH AND SWINNERTON-DYER TYPE
FOR HASSE-WEIL-ARTIN L-SERIES
DAVID BURNS AND DANIEL MACIAS CASTILLO
Abstract. We consider refined conjectures of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer type for the
Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series of abelian varieties over general number fields. We shall, in
particular, formulate several new such conjectures and establish their precise relation to
previous conjectures, including to the relevant special case of the equivariant Tamagawa
number conjecture. We also derive a wide range of concrete interpretations and explicit
consequences of these conjectures that, in general, involve a thoroughgoing mixture of
difficult archimedean considerations related to refinements of the conjecture of Deligne and
Gross and delicate p-adic congruence relations that involve the bi-extension height pairing
of Mazur and Tate and are related to key aspects of non-commutative Iwasawa theory.
In important special cases we provide strong evidence, both theoretical and numerical, in
support of the conjectures. We also point out an inconsistency in a conjecture of Bradshaw
and Stein regarding Zhang’s Theorem on Heegner points and suggest a possible correction.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The aim of this article.
1.1.1. Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field k.
Then, by a celebrated theorem of Mordell and Weil, the abelian group that is formed by
the set A(k) of points of A with coefficients in k is finitely generated.
3It is also conjectured that the Hasse-Weil L-series L(A, z) for A over k has a meromorphic
continuation to the entire complex plane and satisfies a functional equation with central
point z = 1 and, in addition, that the Tate-Shafarevich group X(Ak) of A over k is finite.
Assuming these conjectures to be true, the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture con-
cerns the leading coefficient L∗(A, 1) in the Taylor expansion of L(A, z) at z = 1. This
conjecture was originally formulated for elliptic curves in a series of articles of Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer in the 1960’s (see, for example, [7]) and then reinterpreted and extended
to the setting of abelian varieties by Tate in [93] to give the following prediction.
Conjecture (Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer)
(i) The order of vanishing of L(A, z) at z = 1 is equal to the rank of A(k).
(ii) One has
(1) L∗(A, 1) =
ΩA ·RA · Tam(A)√
Dk
dim(A) · |A(k)tor| · |At(k)tor|
· |X(Ak)|.
Here ΩA is the canonical period of A, RA the discriminant of the canonical Ne´ron-Tate
height pairing on A, Tam(A) the product over the (finitely many) places of k at which A
has bad reduction of local ‘Tamagawa numbers’, Dk the absolute value of the discriminant
of k, A(k)tor the torsion subgroup of A(k) and A
t the dual abelian variety of A.
It should be noted at the outset that, even if one assumes L(A, z) can be meromorphically
continued to z = 1 and X(Ak) is finite, so that both sides of (1) make sense, the predicted
equality is itself quite remarkable.
For instance, the L-series is defined via an Euler product over places of k so that its
leading coefficient at z = 1 is intrinsically local and analytic in nature whilst the most
important terms on the right hand side of (1) are both global and algebraic in nature.
In addition, and more concretely, whilst isogenous abelian varieties give rise to the same
L-series, the individual terms that occur in the ‘Euler characteristic’ on the right hand side
of (1) are not themselves isogeny invariant and it requires a difficult theorem of Tate to
show that the validity of (1) is invariant under isogeny.
For these, and many other, reasons, the above conjecture, which in the remainder of
the introduction we abbreviate to BSD(Ak), has come to be regarded as one of the most
important problems in arithmetic geometry today.
Nevertheless, there are various natural contexts in which it seems likely that BSD(Ak)
does not encompass the full extent of the interplay between the analytic and algebraic
invariants of A. Moreover, a good understanding of the finer connections that can arise
could lead to much greater insight into concrete questions such as, for example, the growth
of ranks of Mordell-Weil groups in extensions of number fields.
For instance, if A has a large endomorphism ring, then it seems reasonable to expect
there to be a version of BSD(Ak) that reflects the existence of such endomorphisms.
The earliest example of such a refinement appears to be Gross’s formulation in [52] of
an equivariant Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for elliptic curves A with complex
multiplication by the maximal order O of an imaginary quadratic field.
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This conjecture incorporates natural refinements of both BSD(Ak)(i) and BSD(Ak)(ii)
and is supported by numerical evidence obtained by Gross and Buhler in [54] and by theo-
retical evidence obtained by Rubin in [84].
In a different direction one can study the leading coefficients of the Hasse-Weil-Artin
L-series L(A,ψ, z) that are obtained from A and finite dimensional complex characters ψ
of the absolute Galois group Gk of k.
In this setting, general considerations led Deligne and Gross to the expectation that
for any finite dimensional character χ of Gk over a number field E the order of vanishing
ordz=1L(A, σ ◦ χ, z) at z = 1 of L(A, σ ◦ χ, z) should be independent of the choice of an
embedding σ : E → C. This prediction in turn led them naturally to the conjecture that
for each complex character ψ one should have
(2) ordz=1L(A,ψ, z) = dimC
(
HomC[Gal(F/k)](Vψ,C⊗Z At(F ))
)
(cf. [83, p.127]). Here F is any finite Galois extension of k such that ψ factors through
the projection Gk → Gal(F/k) and Vψ is any C[Gal(F/k)]-module of character ψ (see also
Conjecture 3.3(ii) below).
This prediction is a natural generalization of BSD(Ak)(i) and is known to have important,
and explicit, consequences for ordz=1L(A,ψ, z) (see, for example, the recent article [8] of
Bisatt and Dokchitser).
In addition, for rational elliptic curves A and characters ψ for which L(A,ψ, 1) does not
vanish, there is by now strong evidence for the conjecture of Deligne and Gross.
Such evidence has been obtained by Bertolini and Darmon [3] in the setting of ring-class
characters of imaginary quadratic fields, by Kato [62] in the setting of linear characters of
Q (in this regard see also Rubin [86, §8]), by Bertolini, Darmon and Rotger [6] for odd,
irreducible two-dimensional Artin representations of Q and by Darmon and Rotger [38] for
certain self-dual Artin representations of Q of dimension at most four. (We also recall in
this context that, in the setting of [6], recent work of Kings, Loeffler and Zerbes [64] proves
the finiteness of components of the p-primary part of the Tate-Shafarevich group of A over
F for a large set of primes p.)
Write Oψ for the ring of integers of the number field generated by the values of ψ. Then,
as a refinement of the conjectural equality (2), and a natural analogue of BSD(Ak)(ii)
relative to ψ, it would be of interest to understand a precise conjectural formula in terms of
suitable ‘ψ-components’ of the standard algebraic invariants of A for the fractional Oψ-ideal
that is generated by the product of the leading coefficient of L(A,ψ, z) at z = 1 and an
appropriate combination of ‘ψ-isotypic’ periods and regulators.
Such a formula might also reasonably be expected to lead to concrete predictions con-
cerning the behaviour of natural arithmetic invariants attached to the abelian variety.
For example, in the recent article of Dokchitser, Evans and Wiersema [43], inexplicit
versions of such a formula have been shown to lead, under suitable hypotheses, to predic-
tions concerning the non-triviality of Tate-Shafarevich groups and the existence of points
of infinite order on A over extension fields of k.
However, the formulation of an explicit such conjecture has hitherto been straightforward
only if one avoids the p-primary support of such fractional ideals for primes p that divide
the degree of the extension of k that corresponds to the kernel of ψ.
5In addition, such a conjectural formula would not itself take account of any connections
that might exist between the leading coefficients of L(A,ψ, z) for characters ψ that are not
in the same orbit under the action of GQ.
In this direction, Mazur and Tate [76] have in the special case that k = Q, A is an elliptic
curve and ψ is linear predicted an explicit family of such congruence relations that refine
BSD(Ak)(ii).
These congruences rely heavily on an explicit formula in terms of modular symbols for
the values L(A,ψ, 1) for certain classes of tamely ramified Dirichlet characters ψ that Mazur
had obtained in [71]. They are expressed in terms of the discriminants of integral group-ring
valued pairings constructed by using the geometrical theory of bi-extensions and are closely
linked to earlier work of Mazur, Tate and Teitelbaum in [77] regarding the formulation of
p-adic analogues of BSD(Ak)(ii).
The conjecture of Mazur and Tate has in turn motivated much subsequent work and the
formulation of several new conjectures involving the values L(A,ψ, 1).
Such conjectures include the congruence relations that are formulated by Bertolini and
Darmon in [4] and [5] and involve a natural notion of ‘derived height pairings’ and links to
the Galois structure of Selmer modules that are predicted by Kurihara in [65].
It has, however, proved to be much more difficult to formulate explicit refinements of
BSD(Ak)(ii) that involve congruence relations between the values of derivatives of Hasse-
Weil-Artin L-series.
In this direction, Darmon [37] has used the theory of Heegner points to formulate an
analogue of the Mazur-Tate congruence conjecture for the first derivatives of Hasse-Weil-
Artin L-series that arise from rational elliptic curves and ring class characters of imaginary
quadratic fields.
However, aside from this example, the only other such explicit study that we are aware of
is due to Kisilevsky and Fearnley who in [45] and [46] formulated, and studied numerically,
conjectures for the ‘algebraic parts’ of the leading coefficients of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series
that arise from rational elliptic curves and certain restricted families of Dirichlet characters.
1.1.2. In a more general setting, the formulation by Bloch and Kato [17] of the ‘Tamagawa
number conjecture’ for the motive h1(Ak)(1) offers a different approach to the formulation
of BSD(Ak).
In particular, the subsequent re-working of this conjecture by Fontaine and Perrin-Riou
in [49], and its ‘equivariant’ extension to motives with coefficients, as described by Flach
and the first author in [26], in principle provides a systematic means of studying refined
versions of BSD(Ak).
In this setting it is known, for example, that the conjectures formulated by Gross in [52]
are equivalent to the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for the motive h1(Ak)(1)
with respect to the coefficient ring O (cf. [26, §4.3, Rem. 10]).
To study Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series it is convenient to fix a finite Galois extension F of
k of group G.
Then the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for h1(AF )(1) with respect to the
integral group ring Z[G] is formulated as an equality of the form
(3) δ(L∗(AF/k, 1)) = χ(h
1(AF )(1),Z[G]).
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Here δ is a canonical homomorphism from the unit group ζ(R[G])× of the centre of R[G]
to the relative algebraic K-group of the ring extension Z[G] ⊆ R[G] and L∗(AF/k, 1) is an
element of ζ(R[G])× that is defined using the leading coefficients L∗(A,ψ, 1) for each irre-
ducible complex character ψ of G. Also, χ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G]) is an adelic Euler characteristic
that is constructed by combining virtual objects (in the sense of Deligne) for each prime
p of the compactly supported e´tale cohomology of the p-adic Tate modules of A together
with the Neron-Tate height pairing and period isomorphisms for A over F , as well as an
analysis of the finite support cohomology groups introduced by Bloch and Kato.
The equality (3) is known to constitute a strong and simultaneous refinement of the
conjectures BSD(AL) as L ranges over the intermediate fields of F/k.
However, the rather technical, and inexplicit, nature of this equality means that it has
proved to be very difficult to interpret in a concrete way, let alone to verify either theoreti-
cally or numerically.
For example, in the technically most demanding case in which A has strictly positive rank
over F it has still only been verified numerically in a small number of cases by Navilarekallu
in [79], by Bley in [9] and [10], by Bley and the second author in [16] and by Wuthrich and
the present authors in [30].
In addition, the only theoretical evidence for the conjecture in this setting is its verifi-
cation for certain restricted dihedral families of the form F/Q where F is an unramified
abelian extension of an imaginary quadratic field (this is the main result of [30] and relies
on the theorem of Gross and Zagier). In particular, the restriction on ramification that the
latter result imposes on F/k means that many of the more subtle aspects of the conjecture
are avoided.
To proceed we note that the conjectural equality (3) naturally decomposes into ‘compo-
nents’, one for each rational prime p, in a way that will be made precise in Appendix A, and
that each such p-component (which for convenience we refer to as ‘(3)p’ in the remainder
of this introduction) is itself of some interest.
For example, if A has good ordinary reduction at p, then the compatibility result proved
by Venjakob and the first named author in [32, Th. 8.4] shows, modulo the assumed non-
degeneracy of classical p-adic height pairings, that the equality (3)p is a consequence of the
main conjecture of non-commutative Iwasawa theory for A, as formulated by Coates et al
in [34] with respect to any compact p-adic Lie extension of k that contains the cyclotomic
Zp-extension of F .
This means that the study of (3), and of its more explicit consequences, is directly
relevant to attempts to properly understand the content of the main conjecture of non-
commutative Iwasawa theory. It also shows that the p-adic congruence relations that are
proved numerically by Dokchitser and Dokchitser in [42] are related to the equality (3).
To study congruences in a more general setting we fix an embedding of R into the com-
pletion Cp of the algebraic closure of Qp. Then the long exact sequence of relative K-theory
implies that the equality (3)p determines the image of L
∗(AF/k, 1) in ζ(Cp[G])
× modulo the
image under the natural reduced norm map of the Whitehead group K1(Zp[G]) of Zp[G].
In view of the explicit description of the latter image that is obtained by Kakde in [61] or,
equivalently, by the methods of Ritter and Weiss in [82], this means that (3) is essentially
equivalent to an adelic family of (albeit inexplicit) congruence relations between the leading
7coefficients L∗(A,ψ, 1), suitably normalised by a product of explicit equivariant regulators
and periods, as ψ varies over the set of irreducible complex characters of G.
This is also the reason why the study of congruence relations between suitably normalised
derivatives of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series should be related to the construction of ‘p-adic L-
functions’ in the setting of non-commutative Iwasawa theory.
1.1.3. The main aim of the present article is then to develop general techniques that will
allow one to understand the above congruence relations in a more explicit way, and in a
much wider setting, than has previously been possible.
In this way we are led to the formulation (in Conjecture 3.3) of a seemingly definitive
refinement of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer formula (1) in the setting of Hasse-Weil-
Artin L-series. We then derive a range of concrete consequences of this conjecture that are
amenable to explicit investigation, either theoretically or numerically, in cases that (for the
first time) involve a thoroughgoing mixture of difficult archimedean considerations that are
related to refinements of the conjectural equality (2) of Deligne and Gross, and of delicate
p-adic congruence relations that are related to aspects of non-commutative Iwasawa theory.
In particular, we shall show that this family of predictions both refines and extends the
explicit refinements of (2) that were recalled in §1.1.1. It also gives insight into the more
subtle aspects of the conjectural equality (3), and hence (via the results of [32]) of the main
conjecture of non-commutative Iwasawa theory, that go well beyond the sort of concrete
congruence conjectures that have been considered previously in connection to the central
conjectures of either [26] or [34].
We also believe that some of the general results obtained here can help contribute to-
wards establishing a proper framework for the subsequent investigation of these important
questions.
1.2. The main contents.
1.2.1. As a key part of our approach, we shall first associate two natural notions of Selmer
complex to the p-adic Tate module of an abelian variety.
The ‘classical Selmer complex’ that we define in §2 is closely related to the ‘finite support
cohomology’ that was introduced by Bloch and Kato in [17] and, as a result, its cohomology
can be explicitly described in terms of Mordell-Weil groups and Selmer groups.
Nevertheless, this complex is not well-suited to certain K-theoretical calculations since
it is not always ‘perfect’ over the relevant p-adic group ring.
For this reason we shall in §2 also associate a notion of ‘Nekova´rˇ-Selmer complex’ to
certain choices of p-adic submodules of the groups of semi-local points.
This construction is motivated by the general approach of Nekova´rˇ in [80] and gives a
complex that is always perfect and has cohomology that can be described in terms of the
Selmer modules studied by Mazur and Rubin in [72].
Such Nekova´rˇ-Selmer complexes will then play an important role in several subsequent
K-theoretical computations.
In §2 we also explain how a suitably compatible family over all primes p of p-adic modules
of semi-local points, or a ‘perfect Selmer structure’ for A and F/k as we shall refer to it,
gives rise to a canonical perfect complex of G-modules.
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We shall then show that such structures naturally arise from a choice of global differentials
and compute the cohomology groups of the associated Selmer complexes.
In §3 we formulate the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture for the variety A and
Galois extension F of k, or ‘BSD(AF/k)’ as we shall abbreviate it.
Under the assumed validity of an appropriate case of the Generalized Riemann Hypoth-
esis, we shall first associate a K1-valued leading coefficient element to the data A and F/k.
After fixing a suitable choice of global differentials we can also associate a K1-valued
‘period’ element to A and F/k.
The central conjecture of this article then asserts that the image under the natural
connecting homomorphism of the quotient of these K1-valued invariants is equal to the
Euler characteristic in a relative K-group of a pair comprising a Nekova´rˇ-Selmer complex
constructed from the given set of differentials and the classical Ne´ron-Tate height pairing
for A over F .
This conjectural equality also involves a small number of ‘Fontaine-Messing’ correction
terms that we use to compensate for the choice of a finite set of places of k that is necessary
to state BSD(AF/k).
It can be directly shown that this conjecture recovers BSD(Ak) in the case that F = k, is
consistent in several key respects and has good functorial properties under change of Galois
extension F/k.
The conjecture can also be interpreted as a natural analogue of the ‘refined Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture’ for abelian varieties over global function fields that was re-
cently formulated, and in some important cases proved, by Kakde, Kim and the first author
in [27].
In §4 and §5 we shall then concentrate on proving several technical results that will sub-
sequently help us to derive explicit consequences from the assumed validity of BSD(AF/k).
In §4 these results include establishing the precise link between K1-valued periods, clas-
sical periods, Galois resolvents and suitably modified Galois-Gauss sums.
In §5 we shall prepare for subsequent K-theoretical computations with classical Selmer
complexes by studying the cohomological-triviality of local points on ordinary abelian va-
rieties.
In particular, we shall use these results to define a natural K-theoretical invariant of the
twist matrix of such a variety.
We shall then give a partial computation of these invariants and also explain how, in the
case of elliptic curves, the (assumed) compatibility under unramified twist of suitable cases
of the local epsilon constant conjecture (as formulated in its most general form by Fukaya
and Kato in [51]) leads to an explicit description of the invariants.
In §6 we shall impose several mild hypotheses on both the reduction types of A and
the ramification invariants of F/k that together ensure that the classical Selmer complex
defined in §2 is perfect over the relevant p-adic group ring.
Working under these hypotheses, we shall then combine the results of §4 and §5 together
with a significant strengthening of the main computations that are made by Wuthrich and
the present authors in [30] to derive a more explicit interpretation of BSD(AF/k).
9These results are in many respects the technical heart of this article and rely heavily on
the subtle, and still for the most part conjectural, arithmetic properties of wildly ramified
Galois-Gauss sums.
The K-theoretical computations in §6 also constitute a natural equivariant refinement
and generalisation of several earlier computations in this area including those that are made
by Venjakob in [96, §3.1], by the first author in [23], by Bley in [9], by Kings in [63, Lecture
3] and by the second author in [67].
In §7 we shall discuss concrete consequences of BSD(AF/k) concerning both the explicit
Galois structure of Selmer complexes and modules and the formulation of precise refinements
of the Deligne-Gross Conjecture.
In particular, in this section we shall address a problem explicitly raised by Dokchitser,
Evans and Wiersema in [43] (see, in particular Remark 7.4).
In §8 and §9 we shall then specialise to consider abelian extensions F/k and combine our
approach with general techniques recently developed by Sano, Tsoi and the first author in
[31] in order to derive from BSD(AF/k) several explicit congruence relations between the
suitably normalized derivatives of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series.
In §10 we then prove that the pairing constructed by Mazur and Tate in [76] using the
theory of bi-extensions coincides with the inverse of a canonical ‘Nekova´rˇ height pairing’
that we define by using Bockstein homomorphisms arising naturally from Galois descent
considerations.
This comparison result relies, in part, on earlier results of Bertolini and Darmon [5] and
of Tan [92] and is, we believe, of some independent interest.
The relations that are discussed in §8 and §9 often take a very explicit form (see, for
example, the discussion in §1.2.2 below) and, when combined with the results of §10, can
be seen to extend and refine the earlier conjectures of Mazur and Tate [76] and Darmon
[36] amongst others.
This approach also shows that for certain cyclic and dihedral extensions F/k the key for-
mula that is predicted by BSD(AF/k) is equivalent to the validity of a family of explicit con-
gruence relations that simultaneously involve both the Ne´ron-Tate and Mazur-Tate height
pairings.
In this way we shall for the first time render refined versions of the Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer Conjecture accessible to numerical verification in cases in which they involve an intri-
cate mixture of both archimedean phenomenon and delicate p-adic congruences.
In particular, in §9 we give details of several such numerical verifications of the ‘p-
component’ of BSD(AF/k) for primes p that divide the degree of F/k that Werner Bley
has been able to perform by using this approach (see, in particular, Remark 9.13 and Ex-
amples 9.14).
In §11 and §12 we shall then specialise to consider applications of our general approach
in two classical settings.
Firstly, in §11 we consider rational elliptic curves over fields that are both abelian and
tamely ramified over Q. In this case we can use the theory of modular symbols to give an
explicit reinterpretation of BSD(AF/Q) and thereby describe precise conditions under which
the conjecture is valid.
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As a concrete application of this result we then use it to deduce from Kato’s theorem [62]
that for every natural number n there are infinitely many primes p and, for each such p,
infinitely many abelian extensions F/Q for which the p-component of BSD(AF/Q) is valid
whilst the degree and discriminant of F/Q are each divisible by at least n distinct primes
and the Sylow p-subgroup of Gal(F/Q) has exponent at least pn and rank at least n. This
result is a considerable strengthening of the main result of Bley in [11].
Then in §12 we consider abelian extensions of imaginary quadratic fields and elliptic
curves that satisfy the Heegner hypothesis.
The main result of this section is a significant extension of the main result of Wuthrich
and the present authors in [30] and relies on Zhang’s generalization of the theorem of Gross
and Zagier relating first derivatives of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series to the heights of Heegner
points.
In this section we shall also point out an inconsistency in the formulation of a conjecture
of Bradshaw and Stein in [18] regarding Zhang’s formula and offer a possible correction.
The article also contains two appendices. In Appendix A we use techniques developed
by Wuthrich and the present authors in [30] to explain the precise link between our central
conjecture BSD(AF/k) and the conjectural equality (3).
This technical result may perhaps be of interest in its own right but also allows us to
deduce from the general theory of equivariant Tamagawa numbers that our formulation of
BSD(AF/k) is consistent in several key respects.
Finally, in Appendix B we make explicit certain standard constructions in homological
algebra relating to Poitou-Tate duality and also describe a general construction of algebraic
height pairings from Bockstein homomorphisms.
The results of Appendix B are for the most part routine but nevertheless play an impor-
tant role in the arguments that we use to compare height pairings in §10.
1.2.2. To end the introduction we shall give some concrete examples of the sort of congru-
ence predictions that result from our approach (all taken from the more general material
given in §8 and §9).
To do this we fix a finite abelian extension of number fields F/k of group G and an elliptic
curve A over k.
We also fix an odd prime p that does not divide the order of the torsion subgroup of A(F )
and an isomorphism of fields C ∼= Cp (that we do not explicitly indicate in the sequel). We
write Ĝ for the set of irreducible complex characters of G.
The first prediction concerns the values at z = 1 of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series. To state
it we set Fp := Qp ⊗Q F and write logA,p for the formal group logarithm of A over Qp⊗Q k
and Σ(k) for the set of embeddings k → C.
For each subset x• = {xσ : σ ∈ Σ(k)} of A(Fp) and each character ψ in Ĝ we then define
a ‘p-adic logarithmic resolvent’ by setting
(4) LRψ(x•) := det
(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(logA,p(xσ′))) · ψ(g)
)
σ,σ′∈Σ(k)
 ,
where we fix an ordering of Σ(k) and an extension σˆ to F of each σ in Σ(k).
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Now if S is any finite set of places of k that contains all archimedean places, all that
ramify in F , all at which A has bad reduction and all above p, and LS(A, ψˇ, z) is the S-
truncated L-series attached to A and the contragredient ψˇ of ψ, then our methods predict
that for any x• the sum
(5)
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
LS(A, ψˇ, 1) · LRψ(x•)
ΩψA · wψ
· eψ
belongs to Zp[G] and annihilates the p-primary part X(AF )[p
∞] of the Tate-Shafarevich
group of A over F . Here eψ denotes the idempotent |G|−1
∑
g∈G ψˇ(g)g of C[G] and the
periods ΩψA and Artin root numbers wψ are as explicitly defined in §4.1.
In particular, if one finds for some choice of x• that the sum in (5) is a unit of Zp[G],
then this implies that X(AF )[p
∞] should be trivial.
More generally, the fact that each sum in (5) should belong to Zp[G] implies that for
every g in G, and every set of local points x•, there should be a congruence∑
ψ∈Ĝ
ψ(g)
LS(A, ψˇ, 1) · LRψ(x•)
ΩψA · wψ
≡ 0 (mod |G| · Zp).
In concrete examples these congruences are strong restrictions on the values LS(A, ψˇ, 1)
that can be investigated numerically but cannot be deduced by solely considering Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer type formulas for individual Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series.
In general, our analysis leads to a range of congruence predictions that are both finer
than the above and also involve the values at z = 1 of higher derivatives of Hasse-Weil-Artin
L-series, suitably normalised by a product of explicit regulators and periods.
To give an example of this sort of prediction, we shall focus on the simple case that F/k is
cyclic of degree p (although entirely similar predictions can be made in the setting of cyclic
extensions of arbitrary p-power order and also for certain dihedral families of extensions).
In this case, under certain natural, and very mild, hypotheses on A and F/k relative to
p there exist non-negative integers m0 and m1 with the property that the pro-p completion
A(F )p of A(F ) is isomorphic as a Zp[G]-module to a direct sum of m0 copies of Zp and m1
copies of Zp[G].
In particular, if we further assumem0 = 2 and m1 = 1, then we may fix points P
1
0 and P
2
0
in A(k) and P1 in A(F ) such that A(F )p is the direct sum of the Zp[G]-modules generated
by P 10 , P
2
0 and P1. (In Example 8.10 the reader will find explicit examples of such pairs A
and F/k for the prime p = 3.)
Then, writing L
(1)
S (A, ψˇ, 1) for the value at z = 1 of the first derivative of LS(A, ψˇ, z),
our methods predict that, under mild additional hypotheses, there should exist an element
x of Zp[G] that annihilates X(AF )[p
∞] and is such that
(6)
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
L
(1)
S (A, ψˇ, 1) · τ∗(Q, ψ)
ΩψA · ir2
· eψ = x ·
∑
g∈G
〈g(P1), P1〉AF · g−1,
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where 〈−,−〉AF denotes the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing of A relative to F , τ∗(Q, ψ) is the
(modified, global) Galois-Gauss sum of the character of GQ that is obtained by inducing ψ
and r2 is the number of complex places of k.
To be more explicit, we write RA for the determinant of the Ne´ron-Tate regulator matrix
of A over k with respect to the ordered Q-basis {P 10 , P 20 ,
∑
g∈G g(P1)} of Q · A(k) and for
each non-trivial ψ in Ĝ we define a non-zero complex number by setting
hψ(P1) :=
∑
g∈G
〈g(P1), P1〉AF · ψ(g)−1.
We finally write Sr for the set of places of k that ramify in F , dk for the discriminant of k
and Ip(G) for the augmentation ideal of Zp[G]. Then, under mild hypotheses, our methods
predict that there should be containments∑
ψ 6=1G
L
(1)
Sr
(A, ψˇ, 1) · τ∗(Q, ψ)
ΩψA · ir2 · hψ(P1)
· eψ ∈ Ip(G)2 and
L
(3)
Sr
(A, 1)
√|dk|
ΩA ·RA ∈ Zp,
and a congruence modulo Ip(G)
3 of the form
(7)
∑
ψ 6=1G
L
(1)
Sr
(A, ψˇ, 1) · τ∗(Q, ψ)
ΩψA · ir2 · hψ(P1)
·eψ ≡
L
(3)
Sr
(A, 1)
√|dk|
ΩA · RA ·det
( 〈P 10 , P 10 〉MT 〈P 10 , P 20 〉MT
〈P 20 , P 10 〉MT 〈P 20 , P 20 〉MT
)
.
Here L
(3)
Sr
(A, 1) denotes the value at z = 1 of the third derivative of LSr(A, z) and
〈 , 〉MT : A(k) ×A(k)→ Ip(G)/Ip(G)2
is the canonical pairing that Mazur and Tate define in [75] by using the geometrical theory
of bi-extensions.
Further, if X(AF )[p
∞] is trivial, then the p-component of BSD(AF/k) is valid if and only
if (7) holds and, in addition, the p-component of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture
is true for A over both k and F .
We remark that even in the simplest possible case that k = Q and p = 3, these predictions
strongly refine those made by Kisilevsky and Fearnley in [45] and cannot be deduced by
simply considering leading term formulas for individual Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series.
1.3. General notation. For the reader’s convenience we give details here of some of the
general notation and terminology that will be used throughout the article.
1.3.1. We write |X| for the cardinality of a finite set X.
For an abelian group M we write Mtor for its torsion subgroup and Mtf for the quotient
of M by Mtor.
For a prime p and natural number n we writeM [pn] for the subgroup {m ∈M : pnm = 0}
of the Sylow p-subgroup M [p∞] of Mtor.
We setMp := Zp⊗ZM , writeM∧p for the pro-p-completion lim←−nM/p
nM ofM and denote
the Pontryagin dual Hom(M,Q/Z) of M by M∨.
IfM is finite of exponent dividing pm, thenM∨ identifies with HomZp(M,Qp/Zp) and we
shall (without explicit comment) use the canonical identification Qp/Zp = lim−→n Z/p
nZ to
identify elements ofM∨ with their canonical image in the linear dual HomZ/pmZ(M,Z/p
mZ).
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If M is finitely generated, then for a field extension E of Q we shall often abbreviate
E ⊗ZM to E ·M .
If M is a Γ-module for some group Γ, then we always endow M∨ with the natural
contragredient action of Γ.
We recall that if Γ is finite, then a Γ-module M is said to be ‘cohomologically-trivial’ if
for all subgroups ∆ of Γ and all integers i the Tate cohomology group Hˆ i(∆,M) vanishes.
1.3.2. For any ring R we write R× for its multiplicative group and ζ(R) for its centre.
Unless otherwise specified we regard all R-modules as left R-modules. We write Mod(R)
for the abelian category of R-modules and Modfin(R) for the abelian subcategory of Mod(R)
comprising all R-modules that are finite.
We write D(R) for the derived category of complexes of R-modules. If R is noetherian,
then we write Dperf(R) for the full triangulated subcategory of D(R) comprising complexes
that are ‘perfect’ (that is, isomorphic in D(R) to a bounded complex of finitely generated
projective R-modules).
For a natural number n we write τ≤n for the exact truncation functor on D(R) with the
property that for each object C in D(R) and each integer i one has
H i(τ≤n(C)) =
{
H i(C), if i ≤ n
0, otherwise.
1.3.3. For a Galois extension of number fields L/K we set GL/K := Gal(L/K). We also
fix an algebraic closure Kc of K and set GK := GKc/K .
For each non-archimedean place v of a number field we write κv for its residue field and
denote its absolute norm |κv | by Nv.
We write the dual of an abelian variety A as At and usually abbreviate its dimension
dim(A) to d.
If A is defined over a number field k, then for each extension F of k we write the Tate-
Shafarevich group of A over F as X(AF ).
We shall also use the following notation regarding sets of places of k.
- SRk is the set of real archimedean places of k;
- SCk is the set of complex archimedean places of k;
- S∞k (= S
R
k ∪ SCk ) is the set of archimedean places of k;
- Sfk is the set of non-archimedean places of k;
- Svk is the set of places of k that extend a place v of a given subfield of k. In particular,
- Spk is the set of p-adic places of k for a given prime number p;
- SFk is the set of places of k that ramify in a given extension F of k;
- SAk is the set of places of k at which a given abelian variety A has bad reduction.
For a fixed set of places S of k we also write S(F ) for the set of places of F which lie
above a place in S.
For a place v of k we set Gv := Gkcv/kv . We also write k
un
v for the maximal unramified
extension of k in kcv and set Iv := Gkcv/kunv .
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We fix a place w of F above v and a corresponding embedding F → kcv. We write Gw
and Iw for the images of Gv and Iv under the induced homomorphism Gv → G. We also
fix a lift Φv to G of the Frobenius automorphism in Gw/Iw.
We write Σ(k) for the set of embeddings k → C.
1.4. Acknowledgements. We are very grateful to Ste´phane Viguie´ for his help with as-
pects of the argument presented in §B.1 and to Werner Bley for providing us with the
material in §5.3 and for pointing out a sign-error in an earlier version of the argument in
§10.
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Sano, Kwok-Wing Tsoi and Stefano Vigni for helpful discussions and correspondence.
Finally, it is a great pleasure to thank Dick Gross for his strong encouragement regarding
this project and for several insightful remarks.
The second author acknowledges financial support from the Spanish Ministry of Economy
and Competitiveness, through the ‘Severo Ochoa Programme for Centres of Excellence in
R&D’ (SEV-2015-0554) as well as through project MTM2016-79400-P.
2. Selmer complexes
In this section we define the Selmer complexes that play a key role in the conjecture we
shall later formulate and establish some of their key properties.
At the outset we fix a finite set of places S of k with
S∞k ∪ SFk ∪ SAk ⊆ S.
We also write Σ(k) for the set of embeddings k → C and Σσ(F ) for each σ in Σ(k) for
the set of embeddings F → C that extend σ.
For each v in S∞k we fix a corresponding embedding σv in Σ(k) and an embedding σ
′
v in
Σσv(F ).
We then write Yv,F for the module
∏
Σσv (F )
Z endowed with its natural action of G×Gv
(via which G and Gv respectively act via pre-composition and post-composition with the
embeddings in Σσv(F )).
For each v in S∞k we set
Hv(AF/k) := H
0(kv, Yv,F ⊗Z H1((At)σv (C),Z)),
regarded as a G-module via the given action on Yv,F . We note that this G-module is free
of rank 2d if v is in SCk and spans a free Z[1/2][G]-module of rank d if v is in S
R
k .
We then define a G-module by setting
H∞(AF/k) :=
⊕
v∈S∞k
Hv(AF/k).
Finally we write Σk(F ) for the set of k-embeddings F → kc and YF/k for the module∏
Σk(F )
Z, endowed with its natural action of G×Gk.
2.1. Classical Selmer complexes. In this section we fix a prime number p.
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2.1.1. We first record a straightforward (and well-known) result regarding pro-p comple-
tions that will be useful in the sequel.
We let B denote either A or its dual variety At and write Tp(B) for the p-adic Tate
module of B.
Lemma 2.1. For each non-archimedean place w′ of F the following claims are valid.
(i) If w′ is not p-adic then the natural Kummer map B(Fw′)
∧
p → H1(Fw′ , Tp(B)) is
bijective.
(ii) There exists a canonical short exact sequence
0→ H1(κw′ , Tp(B)Iw′ )→ B(Fw′)∧p → H0(Fw′ ,H1(Iw′ , Tp(B))tor)→ 0.
Proof. We note first that if w′ does not divide p, then the module H1(Fw′ , Tp(B)) is finite.
This follows, for example, from Tate’s local Euler characteristic formula, the vanishing of
H0(Fw′ , Tp(B)) and the fact that local duality identifies H
2(Fw′ , Tp(B)) with the finite
module H0(Fw′ , Tp(B
t)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨.
Given this observation, claim (i) is obtained directly upon passing to the inverse limit
over m in the natural Kummer theory exact sequence
(8) 0→ B(Fw′)/pm → H1(Fw′ , Tp(B)/pm)→ H1(Fw′ , B)[pm]→ 0.
Claim (ii) is established by Flach and the first author in [25, (1.38)] (after recalling the
fact that the group denoted H1f (Fw′ , Tp(B))BK in loc. cit. is equal to the image of B(Fw′)
∧
p
in H1(Fw′ , Tp(B)) under the injective Kummer map). 
Remark 2.2. The cardinality of each module H0(Fw′ ,H
1(Iw′ , Tp(B))tor) that occurs in
Lemma 2.1(ii) is the maximal power of p that divides the Tamagawa number of B at w′.
2.1.2. If B denotes either A or At, then for any subfield E of k and any place v in SfE we
obtain a G-module by setting
B(Fv) :=
∏
w′∈SvF
B(Fw′).
For later purposes we note that if E = k, then this module is isomorphic to the module
of Gw-coinvariants YF/k ⊗Z[Gw] B(Fw) of the tensor product YF/k ⊗Z B(Fw), upon which G
acts only the first factor but Gk acts diagonally on both.
In a similar way, the p-adic Tate module of the base change of B through F/k is equal to
Tp,F (B) := YF/k,p ⊗Zp Tp(B)
(where, again, G acts only on the first factor of the tensor product whilst Gk acts on both).
We set Vp,F (B) := Qp · Tp,F (B).
We can now introduce a notion of Selmer complex that will play an important role in the
sequel.
Definition 2.3. For any finite subset Σ of Sfk that contains each of S
p
k , S
F
k ∩ Sfk and SAk ,
the ‘classical p-adic Selmer complex’ SCΣ,p(AF/k) for the data A,F/k and Σ is the mapping
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fibre of the morphism
(9) τ≤3(RΓ(Ok,S∞k ∪Σ, Tp,F (At)))⊕
(⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p
)
[−1] (λ,κ)−−−→
⊕
v∈Σ
RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t))
in D(Zp[G]). Here λ is the natural diagonal localisation morphism and κ is induced by
the Kummer theory maps At(Fv)
∧
p → H1(kv , Tp,F (At)) (and the fact that H0(kv , Tp,F (At))
vanishes for all v in Σ).
Remark 2.4. If p is odd, then RΓ(Ok,S∞k ∪Σ, Tp,F (At))) is acyclic in degrees greater than
two and so the natural morphism τ≤3(RΓ(Ok,S∞k ∪Σ, Tp,F (At))) → RΓ(Ok,S∞k ∪Σ, Tp,F (At)))
in D(Zp[G]) is an isomorphism. In this case the truncation functor τ≤3 can therefore be
omitted from the above definition.
The following result shows that the Selmer complex SCΣ,p(AF/k) is independent, in a
natural sense, of the choice of the set of places Σ.
For this reason, in the sequel we shall usually write SCp(AF/k) in place of SCΣ,p(AF/k).
Lemma 2.5. Let Σ and Σ′ be any finite subsets of Sfk as in Definition 2.3 with Σ ⊆ Σ′.
Then there is a canonical isomorphism SCΣ′,p(AF/k)→ SCΣ,p(AF/k) in D(Zp[G]).
Proof. We recall that the compactly supported cohomology complex
RΓc,Σ := RΓc(Ok,S∞k ∪Σ, Tp,F (At))
is defined to be the mapping fibre of the diagonal localisation morphism
(10) RΓ(Ok,S∞k ∪Σ, Tp,F (At))→
⊕
v∈S∞k ∪Σ
RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t))
in D(Zp[G]).
We further recall that RΓc,Σ is acyclic outside degrees 1, 2 and 3 (see, for example, [51,
Prop. 1.6.5]) and that RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t)) for each v in Σ is acyclic outside degrees 1 and 2
and hence that the natural morphisms
τ≤3(RΓc,Σ)→ RΓc,Σ and τ≤3(RΓ(kv , Tp,F (At)))→ RΓ(kv, Tp,F (At))
in D(Zp[G]) are isomorphisms.
Upon comparing these facts with the definition of SCΣ,p(AF/k) one deduces the existence
of a canonical exact triangle in D(Zp[G]) of the form
(11) RΓc,Σ → SCΣ,p(AF/k)→
(⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p
)
[−1]⊕ τ≤3(RΓ∞)→ RΓc,Σ[1],
where we abbreviate
⊕
v∈S∞k
RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t)) to RΓ∞.
In addition, by the construction of [26, (30)], there is a canonical exact triangle in
D(Zp[G]) of the form
(12)
⊕
v∈Σ′\Σ
RΓ(κv, Tp,F (A
t)Iv)[−1]→ RΓc,Σ′ → RΓc,Σ →
⊕
v∈Σ′\Σ
RΓ(κv, Tp,F (A
t)Iv ).
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Finally we note that, since the choice of Σ implies that A has good reduction at each
place v in Σ′ \ Σ, the module H0(Fw′ ,H1(Iw′ , Tp(At))tor) vanishes for every w′ in SvF .
Thus, since for each v in Σ′ \Σ the complex RΓ(κv, Tp,F (At)Iv ) is acyclic outside degree
one, the exact sequences in Lemma 2.1(ii) induce a canonical isomorphism
(13) At(Fv)
∧
p [−1]→ RΓ(κv, Tp,F (At)Iv)
in D(Zp[G]).
These three facts combine to give a canonical commutative diagram in D(Zp[G]) of the
form
⊕
v∈Σ′\Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p [−2]
 _

∼ //
⊕
v∈Σ′\Σ
RΓ(κv, Tp,F (A
t)Iv)[−1]
⊕
v∈Σ′
At(Fv)
∧
p [−2]⊕ τ≤3(RΓ∞)[−1]

// RΓc,Σ′

// SCΣ′,p(AF/k)
⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p [−2]⊕ τ≤3(RΓ∞)[−1] // RΓc,Σ // SCΣ,p(AF/k).
Here the first row is induced by the isomorphisms (13), the second and third rows by the
triangles (11) for Σ′ and Σ respectively, the first column is the obvious short exact sequence
and the second column is given by the triangle (12).
In particular, since all rows and columns in this diagram are exact triangles, its commu-
tativity implies the existence of a canonical isomorphism in D(Zp[G]) from SCΣ′,p(AF/k) to
SCΣ,p(AF/k), as required. 
Taken together, Lemma 2.1(ii) and Remark 2.2 imply that if p is odd and the Tamagawa
numbers of A over F are divisible by p, then the complex SCp(AF/k) differs slightly from
the ‘finite support cohomology’ complex RΓf (k, Tp,F (A)) that was defined (for odd p) and
played a key role in the article [30] of Wuthrich and the present authors.
For such p we have preferred to use SCp(AF/k) rather than RΓf (k, Tp,F (A)) in this article
since it is more amenable to certain explicit constructions that we have to make in later
sections.
For the moment, we record only the following facts about SCp(AF/k) that will be es-
tablished in Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 below. We write Selp(AF ) for the classical p-primary
Selmer group of A over F . Then SCp(AF/k) is acyclic outside degrees one, two and three
and, assuming the Tate-Shafarevich group X(AF ) of A over F to be finite, there are canon-
ical identifications for each odd p of the form
(14) H i(SCp(AF/k)) =

At(F )p, if i = 1,
Selp(AF )
∨, if i = 2,
A(F )[p∞]∨, if i = 3,
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whilst for p = 2 there is a canonical identification H1(SC2(AF/k)) = A
t(F )2 and a canon-
ical homomorphism Sel2(AF )
∨ → H2(SC2(AF/k)) with finite kernel and cokernel, and the
module H3(SC2(AF/k)) is finite.
Remark 2.6. A closer analysis of the argument in Lemma 2.5 shows that, with respect
to the identifications (14) that are established (under the hypothesis that X(AF ) is finite)
in Proposition 6.3 below, the isomorphism SCΣ′,p(AF/k) → SCΣ,p(AF/k) constructed in
Lemma 2.5 induces the identity map on all degrees of cohomology.
2.2. Nekova´rˇ-Selmer complexes. In this section we again fix a prime number p.
2.2.1. Whilst the modules that occur in (14) are the primary objects of interest in the
theory of abelian varieties, the complex SCp(AF/k) is not always well-suited to our purposes
since, except in certain special cases (that will be discussed in detail in §6), it does not belong
to Dperf(Zp[G]).
For this reason, we find it convenient to introduce the following alternative notion of
Selmer complexes.
This construction is motivated by the general approach developed by Nekova´rˇ in [80].
Definition 2.7. Fix Zp[G]-submodules X of A
t(Fp)
∧
p and X
′ of H∞(AF/k)p. Then the
‘Nekova´rˇ-Selmer complex’ SCS(AF/k;X,X
′) of the data (A,F, S,X,X ′) is the mapping
fibre of the morphism
(15) RΓ(Ok,S∪Spk , Tp,F (A
t))⊕X[−1]⊕X ′[0] (λ,κ1,κ2)−−−−−→
⊕
v∈S∪Spk
RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t))
inD(Zp[G]). Here λ is again the natural diagonal localisation morphism, κ1 is the morphism
X[−1]→
⊕
v∈Spk
RΓ(kv , Tp,F (A
t))
induced by the sum over v of the local Kummer maps (and the fact each groupH0(kv, Tp,F (A
t))
vanishes) and κ2 is the morphism
X ′[0]→
⊕
v∈S∞k
RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t))
that is induced by the canonical comparison isomorphisms
(16) Yv,F,p ⊗Z H1((At)σv (C),Z) ∼= YF/k,p ⊗Zp Tp(At) = Tp,F (At)
for each v in S∞k .
In the next result we establish the basic properties of these Nekova´rˇ-Selmer complexes.
In this result we shall write Mod∗(Zp[G]) for the category Mod(Zp[G]) in the case that p is
odd and for the quotient of Mod(Z2[G]) by its subcategory Mod
fin(Z2[G]) in the case that
p = 2.
Proposition 2.8. Let X be a finite index Zp[G]-submodule of A
t(Fp)
∧
p that is cohomologically-
trivial as a G-module.
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Let X ′ be a finite index projective Zp[G]-submodule of H∞(AF/k)p, with X
′ = H∞(AF/k)p
if p is odd.
Then the following claims are valid.
(i) SCS(AF/k;X,X
′) is an object of Dperf(Zp[G]) that is acyclic outside degrees one,
two and three.
(ii) H3(SCS(AF/k;X,X
′)) identifies with A(F )[p∞]∨.
(iii) If X(AF ) is finite, then in Mod
∗(Zp[G]) there exists a canonical injective homo-
morphism
H1(SCS(AF/k;X,X
′))→ At(F )p
that has finite cokernel and a canonical surjective homomorphism
H2(SCS(AF/k;X,X
′))→ Selp(AF )∨
that has finite kernel.
Proof. Set CS := SCS(AF/k;X,X
′).
Then, by comparing the definition of CS as the mapping fibre of (15) with the definition
of the compactly supported cohomology complex RΓc(AF/k) := RΓc(Ok,S∪Spk , Tp,F (A
t)) as
the mapping fibre of the morphism (10) one finds that there is an exact triangle in D(Zp[G])
of the form
(17) RΓc(AF/k)→ CS → X[−1]⊕X ′[0]→ RΓc(AF/k)[1].
To derive claim (i) from this triangle it is then enough to recall (from, for example, [51,
Prop. 1.6.5]) that RΓc(AF/k) belongs to D
perf(Zp[G]) and is acyclic outside degrees one,
two and three and note that both of the Zp[G]-modules X and X
′ are finitely generated
and cohomologically-trivial.
The above triangle also gives a canonical identification
(18) H3(CS) ∼= H3(RΓc(AF/k)) ∼= H0(k, Tp,F (A)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = A(F )[p∞]∨
where the second isomorphism is induced by the Artin-Verdier Duality Theorem.
In a similar way, if we set Σ := (S ∩ Sfk ) ∪ Spk and abbreviate the classical p-adic Selmer
complex SCΣ,p(AF/k) to C
′
Σ, then a direct comparison of the definitions of CS and C
′
Σ shows
that CS is isomorphic in D(Zp[G]) to the mapping fibre of the morphism
(19) C ′Σ ⊕X[−1]⊕X ′[0]
(λ′,κ′1,κ2)−−−−−−→
⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p [−1]⊕
⊕
v∈S∞k
τ≤3(RΓ(kv , Tp,F (A
t)))
where λ′ is the canonical morphism
C ′Σ →
⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p [−1]
determined by the definition of of C ′Σ as the mapping fibre of (9), and the morphism
κ′1 : X[−1]→
⊕
v∈Spk
At(Fv)
∧
p [−1]
is induced by the given inclusion X ⊆ At(Fp)∧p .
This description of CS gives rise to a canonical long exact sequence of Zp[G]-modules
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(20) 0→ cok(H0(κ2))→ H1(CS)→ H1(C ′Σ)
→ (At(Fp)∧p /X) ⊕
⊕
v∈(S∩Sfk )\S
p
k
At(Fv)
∧
p ⊕
⊕
v∈S∞k
H1(kv, Tp,F (A
t))
→ H2(CS)→ H2(C ′Σ)→
⊕
v∈S∞k
H2(kv , Tp,F (A
t)).
In addition, for each v ∈ S∞k the groups H1(kv , Tp,F (At)) and H2(kv , Tp,F (At)) vanish if
p is odd and are finite if p = 2, whilst our choice of X ′ ensures that cok(H0(κ2)) is also a
finite group of 2-power order.
Claim (iii) therefore follows upon combining the above sequence with the identifications
of H1(C ′Σ) and H
2(C ′Σ) given in (14) for odd p, and in the subsequent remarks for p = 2,
that are valid whenever X(AF ) is finite. 
Remark 2.9. If p is odd, then the proof of Proposition 2.8 shows that the cohomology
group H1(SCS(AF/k;X,H∞(AF/k)p)) coincides with the Selmer group H
1
FX
(k, Tp,F (A
t)) in
the sense of Mazur and Rubin [72], where FX is the Selmer structure with FX,v equal to
the image of X in H1(kv , Tp,F (A
t)) for v ∈ Spk and equal to 0 for v ∈ S \ Spk .
2.3. Perfect Selmer structures and integral complexes. We write ℓ(v) for the residue
characteristic of a non-archimedean place v of k.
Definition 2.10. A ‘perfect Selmer structure’ for the pair A and F/k is a collection
X := {X (v) : v}
over all places v of k of G-modules that satisfy the following conditions.
(i) For each v in S∞k the module X (v) is projective and a submodule of Hv(AF/k) of
finite 2-power index.
(ii) For each v in Sfk the module X (v) is cohomologically-trivial and a finite index
Zℓ(v)[G]-submodule of A
t(Fv)
∧
ℓ(v).
(iii) For almost all (non-archimedean) places v one has X (v) = At(Fv)∧ℓ(v).
We thereby obtain a projective G-submodule
X (∞) :=
⊕
v∈S∞k
X (v)
ofH∞(AF/k) of finite 2-power index and, for each rational prime ℓ, a finite index cohomologically-
trivial Zℓ[G]-submodule
X (ℓ) :=
⊕
v∈Sℓk
X (v)
of At(Fℓ)
∧
ℓ .
Remark 2.11. The conditions (ii) and (iii) in Definition 2.10 are consistent since if ℓ does
not divide |G|, then any Zℓ[G]-module is automatically cohomologically-trivial for G.
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In the following result we write XZ(AF ) for the ‘integral Selmer group’ of A over F
defined by Mazur and Tate in [76].
We recall that, if the Tate-Shafarevich group X(AF ) is finite, then XZ(AF ) is a finitely
generated G-module and there exists an isomorphism of Zˆ[G]-modules
Zˆ⊗Z XZ(AF ) ∼= Sel(AF )∨
that is unique up to automorphisms that induce the identity map on both the submodule
XZ(AF )tor = X(AF )
∨ and quotient module XZ(AF )tf = HomZ(A(F ),Z). (Here Zˆ denotes
the profinite completion of Z).
We identify Modfin(Z2[G]) as an abelian subcategory of Mod(Z[G]) in the obvious way
and write Mod∗(Z[G]) for the associated quotient category.
Proposition 2.12. Assume that X(AF ) is finite. Then for any perfect Selmer structure X
for A and F/k there exists a complex CS(X ) = SCS(AF/k;X ) in Dperf(Z[G]) that is unique
up to isomorphisms in Dperf(Z[G]) that induce the identity map in all degrees of cohomology
and has all of the following properties.
(i) For each prime ℓ there is a canonical isomorphism in Dperf(Zℓ[G])
Zℓ ⊗Z CS(X ) ∼= SCS(AF/k;X (ℓ),X (∞)ℓ).
(ii) CS(X ) is acyclic outside degrees one, two and three.
(iii) There is a canonical identification H3(CS(X )) = (A(F )tor)∨.
(iv) In Mod∗(Z[G]) there exists a canonical injective homomorphism
H1(CS(X ))→ At(F )
that has finite cokernel and a canonical surjective homomorphism
H2(CS(X ))→ XZ(AF )
that has finite kernel.
(v) If X (v) ⊆ At(Fv) for all v in S ∩Sfk and X (v) = At(Fv)∧ℓ(v) for all v /∈ S, then there
exists an exact sequence in Mod∗(Z[G]) of the form
0→ H1(CS(X ))→ At(F ) ∆S,X−−−→
⊕
v∈S∩Sfk
At(Fv)
X (v) → H
2(CS(X ))→ XZ(AF )→ 0
in which ∆S,X is the natural diagonal map.
Proof. We write Zˆ for the profinite completion of Z and for each prime ℓ set CS(ℓ) :=
SCS(AF/k;X (ℓ),X (∞)ℓ).
To construct a suitable complex CS(X ) we shall use the general result of [27, Lem. 3.8]
with the complex Ĉ in loc. cit. taken to be the object
∏
ℓ CS(ℓ) of D(Zˆ[G]).
In fact, since X satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.10, Proposition 2.8(i)
implies that each complex CS(ℓ) belongs to D
perf(Zℓ[G]) and is acyclic outside degrees one,
two and three and so to apply [27, Lem. 3.8] it is enough to specify for each j ∈ {1, 2, 3} a
finitely generated G-moduleM j together with an isomorphism of Zˆ[G]-modules of the form
ιj : Zˆ⊗Z M j ∼=
∏
ℓH
j(CS(ℓ)).
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By Proposition 2.8(ii) it is clear that one can take M3 = A(F )∨tor and ι3 the canonical
identification induced by the decomposition A(F )∨tor =
∏
ℓA(F )[ℓ
∞]∨.
To construct suitable modules M1 and M2, we note first that the proof of Proposition
2.8(iii) combines with the fact that X satisfies condition (iii) in Definition 2.10 to give rise
to a homomorphism of Zˆ[G]-modules∏
ℓ
H1(CS(ℓ))
θ1−→ Zˆ⊗Z At(F )
with the property that ker(θ1) is finite of 2-power order and cok(θ1) is finite, and to a
diagram of homomorphisms of Zˆ[G]-modules
(21)
∏
ℓ
H2(CS(ℓ))
θ2−→
∏
ℓ
H2(SCΣℓ,ℓ(AF/k))
θ3←− Zˆ⊗Z XZ(AF )
in which ker(θ2) is finite whilst cok(θ2), ker(θ3) and cok(θ3) are all finite of 2-power order.
Here for each prime number ℓ we have also set Σℓ := (S ∩ Sfk ) ∪ Sℓk.
It is then straightforward to construct a commutative (pull-back) diagram of G-modules
(22)
M1 −−−−→ At(F )
ι11
y yι12∏
ℓH
1(CS(ℓ))
θ1−−−−→ Zˆ⊗Z At(F )
in which M1 is finitely generated, the upper horizontal arrow has finite kernel of 2-power
order and finite cokernel, the morphism ι12 is the natural inclusion and the morphism ι11
induces an isomorphism of Zˆ[G]-modules ι1 of the required sort.
In a similar way, there is a pull-back diagram of G-modules
M2
θ′2−−−−→ θ3(XZ(AF ))
ι21
y yι22∏
ℓH
2(CS(ℓ))
θ2−−−−→ ∏ℓH2(SCΣℓ,ℓ(AF/k))
in which M2 is finitely generated, ι22 is the natural inclusion, ker(θ
′
2) is finite, cok(θ
′
2) is
finite of 2-power order and the morphism ι21 induces a short exact sequence
0→ Zˆ⊗Z M2 →
∏
ℓ
H2(CS(ℓ))→M ′2 → 0
in which M ′2 is finite of 2-power order. Then, since Zˆ is a flat Z-module, one has
Ext1G(M
′
2,M2) = Zˆ⊗Z Ext1G(M ′2,M2) = Ext1Zˆ[G](M ′2, Zˆ⊗ZM2)
and so there exists an exact commutative diagram of G-modules
0 −−−−→ Zˆ⊗Z M2 ι21−−−−→
∏
ℓH
2(CS(ℓ)) −−−−→ M ′2 −−−−→ 0x ι2x ∥∥∥
0 −−−−→ M2 −−−−→ M2 −−−−→ M ′2 −−−−→ 0
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in which the left hand vertical arrow is the natural inclusion and M2 is finitely generated.
It is then clear that ι2 induces an isomorphism Zˆ ⊗Z M2 ∼=
∏
ℓH
2(CS(ℓ)) and that the
diagram
M2
ι21←−−M2 θ
′
2−→ θ3(XZ(AF )) θ3←− XZ(AF )
constitutes a morphism in Mod∗(Z[G]). This morphism is surjective, has finite kernel and
lies in a commutative diagram in Mod∗(Z[G])
(23)
M2 −−−−→ XZ(AF )
ι2
y y∏
ℓH
2(CS(ℓ)) −−−−→ Zˆ⊗Z XZ(AF )
in which the right hand vertical arrow is the inclusion map and the lower horizontal arrow
corresponds to the diagram (21).
These observations show that we can apply [27, Lem. 3.8] in the desired way in order
to obtain a complex CS(X ) in Dperf(Z[G]) that has Hj(SCS(AF/k;X )) =M j for each j in
{1, 2, 3} and satisfies all of the stated properties in claims (i)-(iv).
Turning to claim (v) we note that the given conditions on the modules X (v) imply that
for each v in S ∩ Sfk there is a direct sum decomposition of finite modules
At(Fv)
X (v) =
At(Fv)
∧
ℓ(v)
X (v) ⊕
⊕
ℓ 6=ℓ(v)
At(Fv)
∧
ℓ
and hence also a direct sum decomposition over all primes ℓ of the form
⊕
v∈S∩Sfk
At(Fv)
X (v) =
⊕
ℓ
⊕
v∈Sℓk
At(Fv)
∧
ℓ(v)
X (v) ⊕
⊕
v∈(S∩Sfk )\S
ℓ
k
At(Fv)
∧
ℓ
 .
This shows that the kernel and cokernel of the map ∆S,X in claim (v) respectively coincide
with the intersection over all primes ℓ of the kernel and the direct sum over all primes ℓ of
the cokernel of the diagonal map
At(F )→
⊕
v∈Sℓk
At(Fv)
∧
ℓ
X (v) ⊕
⊕
v∈(S∩Sfk )\S
ℓ
k
At(Fv)
∧
ℓ
that occurs in the sequence (20) (with p replaced by ℓ and X by X (ℓ)).
Given this fact, the exact sequence follows from the commutativity of the diagrams (22)
and (23) and the exactness of the sequence (20). 
2.4. Global differentials and perfect Selmer structures. With a view to the sub-
sequent formulation (in §3.2) of our central conjecture we explain how a choice of global
differentials gives rise to a natural perfect Selmer structure for A and F/k.
In the sequel we shall for a natural number m write [m] for the (ordered) set of integers
i that satisfy 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
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2.4.1. For each v in SRk we fix ordered Z-bases
{γ+v,a : a ∈ [d]}
of H1((A
t)σv (C),Z)c=1 and
{γ−v,a : a ∈ [d]}
of H1((A
t)σv (C),Z)c=−1, where c denotes complex conjugation.
For each v in SCk we fix an ordered Z-basis
{γv,a : a ∈ [2d]}
of H1((A
t)σv (C),Z).
For each v in S∞k we then fix τv ∈ G with τv(σ′v) = c ◦ σ′v and write Hv(γ•) for the free
G-module with basis
(24)
{
{(1 + τv)σ′v ⊗ γ+v,a + (1− τv)σ′v ⊗ γ−v,a : a ∈ [d]}, if v is real
{σ′v ⊗ γv,a : a ∈ [2d]}, if v is complex.
The direct sum
H∞(γ•) :=
⊕
v∈S∞k
Hv(γ•)
is then a free G-submodule of H∞(AF/k) of finite 2-power index.
To specify an ordered Z[G]-basis of H∞(γ•) we fix an ordering of S
∞
k and then order the
union of the sets (24) lexicographically.
2.4.2. We next fix a Ne´ron model At for At over Ok and, for each non-archimedean place
v of k, a Ne´ron model Atv for At/kv over Okv .
For any subfieldE of k and any non-archimedean place v of E we setOF,v :=
∏
w′∈SvF
OFw′ .
For each non-archimedean place v of k we then set
(25) DF (Atv) := OF,v ⊗Okv HomOkv (H0(Atv,Ω1Atv ),Okv ).
We finally fix an ordered Q[G]-basis ω• of the space of invariant differentials
H0(AtF ,Ω
1
AtF
) ∼= F ⊗k H0(At,Ω1At)
and write F(ω•) for the G-module generated by the elements of ω•. In the sequel we often
identify ω• with its dual ordered Q[G]-basis in HomF (H
0(AtF ,Ω
1
AtF
), F ) and F(ω•) with the
G-module generated by this dual basis.
In the sequel, for any subfield E of k and any place v in SfE we set Fv :=
∏
w′∈SvF
Fw′ .
For each non-archimedean place v of k we write F(ω•)v for the Zℓ(v)-closure of the image
of F(ω•) in Fv ⊗k Homk(H0(At,Ω1At), k) and
expAt,Fv : Fv ⊗k Homk(H0(At,Ω1At), k) ∼= HomFv(H0(AtFv ,Ω1AtFv ), Fv)
∼= Qℓ(v) ·At(Fv)∧ℓ(v)
for the exponential map of AtFv relative to some fixed Okv -basis of H0(Atv,Ω1Atv).
Then, if necessary after multiplying each element of ω• by a suitable natural number, we
may, and will, assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(iω•) for each v in S
f
k one has F(ω•)v ⊆ DF (Atv);
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(iiω•) for each v in S ∩ Sfk , the map expAt,Fv induces an isomorphism of F(ω•)v with a
submodule of At(Fv).
We then define X = XS(ω•) = XS({Atv}v , ω•, γ•) to be the perfect Selmer structure for
A, F/k and S that has the following properties:
(iX ) If v ∈ S∞k , then X (v) = Hv(γ•).
(iiX ) If v ∈ S ∩ Sfk , then X (v) = expAt,Fv(F(ω•)v).
(iiiX ) If v /∈ S, then X (v) = At(Fv)∧ℓ(v).
Remark 2.13. This specification does define a perfect Selmer structure for A and F/k
since if v does not belong to S, then the G-module At(Fv)
∧
ℓ(v) is cohomologically-trivial (by
Lemma 5.1(ii) below).
Remark 2.14. The perfect Selmer structure XS(ω•) = XS({Atv}v , ω•, γ•) defined above
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.12(v). As a consequence, if one ignores finite mod-
ules of 2-power order, then the cohomology modules of the Selmer complex CS(X (ω•)) =
SCS(AF/k;XS(ω•)) can be described as follows:
- H1(CS(X (ω•))) is the submodule of At(F ) comprising all elements x with the property
that, for each v in S, the image of x in At(Fv) belongs to the subgroup expAt,Fv(F(ω•)v).
- H2(CS(X (ω•))) is an extension of the integral Selmer group XZ(AF ) by the (finite)
cokernel of the diagonal map At(F )→⊕v∈S(At(Fv)/expAt,Fv(F(ω•)v)).
- H3(CS(X (ω•))) is equal to (A(F )tor)∨.
3. The refined Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture
In this section we formulate (as Conjecture 3.3) a precise refinement of the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture.
3.1. Relative K-theory. For the reader’s convenience, we first quickly review some rele-
vant facts of algebraic K-theory.
3.1.1. For a Dedekind domain R with field of fractions F , an R-order A in a finite dimen-
sional separable F -algebra A and a field extension E of F we set AE := E ⊗F A.
The relative algebraic K0-group K0(A, AE) of the ring inclusion A ⊂ AE is described
explicitly in terms of generators and relations by Swan in [91, p. 215].
For any extension field E′ of E there exists a canonical commutative diagram
(26)
K1(A) −−−−→ K1(AE′)
∂A,A
E′−−−−→ K0(A, AE′)
∂′
A,A
E′−−−−→ K0(A)∥∥∥ ιx ι′x ∥∥∥
K1(A) −−−−→ K1(AE)
∂A,AE−−−−→ K0(A, AE)
∂′
A,AE−−−−→ K0(A)
in which the upper and lower rows are the respective long exact sequences in relative K-
theory of the inclusions A ⊂ AE and A ⊂ AE′ and both of the vertical arrows are injective
and induced by the inclusion AE ⊆ AE′ . (For more details see [91, Th. 15.5].)
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In particular, if R = Z and for each prime ℓ we set Aℓ := Zℓ⊗ZA and Aℓ := Qℓ⊗QA, then
we can regard each group K0(Aℓ, Aℓ) as a subgroup of K0(A, A) by means of the canonical
composite homomorphism
(27)
⊕
ℓ
K0(Aℓ, Aℓ) ∼= K0(A, A) ⊂ K0(A, AR),
where ℓ runs over all primes, the isomorphism is as described in the discussion following
[35, (49.12)] and the inclusion is induced by the relevant case of ι′.
For an element x of K0(A, A) we write (xℓ)ℓ for its image in
⊕
ℓK0(Aℓ, Aℓ) under the
isomorphism in (27).
Then, if G is a finite group and E is a field of characteristic zero, taking reduced norms
over the semisimple algebra E[G] induces (as per the discussion in [35, §45A]) an injective
homomorphism
NrdE[G] : K1(E[G])→ ζ(E[G])×.
This homomorphism is bijective if E is either algebraically closed or complete.
3.1.2. We shall also use a description of K0(A, AE) in terms of the formalism of ‘non-
abelian determinants’ that is given by Fukaya and Kato in [51, §1].
We recall, in particular, that any pair comprising an object C ofDperf(A) and a morphism
of non-abelian determinants θ : DetAE(E⊗RC)→ DetAE(0) gives rise to a canonical element
of K0(A, AE) that we shall denote by χA(C, θ).
If E ⊗R C is acyclic, then one obtains in this way a canonical element χA(C, 0) of
K0(A, AE).
More generally, if E⊗RC is acyclic outside of degrees a and a+1 for any integer a, then
a choice of isomorphism of AE-modules h : E ⊗R Ha(C) ∼= E ⊗R Ha+1(C) gives rise to a
morphism hdet : DetAE(E ⊗R C)→ DetAE (0) of non-abelian determinants and we set
χA(C, h) := χA(C, h
det).
We recall the following general result concerning these elements (which follows directly
from [51, Lem. 1.3.4]) since it will be used often in the sequel.
Lemma 3.1. Let C1 → C2 → C3 → C1[1] be an exact triangle in Dperf(A) that satisfies
the following two conditions:
(i) there exists an integer a such that each Ci is acyclic outside degrees a and a+ 1;
(ii) there exists an exact commutative diagram of AE-modules
0 −−−−→ E ⊗R Ha(C1) −−−−→ E ⊗R Ha(C2) −−−−→ E ⊗R Ha(C3) −−−−→ 0
h1
y h2y h3y
0 −−−−→ E ⊗R Ha+1(C1) −−−−→ E ⊗R Ha+1(C2) −−−−→ E ⊗R Ha+1(C3) −−−−→ 0
in which each row is induced by the long exact cohomology sequence of the given
exact triangle and each map hi is bijective.
Then in K0(A, AE) one has χA(C2, h2) = χA(C1, h1) + χA(C3, h3).
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Remark 3.2. If A is commutative, then K0(A, AE) identifies with the multiplicative group
of invertible A-submodules of AE . If, in this case, C is acyclic outside degrees one and two,
then for any isomorphism of AE-modules h : E ⊗R H1(C) → E ⊗R H2(C) one finds that
the element χA(C, h) defined above corresponds under this identification to the inverse of
the ideal ϑh(DetA(C)) that is defined in [31, Def. 3.1].
For convenience, we shall often abbreviate the notations χZ[G](C, h) and χZp[G](C, h) to
χG(C, h) and χG,p(C, h) respectively.
When the field E is clear from context, we also write ∂G, ∂
′
G, ∂G,p and ∂
′
G,p in place of
∂Z[G],E[G], ∂
′
Z[G],E[G], ∂Zp[G],E[G] and ∂
′
Zp[G],E[G]
respectively.
3.2. Statement of the conjecture. In the sequel we fix a finite set of places S of k as in
§2. We also fix cycles γ• and differentials ω• as in §2.4.
3.2.1. We write Ωω•(AF/k) for the element of K1(R[G]) that is represented by the matrix
of the canonical ‘period’ isomorphism of R[G]-modules
R⊗Z H∞(γ•) = R⊗Z
⊕
v∈S∞k
H0(kv , Yv,F ⊗Z H1((At)σv (C),Z))
∼= R⊗Q HomF (H0(AtF ,Ω1AtF ), F ),
with respect to the ordered Z[G]-basis of H∞(γ•) specified in §2.4.1 and the ordered Q[G]-
basis ω• of HomF (H
0(AtF ,Ω
1
AtF
), F ).
This element Ωω•(AF/k) constitutes a natural ‘K-theoretical period’ and can be explicitly
computed in terms of the classical periods that are associated to A (see Lemma 4.1 below).
To take account of the local behaviour of the differentials ω• we define a G-module
Q(ω•)S :=
⊕
v/∈S
DF (Atv)/F(ω•)v,
where v runs over all places of k that do not belong to S.
It is easily seen that almost all terms in this direct sum vanish and hence that Q(ω•)S
is finite. This G-module is also cohomologically-trivial since DF (Atv) and F(ω•)v are both
free Zℓ(v)[G]-modules for each v outside S.
We can therefore define an object of Dperf(Z[G]) by setting
SCS,ω•(AF/k) := SCS(AF/k,XS(ω•))⊕Q(ω•)S [0],
where we abbreviate the perfect Selmer structure XS({Atv}v, ω•, γ•) defined by the condi-
tions (iX ), (iiX ) and (iiiX ) in §2.4 to XS(ω•).
We next write
hA,F : A(F )×At(F )→ R
for the classical Ne´ron-Tate height-pairing for A over F .
This pairing is non-degenerate and hence, assuming X(AF ) to be finite, it combines with
the properties of the Selmer complex SCS(AF/k,X (ω•)) established in Proposition 2.8(ii)
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to induce a canonical isomorphism of R[G]-modules
h′A,F : R⊗Z H1(SCS,ω•(AF/k)) = R⊗Z At(F )
∼= R⊗Z HomZ(A(F ),Z) = R⊗Z H2(SCS,ω•(AF/k)).
This isomorphism then gives rise via the formalism recalled in §3.1.2 to a canonical element
χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), hA,F ) := χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), h
′
A,F )
of the relative algebraic K-group K0(Z[G],R[G]).
Our conjecture will predict an explicit formula for this element in terms of Hasse-Weil-
Artin L-series.
3.2.2. For every prime ℓ the reduced norm maps NrdQℓ[G] and NrdCℓ[G] discussed in §3.1.1
are bijective and so there exists a composite homomorphism
(28) δG,ℓ : ζ(Cℓ[G])
× → K1(Cℓ[G])
∂Zℓ[G],Cℓ[G]−−−−−−−→ K0(Zℓ[G],Cℓ[G])
in which the first map is the inverse of NrdCℓ[G]. This homomorphism maps ζ(Qℓ[G])
× to
the subgroup K0(Zℓ[G],Qℓ[G]) of K0(Z[G],Q[G]).
If now v is any place of k that does not belong to S, then v is unramified in F/k and so
the finite G-modules
κFv :=
∏
w′∈SvF
κFw′ and A˜
t
v(κFv ) :=
∏
w′∈SvF
A˜t(κFw′ )
are both cohomologically-trivial by Lemma 5.1(i) below. Here for any place w′ in SvF , A˜
t
denotes the reduction of At/Fw′
to κFw′ .
For any such v we may therefore define an element of the subgroup K0(Zℓ(v)[G],Qℓ(v)[G])
of K0(Z[G],Q[G]) by setting
(29) µv(AF/k) := χG,ℓ(v)
(
κdFv [0]⊕ A˜tv(κFv )ℓ(v)[−1], 0
) − δG,ℓ(v)(Lv(A,F/k))
where Lv(A,F/k) is the element of ζ(Q[G])
× that is equal to the value at z = 1 of the
ζ(C[G])-valued L-factor at v of the motive h1(AF )(1), regarded as defined over k and with
coefficients Q[G], as discussed in [26, §4.1].
The sum
µS(AF/k) :=
∑
v/∈S
µv(AF/k)
will play an important role in our conjecture.
We shall refer to this sum as the ‘Fontaine-Messing correction term’ for the data A,F/k
and S since, independently of any conjecture, the theory developed by Fontaine and Messing
in [48] implies that µv(AF/k) vanishes for all but finitely many v and hence that µS(AF/k)
is a well-defined element of K0(Z[G],Q[G]). (For details see Lemma 6.12 below).
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3.2.3. We write Ĝ for the set of irreducible complex characters of G. In the sequel, for
each ψ in Ĝ we fix a C[G]-module Vψ of character ψ.
We recall that a character ψ in Ĝ is said to be ‘symplectic’ if the subfield of C that is
generated by the values of ψ is totally real and EndR[G](Vψ) is isomorphic to the division
ring of real Quaternions. We write Ĝs for the subset of Ĝ comprising such characters.
For each ψ in Ĝ we write ψˇ for its contragredient character and
eψ :=
ψ(1)
|G|
∑
g∈G
ψ(g−1)g
for the associated central primitive idempotents of C[G].
These idempotents induce an identification of ζ(C[G]) with
∏
Ĝ
C and we write x = (xψ)ψ
for the corresponding decomposition of each element x of ζ(C[G]).
For each ψ in Ĝ we write LS(A,ψ, z) for the Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series of A and ψ,
truncated by removing the Euler factors corresponding to places in S.
We can now state the central conjecture of this article.
Conjecture 3.3. The following claims are valid.
(i) The group X(AF ) is finite.
(ii) For all ψ in Ĝ the function L(A,ψ, z) has an analytic continuation to z = 1 where
it has a zero of order ψ(1)−1 · dimC(eψ(C ⊗Z At(F ))).
(iii) For all ψ in Ĝs the leading coefficient L∗S(A,ψ, 1) at z = 1 of the function LS(A,ψ, z)
is a strictly positive real number. In particular, there exists a unique element
L∗S(AF/k, 1) of K1(R[G]) with
NrdR[G](L
∗
S(AF/k, 1))ψ = L
∗
S(A, ψˇ, 1)
for all ψ in Ĝ.
(iv) In K0(Z[G],R[G]) one has
∂G
(
L∗S(AF/k, 1)
Ωω•(AF/k)
)
= χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), hA,F ) + µS(AF/k).
In the sequel we shall refer to this conjecture as the ‘Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjec-
ture for the pair (A,F/k)’ and abbreviate it to BSD(AF/k).
Remark 3.4. The assertion of BSD(AF/k)(i) is the celebrated Shafarevich-Tate conjec-
ture. The quantity ψ(1)−1 · dimC(eψ(C ⊗Z At(F ))) is equal to the multiplicity with which
the character ψ occurs in the rational representation Q ⊗Z At(F ) of G (and hence to the
right hand side of the equality (2)) and so the assertion of BSD(AF/k)(ii) coincides with a
conjecture of Deligne and Gross (cf. [83, p. 127]).
Remark 3.5. Write τ for complex conjugation. Then, by the Hasse-Schilling-Maass Norm
Theorem (cf. [35, (7.48)]), the image of NrdR[G] is the subset of
∏
Ĝ
C× comprising x
with the property that xψτ = τ(xψ) for all ψ in Ĝ and also that xψ is a strictly posi-
tive real number for all ψ in Ĝs. This means that the second assertion of BSD(AF/k)(iii)
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follows immediately from the first assertion, the injectivity of NrdR[G] and the fact that
L∗S(A,ψ
τ , 1) = τ(L∗S(A,ψ, 1)) for all ψ in Ĝ.
The first assertion of BSD(AF/k)(iii) is itself motivated by the fact that if ψ belongs to
Ĝs, and [ψ] denotes the associated Artin motive over k, then one can show that L∗S(A,ψ, 1)
is a strictly positive real number whenever the motive h1(A)⊗ [ψ] validates the ‘Generalized
Riemann Hypothesis’ discussed by Deninger in [41, (7.5)]. However, since this fact does not
itself provide any more evidence for BSD(AF/k)(iii) we omit the details.
Remark 3.6. It is possible to formulate a version of BSD(AF/k) that omits claim (iii) and
hence avoids any possible reliance on the validity of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis.
To do this we recall that the argument of [26, §4.2, Lem. 9] constructs a canonical ‘extended
boundary homomorphism’ of relative K-theory δG : ζ(R[G])
× → K0(Z[G],R[G]) that lies
in a commutative diagram
K1(R[G]) _
NrdR[G]

∂G // K0(Z[G],R[G])
ζ(R[G])×.
δG
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❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
❥
Hence, to obtain a version of the conjecture that omits claim (iii) one need only replace
the term on the left hand side of the equality in claim (iv) by the difference
δG
(L∗S(AF/k, 1)) − ∂G(Ωω•(AF/k))
where L∗S(AF/k, 1) denotes the element of ζ(R[G])× with L∗S(AF/k, 1)ψ = L∗S(A, ψˇ, 1) for all
ψ in Ĝ.
Remark 3.7. The approach developed by Wuthrich and the present authors in [30, §4] can
be extended to show that the weaker version of BSD(AF/k) discussed in the last remark
is equivalent to the validity of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for the pair
(h1(AF )(1),Z[G]), as formulated in [26, Conj. 4] (for details see Appendix A). Taken in
conjunction with the results of Venjakob and the first author in [32], this observation implies
that the study of BSD(AF/k) and its consequences is relevant if one wishes to properly
understand the content of the main conjecture of non-commutative Iwasawa theory, as
formulated by Coates et al in [34].
Remark 3.8. If, for each prime ℓ, we fix an isomorphism of fields C ∼= Cℓ, then the
exactness of the lower row in (26) with A = Zℓ[G] and AE = Cℓ[G] implies that the equality
in BSD(AF/k)(iv) determines the image of (L
∗
S(A,ψ, 1))ψ∈Ĝ in ζ(Cℓ[G])
× modulo the image
under the reduced norm map NrdQℓ[G] of K1(Zℓ[G]). In view of the explicit description of
the latter image that is obtained by Kakde in [61] (or, equivalently, by the methods of Ritter
and Weiss in [82]), this means BSD(AF/k)(iv) implicitly incorporates families of congruence
relations between the leading coefficients L∗S(A,ψ, 1) for varying ψ in Ĝ.
Remark 3.9. The formulation of BSD(AF/k) is consistent in the following respects.
(i) Its validity is independent of the choices of set S and ordered Q[G]-basis ω•.
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(ii) Its validity for the pair (A,F/k) implies its validity for (AE , F/E) for any interme-
diate field E of F/k and for (A,E/k) for any such E that is Galois over k.
(iii) Its validity for the pair (A, k/k) is equivalent, up to sign, to the Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer Conjecture for A over k.
Each of these statements can be proven directly but also follows from the observation in
Remark 3.7 (see Remark A.3 for more details).
Remark 3.10. A natural analogue of BSD(AF/k) has been formulated, and in some im-
portant cases proved, in the setting of abelian varieties over global function fields by Kakde,
Kim and the first author in [27].
Motivated at least in part by Remark 3.7, our main aim in the rest of this article will
be to describe, and in important special cases provide evidence for, a range of explicit
consequences that would follow from the validity of BSD(AF/k).
3.3. p-components. To end this section we show that the equality in BSD(AF/k)(iv) can
be checked by considering separately ‘p-primary components’ for each prime p.
For each prime p and each isomorphism of fields j : C ∼= Cp, the inclusion R ⊂ C combines
with the functoriality of K-theory to induce a homomorphism
K1(R[G])→ K1(Cp[G])
and also pairs with the inclusion Z→ Zp to induce a homomorphism
K0(Z[G],R[G])→ K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]).
In the sequel we shall, for convenience, use j∗ to denote both of these homomorphisms as
well as the inclusion ζ(R[G])× → ζ(Cp[G])× and isomorphism ζ(C[G])× ∼= ζ(Cp[G])× that
are induced by the action of j on coefficients.
Lemma 3.11. Fix ω• and S as in BSD(AF/k). Then, to prove the equality in BSD(AF/k)(iv)
it suffices to prove, for every prime p and every isomorphism of fields j : C ∼= Cp, that
(30) ∂G,p
(
j∗(L
∗
S(AF/k, 1))
j∗(Ωω•(AF/k))
)
= χG,p(SCS(AF/k,X (p),X (∞)p), hjA,F )
+ χG,p(Q(ω•)S,p[0], 0) + µS(AF/k)p,
where we write X for XS(ω•) and hjA,F for Cp ⊗R,j hdetA,F .
Proof. We consider the diagonal homomorphism of abelian groups
(31) K0(Z[G],R[G])
(
∏
j∗)p−−−−→
∏
p
 ∏
j:C∼=Cp
K0(Zp[G],Cp[G])
 ,
where the products run over all primes p and all choices of isomorphism j.
The key fact that we shall use is that this map is injective. This fact is certainly well-
known but, given its importance, we shall, for completeness, prove it.
We consider the exact sequences that are given by the lower row of (26) with A = R[G]
and AE = E[G] for the pairs (R,E) = (Z,Q), (Z,R), (Zp,Qp) and (Zp,Cp) and the maps
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between these sequences which are induced by the obvious inclusions and by an embedding
j : R→ Cp.
By an easy diagram chase one obtains a commutative diagram of short exact sequences
0 // K0(Z[G],Q[G]) //

K0(Z[G],R[G]) //

K1(R[G])/K1(Q[G]) //

0
0 // K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]) // K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]) // K1(Cp[G])/K1(Qp[G]) // 0.
Therefore it suffices to show that the maps
(32) K0(Z[G],Q[G])→
∏
p,j
K0(Zp[G],Qp[G])
and
(33) K1(R[G])/K1(Q[G])→
∏
p,j
K1(Cp[G])/K1(Qp[G])
are injective. The injectivity of (32) follows immediately from the relevant case of the
isomorphism in (27).
Let x ∈ K1(R[G]) be such that for all p and all j one has
j∗(x) ∈ K1(Qp[G]) ⊆ K1(Cp[G]).
We now use the (injective) maps NrdR[G] and NrdQ[G] to identify K1(R[G]) and K1(Q[G])
with im(NrdR[G]) and im(NrdQ[G]) respectively.
Then, x =
∑
g∈G cgg is an element of im(NrdR[G]) such that
(34) j∗(x) =
∑
g∈G
j(cg)g ∈ ζ(Qp[G])×.
We claim that
∑
g∈G cgg ∈ Q[G]. Let g ∈ G and consider the coefficient cg.
If, firstly, cg was transcendental over Q, then there would be an embedding j : R → Cp
such that j(cg) 6∈ Qp, thereby contradicting (34).
Therefore cg is algebraic over Q. Now j(cg) ∈ Qp for all p and embeddings j implies that
all primes are completely split in the number field Q(cg) and therefore Q(cg) = Q.
Hence x belongs to im(NrdR[G]) ∩Q[G] which, by the Hasse-Schilling-Maass Norm The-
orem, is equal to im(NrdQ[G]).
This shows the injectivity of (33) and hence also of the map (31). The injectivity of (31)
in turn implies that the equality of BSD(AF/k)(iv) is valid if and only if its image under
each maps j∗ is valid.
Set X := XS(ω•). Then
j∗(χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), hA,F )) = χG,p(Zp ⊗Z SCS,ω•(AF/k),Cp ⊗R,j hA,F ))
= χG,p(SCS(AF/k,X (p),X (∞)p), hjA,F ) + χG,p(Q(ω•)S,p[0], 0),
where the first equality is by definition of the map j∗ and the second by Proposition 2.12(i).
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Given this, the claim follows from the obvious equality j∗(µS(AF/k)) = µS(AF/k)p and
the commutativity of the diagram
K1(R[G])
∂G−−−−→ K0(Z[G],R[G])yj∗ yj∗
K1(Cp[G])
∂G,p−−−−→ K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]).

Remark 3.12. In the sequel we shall say, for any given prime p, that the ‘p-primary
component’ BSDp(AF/k)(iv) of the equality in BSD(AF/k)(iv) is valid if for every choice of
isomorphism of fields j : C ∼= Cp the equality (30) is valid.
4. Periods and Galois-Gauss sums
To prepare for arguments in subsequent sections, we shall now explain the precise link
between the K-theoretical period Ωω•(AF/k) that occurs in BSD(AF/k) and the classical
periods that are associated to A over k.
4.1. Periods and Galois resolvents. At the outset we fix an ordered k-basis {ω′j : j ∈ [d]}
of H0(At,Ω1At).
For each v in SkR we then set
Ω+A,v := det
(∫
γ+v,a
σv,∗(ω
′
b)
)
a,b

and
Ω−A,v := det
(∫
γ−v,a
σv,∗(ω
′
b)
)
a,b
 ,
where the elements γ+v,a and γ
−
v,a of H1((A
t)σv (C),Z) are as specified in §2.4.1 and in both
matrices (a, b) runs over [d]× [d].
For each v in SCk we also set
ΩA,v := det
(∫
γv,a
σv,∗(ω
′
b), c
(∫
γv,a
σv,∗(ω
′
b)
))
a,b

where the elements γv,a of H1((A
t)σv (C),Z) are again as specified in §2.4.1 and (a, b) runs
over [2d]× [d].
We note that, by explicitly computing integrals, the absolute values of these determinants
can be explicitly related to the periods that occur in the classical formulation of the Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (see, for example, Gross [52, p. 224]).
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For each archimedean place v of k and character ψ we then set
ΩψA,v :=
{
Ω
ψ(1)
A,v , if v ∈ SCk ,
(Ω+A,v)
1−ψ−v (1)(Ω−A,v)
ψ−v (1), if v ∈ SRk
with
ψ−v (1) := ψ(1) − dimC(H0(Gw, Vψ)),
where again Vψ is a fixed choice of C[G]-module of character ψ.
For each ψ we set
ΩψA :=
∏
v∈S∞k
ΩψA,v
and we then finally define an element of ζ(C[G])× by setting
(35) Ω
F/k
A :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
ΩψA · eψ.
For each v in SRk , resp. in S
C
k , we also set
wv,ψ :=
{
iψ
−
v (1), if v ∈ SRk ,
i, if v ∈ SCk .
For each character ψ we then set
wψ :=
∏
v∈S∞k
wv,ψ
and then define an element of ζ(C[G])× by setting
(36) wF/k :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
wψ · eψ.
Lemma 4.1. Set n := [k : Q]. Fix an ordered Q[G]-basis {zi : i ∈ [n]} of F and write ω•
for the (lexicographically ordered) Q[G]-basis {zi ⊗ ω′j : i ∈ [n], j ∈ [d]} of H0(AtF ,Ω1AtF ).
Then in ζ(R[G])× one has
NrdR[G](Ωω•(AF/k)) = Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k ·NrdQ[G]

(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(zi))) · g

σ∈Σ(k),i∈[n]

−d
where we have fixed an extension σˆ to Σ(F ) of each embedding σ in Σ(k).
Proof. This follows from the argument of [30, Lem. 4.5]. 
4.2. Galois resolvents and Galois-Gauss sums. Under suitable conditions, one can also
choose the Q[G]-basis {zi : i ∈ [n]} of F so that the reduced norm of the Galois resolvent
matrix that occurs in Lemma 4.1 can be explicitly described in terms of Galois-Gauss sums.
Before explaining this we first recall the relevant notions of Galois-Gauss sums.
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4.2.1. The ‘global Galois-Gauss sum of F/k’ is the element
τ(F/k) :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
τ(Q, ψ) · eψ
of ζ(Qc[G])×.
Here we regard each character ψ of G as a character of Gk via the projection Gk → G
and then write τ(Q, ψ) for the global Galois-Gauss sum (as defined by Martinet in [69]) of
the induction of ψ to GQ.
To define suitable modifications of these sums we then define the ‘unramified character-
istic’ of v at each character ψ in Ĝ by setting
uv,ψ := det(−Φ−1v | V Iwψ ) ∈ Qc,×.
For each character ψ in Ĝ we set
uψ :=
∏
v∈SFk
uv,ψ.
We then define elements of ζ(Q[G])× by setting
(37) uv(F/k) :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
uψ · eψ
and
uF/k :=
∏
v∈SFk
uv(F/k) =
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
uψ · eψ.
We finally define the ‘modified global Galois-Gauss sum of ψ’ to be the element
τ∗(Q, ψ) := uψ · τ(Q, ψ)
of Qc, and the ‘modified global Galois-Gauss sum of F/k’ to be the element
τ∗(F/k) := uF/k · τ(F/k) =
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
τ∗(Q, ψ) · eψ
of ζ(Qc[G])×.
Remark 4.2. The modified Galois-Gauss sums τ∗(Q, ψ) defined above play a key role in
the proof of the main results of classical Galois module theory, as discussed by Fro¨hlich in
[50]. In Lemma 11.2 below, one can also find a more concrete reason as to why such terms
should arise naturally in the setting of leading term conjectures.
4.2.2. The next result shows that under mild hypotheses the Galois-resolvent matrix that
occurs in Lemma 4.1 can be explicitly interpreted in terms of the elements τ∗(F/k) intro-
duced above.
Proposition 4.3. The following claims are valid.
(i) For any ordered Q[G]-basis ω• of H
0(AtF ,Ω
1
AtF
) there exists an element u(ω•) of
ζ(Q[G])× such that
NrdR[G](Ωω•(AF/k)) = u(ω•) · ΩF/kA · wdF/k · τ∗(F/k)−d.
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(ii) Fix a prime p and set OF,p := Zp ⊗Z OF . Then if no p-adic place of k is wildly
ramified in F , there is an ordered Zp[G]-basis {zpi }i∈[n] of OF,p for which one has
NrdQp[G]

(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(zpi ))) · g

σ∈Σ(k),i∈[n]
 = τ∗(F/k).
Proof. It is enough to prove claim (i) for any choice of Q[G]-basis ω•. Then, choosing ω• as
in Lemma 4.1, the latter result implies that it is enough to prove that the product
NrdQp[G]

(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(zi))) · g

σ∈Σ(k),i∈[n]
 · τ∗(F/k)−1
belongs to ζ(Q[G])× and this follows from the argument used by Bley and the first author
to prove [12, Prop. 3.4].
Turning to claim (ii) we note that if no p-adic place of k is wildly ramified in F , then the
Zp[G]-module OF,p is free of rank n (by Noether’s Theorem) and so we may fix an ordered
Zp[G]-basis z
p
• := {zpi : i ∈ [n]}.
The matrix
M(zp•) := ((
∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(zpb ))) · g)σ∈Σ(k),b∈[n])
in GLn(Cp[G]) then represents, with respect to the bases z
p
• of Fp and {σˆ : σ ∈ Σ(k)} of
YF/k,p, the isomorphism of Cp[G]-modules
µF,p : Cp ⊗Qp Fp ∼= Cp ⊗Zp YF/k,p
that sends each z ⊗ f to (zσˆ(f))σ∈Σ(k).
Hence one has
δG,p
(
NrdCp[G]
(
M(zp•)
))
= ∂G,p
(
[M(zp•)]
)
= [OF,p, YF/k,p;µF,p]
= δG,p(τ
∗(F/k)),
where [M(zp•)] denotes the class of M(z
p
•) in K1(Cp[G]) and the last equality follows from
the proof of [12, Th. 7.5].
Now the exact sequence of relative K-theory implies that kernel of δG,p is equal to the
image of K1(Zp[G]) under the map NrdQp[G].
In addition, the ring Zp[G] is semi-local and so the natural map GLn(Zp[G])→ K1(Zp[G])
is surjective.
It follows that there exists a matrix U in GLn(Zp[G]) with
NrdCp[G](M(z
p
•)) · NrdCp[G](U) = τ∗(F/k)
and so it suffices to replace the basis zp• by its image under the automorphism of OF,p that
corresponds to the matrix U . 
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Taken together, Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.3(ii) give an explicit interpretation of the
K-theoretical periods that occur in the formulation of BSD(AF/k).
However, the existence of p-adic places that ramify wildly in F makes the situation more
complicated and this leads to technical difficulties in later sections.
5. Local points on ordinary varieties
In §6 we will impose several mild hypotheses on the reduction types of A and the ramifi-
cation invariants of F/k which together ensure that the classical Selmer complex is perfect
over Zp[G]. Under these hypotheses, we will then give a more explicit interpretation of the
equality in BSD(AF/k)(iv).
As a necessary preparation for these results, in this section we shall establish several
preliminary results concerning the properties of local points on varieties with good ordinary
reduction.
5.1. Cohomological-triviality. For this purpose we assume to be given a finite Galois
extension N/M of p-adic fields and set Γ := GN/M . We fix a Sylow p-subgroup ∆ of Γ. We
write Γ0 for the inertia subgroup of Γ and set N0 := N
Γ0 .
We also assume to be given an abelian variety B, of dimension d, over M that has good
reduction and write B˜ for the corresponding reduced variety.
Lemma 5.1. The following claims are valid.
(i) If N/M is unramified, then the Γ-modules B(N), B˜(κN ) and κN are cohomologically-
trivial.
(ii) If N/M is at most tamely ramified, then the Zp[Γ]-modules B(N)
∧
p and B˜(κN )[p
∞]
are cohomologically-trivial.
(iii) If the variety B is ordinary and B˜(κN∆)[p
∞] vanishes, then the Zp[Γ]-module B(N)
∧
p
is cohomologically-trivial.
(iv) Assume that B is ordinary and write u for the twist matrix (in GLd(Zp)) of its
formal group over the completion of Mun. If B˜(κN∆)[p
∞] vanishes, then B(N)∧p is
torsion-free, and hence projective over Zp[Γ], if and only if for any non-trivial d-fold
vector ζ of p-th roots of unity in Nun one has
ΦN (ζ) 6= ζu,
where ΦN is the Frobenius automorphism in GNun/N . In particular, this is the case
if any p-power root of unity in Nun belongs to N .
Proof. A standard Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence argument combines with the criterion
of [1, Thm. 9] to show that claim (i) is valid provided that each of the modules B(N), B˜(κN )
and κN is cohomologically-trivial with respect to every subgroup C of Γ of prime order (see
the proof of [30, Lem. 4.1] for a similar argument).
We therefore fix a subgroup C of Γ that has prime order. Now cohomology over C is
periodic of order 2 and each of the modules B(N), B˜(κN ) and κN span free Q[Γ]-modules.
It thus follows from [1, Cor. to Prop. 11] that the Herbrand Quotient with respect to C of
each of these modules is equal to 1. To prove claim (i) it is enough to show that the natural
norm maps B(N)→ B(NC), B˜(κN )→ B˜(κNC ) and κN → κNC are surjective.
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Since the extension N/NC is unramified, this surjectivity is well-known for the module
κN and for the modules B(N) and B˜(κN ) it follows directly from the result of Mazur in
[70, Cor. 4.4].
To prove claim (ii) we assume that N/M is tamely ramified. In this case the order of Γ0
is prime to p and so the same standard Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence argument as in
claim (i) implies claim (ii) is true if the modules B(N0)
∧
p = (B(N)
∧
p )
Γ0 and B˜(κN )[p
∞] =
B˜(κN )[p
∞]Γ0 are cohomologically-trivial with respect to every subgroup C of Γ/Γ0 of order
p. Since N0/N
C
0 is unramified, this follows from the argument in claim (i).
In a similar way, to prove claim (iii) one is reduced to showing that if B˜(κN∆)[p
∞]
vanishes, then for each subgroup C of Γ0 of order p, the norm map NC : B(N)
∧
p → B(NC)∧p
is surjective.
Now the main result of Lubin and Rosen in [66] implies that the cokernel of NC is
isomorphic to the cokernel of the natural action of Id − u on the direct sum of d-copies
of C and from the proof of [66, Th. 2] one knows that det(Id − u) is a p-adic divisor of
|B˜(κN )|. But if B˜(κN∆)[p∞] vanishes, then B˜(κN )[p∞] also vanishes (as ∆ is a p-group)
and so det(Id − u) is a p-adic unit. It follows that cok(NC) vanishes, as required to prove
claim (iii).
To prove claim (iv) we assume B˜(κN∆)[p
∞] vanishes. Then claim (ii) implies B(N)∧p is
a projective Zp[Γ]-module if and only if B(N)
∧
p [p
∞] vanishes. In addition, from the lemma
in [66, §1] (with L = K = N), we know that the group B(N)∧p [p∞] is isomorphic to the
subgroup of (Nun,×)d comprising p-torsion elements η which satisfy ΦN (η) = η
u.
This directly implies the first assertion of claim (iv) and the second assertion then follows
because det(Id − u) is a p-adic unit and so u 6≡ 1 (mod p). 
Remark 5.2. A more general analysis of the cohomological properties of formal groups
was recently given by Ellerbrock and Nickel in [44].
5.2. Twist matrices and K-theory. In this section we fix an abelian variety B overM of
dimension d. We assume that B has good ordinary reduction and is such that B˜(κN∆)[p
∞]
vanishes.
We shall then use Lemma 5.1 to define a natural invariant in K0(Zp[Γ],Qp[Γ]) of the twist
matrix of B that will play an important role in the explicit interpretation of the equality in
BSD(AF/k)(iv) that will be given in §6 below.
At the outset we recall that the complex RΓ(N,Zp(1)) belongs to D
perf(Zp[Γ]). Hence,
following Lemma 5.1(iii), we obtain a complex in Dperf(Zp[Γ]) by setting
C•B,N := RΓ(N,Zp(1))
d[1]⊕B(N)∧p [−1].
This complex is acyclic outside degrees zero and one. In addition, Kummer theory gives
an identification H1(N,Zp(1)) = (N
×)∧p and the invariant map invN of N an isomorphism
H2(N,Zp(1)) ∼= Zp.
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We next fix a choice of isomorphism of Qp[Γ]-modules λB,N which lies in a commutative
diagram
(38)
0 −−−−→ Qp · (U (1)N )d
⊂−−−−→ Qp ·H0(C•B,N )
(valN )
d
−−−−−→ Qdp −−−−→ 0
expB,N
y λB,Ny ×fN/My
0 −−−−→ Qp · B(N)∧p ⊂−−−−→ Qp ·H1(C•B,N ) can−−−−→ Qdp −−−−→ 0.
Here U
(1)
N is the group of 1-units of N , valN : Qp · (N×)∧p → Qp is the canonical valuation
map on N , fN/M is the residue degree of N/M , ‘can’ is induced by invN and expB,N is the
composite isomorphism
Qp · (U (1)N )d ∼= Nd ∼= Qp · B(N)∧p
where the first isomorphism is induced by the p-adic logarithm on N and the second by the
exponential map of the formal group of B over N .
We now introduce a useful general convention: for each element x of ζ(Cp[Γ]) we write
†x for the unique element of ζ(Cp[Γ])
× with the property that for each µ in Γ̂ one has
(39) eµ(
†x) =
{
eµx, if eµx 6= 0,
eµ, otherwise.
(This construction is written as x 7→∗x in [12, 20]).
We then define an element
cN/M :=
†((|κM | − ΦN/M )eΓ0)
†((1 − ΦN/M )eΓ0)
of ζ(Q[Γ])×. Here and in the sequel, ΦN/M is a fixed lift to Γ of the Frobenius automorphism
in Γ/Γ0 and, for any subgroup J of Γ, eJ denotes the idempotent (1/|J |)
∑
γ∈J γ.
We finally obtain our desired element of K0(Zp[Γ],Qp[Γ]) by setting
RN/M (B˜) := χΓ,p(C
•
B,N , λB,N ) + d · δΓ,p(cN/M ).
Proposition 5.3. Assume B is ordinary and B˜(κN∆)[p
∞] vanishes.
(i) RN/M (B˜) depends only upon N/M and the reduced variety B˜.
(ii) RN/M (B˜) has finite order.
(iii) If N/M is tamely ramified, then RN/M (B˜) vanishes.
Proof. We set C• := C•B,N , λ := λB,N and f := fN/M , and also write ℘ = ℘N for the
maximal ideal in the valuation ring of N .
Then, whilst λ can be chosen in many different ways to ensure that (38) commutes, it is
straightforward to check that χΓ,p(C
•, λ) is independent of this choice. The fact that this
element depends only on the (twist matrix of the) reduced variety B˜ follows from Lemma
5.5 below. This proves claim (i).
It is convenient to prove claim (iii) before claim (ii) and so we assume N/M is tamely
ramified.
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We write Bˆ for the formal group of B. In this case Lemma 5.4(i) below implies that
for each natural number n the Zp[Γ]-modules U
(n) := Gm(℘
n) and V (n) := Bˆ(℘n) are
cohomologically-trivial and there exist exact triangles in Dperf(Zp[Γ]) of the form
(U (n))d[0]⊕ V (n)[−1] α−→ C• → C•α → (U (n))d[1] ⊕ V (n)[0]
U (1)[0]
β−→ RΓ(N,Zp(1))[1] → C•N,1 → U1N [1]
(U (1)/U (n))d[0]
γ−→ C•α → (C•N,1)d ⊕ (V (1)/V (n))[−1]→ (U (1)/U (n))d[1].
Here α is the unique morphism such that H0(α) and H1(α) are respectively induced by
the inclusions U (n) ⊂ (N×)∧p and V (n) ⊆ B(N)∧p and so that the cohomology sequence
of the first triangle induces identifications of H0(C•α) and H
1(C•α) with ((N
×)∧p /U
(n))d
and Zdp ⊕ V (1)/V (n); β is the unique morphism so that H0(β) is induced by the inclusion
U (1) ⊂ (N×)∧p and so the cohomology sequence of the second triangle induces identifications
of H0(C•N,1) and H
1(C•N,1) with (N
×)∧p /U
(1) and Zp respectively; γ is the unique morphism
so that H0(γ) is the inclusion (U (1)/U (n))d ⊂ H0(C•α).
In particular, if n is sufficiently large, then we may apply Lemma 3.1 to the first and
third of the above triangles to deduce that
χΓ,p(C
•, λ)(40)
=χΓ,p((U
(n))d[0] ⊕ V (n)[−1], expB,N ) + χΓ,p(C•α, λα)
=χΓ,p(C
•
α, λα)
=χΓ,p((U
(1)/U (n))d[0], 0) + d · χΓ,p(C•N,1, f · valN ) + χΓ,p((V (1)/V (n))[−1], 0)
=χΓ,p((U
(1)/U (n))d[0], 0) + d · χΓ,p(C•N,1, f · valN )− χΓ,p((V (1)/V (n))[0], 0)
= d · χΓ,p(C•N,1, f · valN ),
where we write λα for the isomorphism of Qp[Γ]-modules
Qp ·H0(C•α) = Qp · ((N×)∧p /U (n))d ∼= Qdp = Qp ·H1(C•α)
that is induced by the map f · valN and the second and last equalities in (40) follow from
Lemma 5.4.
But
χΓ,p(C
•
N,1, f · valN ) = χΓ,p(C•N,1, valN ) + δΓ,p(†(f · eΓ))
whilst from [12, Th. 4.3] one has
χΓ,p(C
•
N,1, valN ) = −δΓ,p(cN/M ·†(f · eΓ)) = −δΓ,p(cN/M )− δΓ,p(†(f · eΓ)).
Claim (iii) is thus obtained by substituting these facts into the equality (40).
To deduce claim (ii) from claim (iii) we recall that an element ξ of K0(Zp[Γ],Qp[Γ]) has
finite order if and only if for cyclic subgroup Υ of Γ and every quotient Ω = Υ/Υ′ of order
prime to p one has (qΥΩ ◦ ρΓΥ)(ξ) = 0. Here
ρΓΥ : K0(Zp[Γ],Qp[Γ])→ K0(Zp[Υ],Qp[Υ])
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is the natural restriction map,
qΥΩ : K0(Zp[Υ],Qp[Υ])→ K0(Zp[Ω],Qp[Ω])
maps the class of a triple (P, φ,Q) to the class of (PΥ
′
, φΥ
′
, QΥ
′
), and the stated general
fact is proved in [22, Thm. 4.1].
Since the extension NΥ
′
/NΥ is tamely ramified, it is thus enough to show that
(qΥΩ ◦ ρΓΥ)(RN/M (B˜)) = RNΥ′/NΥ(B˜).
This is proved by a routine computation in relative K-theory that uses the same ideas
as in [20, Rem. 2.9]. In fact, the only point worth mentioning explicitly in this regard is
that if Γ′ is normal in Γ, and we set N ′ := NΓ
′
, then the natural projection isomorphism
ι : Zp[Γ/Γ
′] ⊗LZp[Γ] RΓ(N,Zp(1)) ∼= RΓ(N ′,Zp(1)) in Dperf(Zp[Γ/Γ′]) gives a commutative
diagram of (trivial) Qp[Γ/Γ
′]-modules
Qp ·H2(N,Zp(1))Γ′ invN−−−−→ Qp
H2(ι)
y y×fN/N′
Qp ·H2(N ′,Zp(1)) invN′−−−−→ Qp.

Lemma 5.4. If N/M is tamely ramified, the following claims are valid for all natural
numbers a.
(i) The Zp[Γ]-modules U
(a) and V (a) are cohomologically-trivial.
(ii) One has d · χΓ,p((U (1)/U (a))[0], 0) = χΓ,p((V (1)/V (a))[0], 0).
(iii) For all sufficiently large a one has χΓ,p((U
(a))d[0]⊕ V (a)[−1], expB,N ) = 0.
Proof. The key fact in this case is that for every integer i the Zp[Γ]-module ℘
i is cohomologically-
trivial (by Ullom [95]).
In particular, if we write i0 for the least integer with i0 ≥ e/(p − 1), where e is the
ramification degree of N/Qp, then for any integer a ≥ i0 the formal logarithm logB and
p-adic exponential map restrict to give isomorphisms of Zp[Γ]-modules
(41) V (a) ∼= (℘a)d, ℘a ∼= U (a)
and so the Zp[Γ]-modules V
(a) and U (a) are cohomologically-trivial.
In addition, for all a the natural isomorphisms
(42) U (a)/U (a+1) ∼= ℘a/℘a+1, (℘a/℘a+1)d ∼= V (a)/V (a+1)
imply that these quotient modules are also cohomologically-trivial. By using the tautological
exact sequences for each a < i0
(43)
{
0→ U (a+1)/U (i0) → U (a)/U (i0) → U (a)/U (a+1) → 0,
0→ V (a+1)/V (i0) → V (a)/V (i0) → V (a)/V (i+1) → 0
one can therefore deduce (by a downward induction on a, starting at i0) that all modules
U (a) and V (a) are cohomologically-trivial. This proves claim (i).
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In addition, by repeatedly using the exact sequences (43) and isomorphisms (42) one
computes that d · χΓ,p((U (1)/U (a))[0], 0) is equal to
d ·
b=a−1∑
b=1
χΓ,p((U
(b)/U (b+1))[0], 0) =
b=a−1∑
b=1
χΓ,p(
(
(U (b)/U (b+1))
)d
[0], 0)
=
b=a−1∑
b=1
χΓ,p((V
(b)/V (b+1))[0], 0)
=χΓ,p((V
(1)/V (b))[0], 0),
as required go prove claim (ii).
Finally, claim (iii) is a direct consequence of the isomorphisms (41). 
Lemma 5.5. Let B and B′ be abelian varieties over M , of the same dimension d, that
have good ordinary reduction and are such that B˜(κN∆)[p
∞] and B˜′(κN∆)[p
∞] both vanish.
Then the following claims are valid.
(i) The Zp[Γ]-modules B(N)
∧
p and B
′(N)∧p are cohomologically-trivial and the formal
group logarithms induce an isomorphism of Qp[Γ]-modules
Qp ·B(N)∧p
logB,N−−−−→ Nd expB′,N−−−−−→ Qp · B′(N)∧p .
(ii) If the reduced varieties B˜ and B˜′ are isomorphic, then in K0(Zp[Γ],Qp[Γ]) one has
χΓ,p(B(N)
∧
p [0]⊕B′(N)∧p [−1], expB′,N ◦ logB,N ) = 0.
Proof. Claim (i) follows directly from Lemma 5.1(iii).
To prove claim (ii) we write Mun for the maximal unramified extension of M , Mˆun
for its completion and O for the valuation ring of Mˆun. We write ϕM for the Frobenius
automorphism in GMun/M .
Then the formal group Bˆ of B is toroidal and so there exists an isomorphism of formal
groups f1 : Bˆ ∼= Gdm over O. If we let ϕM act on the coefficients of f1, then one has
fϕM1 = u ◦ f1, where u is the ‘twist matrix’ of B. Thus u belongs to GLd(Zp) and depends
only on B˜ (by the argument of Mazur in [70, p. 216]).
In particular, if B˜′ is isomorphic to B˜, then there exists an isomorphism of formal groups
f2 : Bˆ
′ ∼= Gdm over O for which one also has fϕM2 = u ◦ f2.
We now consider the isomorphism φ := f−12 ◦ f1 from Bˆ to Bˆ′ over O. We fix an element
x of ONOun and an element g of GNun/M whose image in GMun/M is an integral power ϕaM
of ϕM .
Then one has
g(φ(x)) = φg(g(x)) = ((f
ϕaM
2 )
−1 ◦ fϕaM1 )(g(x))
= ((ua ◦ f2)−1 ◦ (ua ◦ f1))(g(x)) = (f−12 ◦ f1)(g(x)) = φ(g(x)).
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This means that φ is an isomorphism of Zp[[GNun/M ]]-modules and so restricts to give
an isomorphism of Γ-modules
Bˆ(N) = Bˆ(Nun)GNun/N ∼= Bˆ′(Nun)GNun/N = Bˆ′(N).
Upon passing to pro-p-completions, and noting that the groups B˜(κN )[p
∞] and B˜′(κN )[p
∞]
vanish, we deduce that φ induces an isomorphism of Zp[Γ]-modules
φp : B(N)
∧
p = Bˆ(N)
∧
p
∼= Bˆ′(N)∧p = B′(N)∧p .
There is also a commutative diagram of formal group isomorphisms
Bˆ
f1−−−−→ Gdm
(f2)−1−−−−→ Bˆ′
logB
y logGmy ylogB′
Gda
×f ′1(0)−−−−→ Gda
×f ′2(0)
−1
−−−−−−→ Gda
Taken together with the isomorphism φp, this diagram implies that the element
χΓ,p(B(N)
∧
p [0]⊕B′(N)∧p [−1], expB′,N ◦ logB,N )
is equal to the image under ∂Γ,p of the automorphism of the Qp[Γ]-module N
d that corre-
sponds to the matrix f ′2(0)
−1f ′1(0).
It is thus enough to note that, since the latter matrix belongs to GLd(OM ) it is represented
by a matrix in GLd[M :Qp](Zp[Γ]) and so belongs to the kernel of ∂Γ,p, as required. 
5.3. Elliptic curves. If B is an elliptic curve over Qp, then it is possible in certain cases
to formulate a precise conjectural formula for the elements RN/M (B˜) defined above.
This aspect of the theory will be considered in detail elsewhere. However, to give a brief
idea of the general approach we fix an isomorphism of formal groups f : Bˆ −→ Gm as in
the proof of Lemma 5.5.
Then, with ϕ denoting the Frobenius automorphism in GQunp /Qp , the twist matrix of B˜ is
the unique element u of Z×p for which the composite f
ϕ ◦ f−1 is equal to the endomorphism
[u]Gm of Gm.
Lemma 5.6. Bˆ is a Lubin-Tate formal group with respect to the parameter u−1p.
Proof. By using the equalities
fϕ ◦ [u−1p]Bˆ ◦ f−1 = [u−1p]Gm ◦ fϕ ◦ f−1 = [p]Gm
one computes that
[u−1p]Bˆ = (f
ϕ)−1 ◦ [p]Gm ◦ f
≡ (fϕ)−1 ◦Xp ◦ f (mod p)
=
(
f−1
)ϕ
(f(X)p)
=
(
f−1(f(X))
)p
= Xp.
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Thus, since it is well known that [u−1p]Bˆ ≡ u−1pX (mod deg 2), it follows that [u−1p]Bˆ
is a Lubin-Tate power series with respect to u−1p, as claimed. 
We write χur for the restriction to GM of the character
χurQp : GQp −→ Z×p , ϕ 7→ u−1.
We assume that the restriction of χur to GN is non-trivial and write T for the (unramified)
twist Zp(χ
ur)(1) of the representation Zp(1).
Then, by [59, Prop. 2.5] or [14, Lem. 3.2.1], the complex RΓ(N,T ) is acyclic outside
degrees one and two and there are canonical identifications
H i(N,T ) =
{
Bˆ(pN ), if i = 1,(
Zp/p
ωNZp
)
(χur), if i = 2,
where ωN denotes the p-adic valuation of the element 1− χur(ϕfN/Qp ).
These explicit descriptions allow one to interpret RN/M (B˜) in terms of differences between
elements that occur in the formulations of the local epsilon constant conjecture for the
representations Zp(1) and T , as studied by Benois and Berger [2], Bley and Cobbe [14] and
Izychev and Venjakob [59].
In this way one finds that the (assumed) compatibility of these conjectures for the rep-
resentations Zp(1) and T implies the following equality
(44) RN/M (B˜) = δΓ,p
((∑
χ
ufM/Qp(sMχ(1)+mχ)eχ
) †((1 − (u · ϕ−1)fM/Qp )eΓ0)
†((|κM | − (u · ϕ−1)−fM/Qp )eΓ0)
)
where the conductor of each character χ is π
mχ
M OM and the different of M/Qp is πsMM OM .
In particular, the results of [14] imply that the equality (44) is unconditionally valid for
certain natural families of wildly ramified extensions N/M .
6. Classical Selmer complexes and refined BSD
In this section we study BSD(AF/k) under the assumption that A and F/k satisfy the
following list of hypotheses.
In this list we fix an odd prime number p and an intermediate field K of F/k such that
Gal(F/K) is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
(H1) The Tamagawa number of AK at each place in S
A
K is not divisible by p;
(H2) S
A
K ∩ SpK = ∅ (that is, no place of bad reduction for AK is p-adic);
(H3) For all v in S
p
K above a place in S
F
k the reduction is ordinary and A(κv)[p
∞] vanishes;
(H4) For all v in S
f
K \ SpK above a place in SFk the group A(κv)[p∞] vanishes;
(H5) S
A
k ∩ SFk = ∅ (that is, no place of bad reduction for A is ramified in F );
(H6) X(AF ) is finite.
Remark 6.1. For a fixed abelian variety A over k and extension F/k the hypotheses
(H1) and (H2) are clearly satisfied by all but finitely many odd primes p, (H4) and (H5)
constitute a mild restriction on the ramification of F/k and (H6) coincides with the claim
of BSD(AF/k)(i). However, the hypothesis (H3) excludes the case that is called ‘anomalous’
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by Mazur in [70] and, for a given A, there may be infinitely many primes p for which there
are p-adic places v at which A has good ordinary reduction but A(κv)[p] does not vanish.
Nevertheless, it is straightforward to describe examples of abelian varieties A for which
there are only finitely many such anomalous places – see, for example, the result of Mazur
and Rubin in [73, Lem. A.5].
Remark 6.2. The validity of each of the hypotheses listed above is equivalent to the
validity of the corresponding hypothesis with A replaced by At and we will often use this
fact without explicit comment.
In this section we first verify and render fully explicit the computation (14) of the coho-
mology of the Selmer complex introduced in Definition 2.3, thereby extending the compu-
tations given by Wuthrich and the present authors in [30, Lem. 4.1].
Such an explicit computation will be useful in the proof of the main result of §10 below.
We shall also use Lemma 5.1 to ensure that, under the hypotheses listed above, this complex
belongs to the category Dperf(Zp[G]).
In the main result of this section we shall then re-interpret BSD(AF/k) in terms of in-
variants that can be associated to the classical Selmer complex under the above listed
hypotheses.
6.1. The classical Selmer complex. We fix an odd prime number p and a finite set of
non-archimedean places Σ of k with
Spk ∪ (SFk ∩ Sfk ) ∪ SAk ⊆ Σ.
For any such set Σ the classical Selmer complex SCΣ,p(AF/k) is defined as the mapping
fibre of the morphism (9) in D(Zp[G]).
We further recall from Lemma 2.5 that this complex is, in a natural sense, independent
of the choice of Σ and so will be abbreviated to SCp(AF/k).
In the next result we describe consequences of Lemma 5.1 for this complex and also give
a description of its cohomology that will be useful in the computations that are carried out
in §10 below.
Proposition 6.3. Set C := SCp(AF/k). Then the following claims are valid.
(i) The complex C is acyclic outside degrees one, two and three and there is a canon-
ical identification H3(C) = A(F )[p∞]∨ and a canonical inclusion of H1(C) into
H1
(OF,S∞k (F )∪Σ(F ), Tp(At)).
(ii) Assume that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-(H5). Then for every non-
archimedean place v of k the G-modules At(Fv)
∧
p and Zp⊗ZAt(Fv) are cohomologically-
trivial. In addition, the module At(Fv)
∧
p vanishes for every place v in S
F
k \ Spk.
In particular, the complex C belongs to Dperf(Zp[G]).
(iii) Assume that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-(H5). Then for each normal
subgroup J of G there is a natural isomorphism in Dperf(Zp[G/J ]) of the form
Zp[G/J ] ⊗LZp[G] SCp(AF/k) ∼= SCp(AF J/k).
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(iv) If X(AF ) is finite, then H
1(C) identifies with the image of the injective Kummer
map At(F )p → H1
(OF,S∞k (F )∪Σ(F ), Tp(At)) and there is a canonical isomorphism of
H2(C) with Selp(AF )
∨ (that is described in detail in the course of the proof below).
Proof. Throughout this argument we abbreviate the rings Ok,S∞k ∪Σ and OF,S∞k (F )∪Σ(F ) to
Uk and UF respectively.
Since the complexes RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t)) for v in Σ are acyclic in degrees greater than two,
the first assertion of claim (i) follows directly from the definition of C as the mapping fibre
of the morphism (9).
In addition, the description of the complex SCS∞k ∪Σ(AF/k,X) (for any module X as in
Proposition 2.8) as the mapping fibre of the morphism (19) in D(Zp[G]) also implies that
H3(C) is canonically isomorphic to H3(SCS∞k ∪Σ(AF/k,X)). Proposition 2.8(ii) thus implies
that H3(C) identifies with A(F )[p∞]∨.
Finally, the explicit definition of C as a mapping fibre (combined with Lemma 2.1(i))
also gives an associated canonical long exact sequence
(45) 0→ H1(C)→ H1(UF , Tp(At))→ ⊕
w′∈SpF
Tp
(
H1(Fw′ , A
t)
) δ→ H2(C)
→ H2(UF , Tp(At))→ ⊕
w′∈Σ(F )
H2
(
Fw′ , Tp(A
t)
)→ H3(C)→ 0
in which the third and sixth arrows are the canonical maps induced by localisation. In this
sequence each term Tp
(
H1(Fw′ , A
t)
)
denotes the p-adic Tate module of H1(Fw′ , A
t), which
we have identified with the quotient of H1(Fw′ , Tp(A
t)) by the image of At(Fw′)
∧
p under the
canonical Kummer map.
In particular, the sequence (45) gives a canonical inclusion H1(C) ⊆ H1(UF , Tp(At)) and
this completes the proof of claim (i).
Turning to claim (ii) we note first that if v does not belong to SAk ∪ SFk then the
cohomological-triviality of At(Fv)
∧
p follows directly from Lemma 5.1(ii).
In addition, if v is p-adic, then At(Fv)
∧
p is cohomologically-trivial as a consequence of
Lemma 5.1(ii) and (iii) and the given hypotheses (H2) and (H3).
It suffices therefore to consider the G-modules At(Fv)
∧
p for places in (S
A
k ∪ SFk ) \ Spk . For
each such v we write Cv(AF ) for the direct sum over w
′ in Svk of the modulesH
0(Fw′ ,H
1(Iw′ , Tp(A
t))tor)
that occur in the exact sequence of Lemma 2.1(ii).
Now if v belongs to SAk , then (H5) implies v is unramified in F/k and so the Zp[G]-module
Tp,F (A
t)Iv ∼= Zp[G]⊗Zp Tp(At)Iv
is free. In this case therefore, the natural exact sequence
0→ Tp,F (At)Iv 1−Φ
−1
v−→ Tp,F (At)Iv → H1(κv , Tp,F (At)Iv )→ 0
implies that the G-module H1(κv , Tp,F (A
t)Iv) is cohomologically-trivial.
Since the conditions (H1) and (H5) combine in this case to imply that Cv(AF ) vanishes (as
in the proof of [30, Lem. 4.1(ii)]) the cohomological-triviality of At(Fv)
∧
p therefore follows
from the exact sequence in Lemma 2.1(ii).
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Finally, we claim that At(Fv)
∧
p vanishes for each v that belongs to S
F
k \ Spk. To see this
we note that, in this case, (H5) implies v does not belong to S
A
k so that Cv(AF ) vanishes
whilst the conditions (H4) and (H5) also combine (again as in the proof of [30, Lem. 4.1(i)])
to imply H1(κv, Tp,F (A
t)Iv) vanishes. From the exact sequence of Lemma 2.1(ii) we can
therefore deduce that At(Fv)
∧
p vanishes, as claimed.
At this stage we have proved that for every non-archimedean place v of k, the G-module
At(Fv)
∧
p is cohomologically-trivial. Since each Zp[G]-module A
t(Fv)
∧
p is finitely generated
this implies that each complex At(Fv)
∧
p [−1] is an object of Dperf(Zp[G]).
Given this fact, the final assertion of claim (ii) is a consequence of the definition of C as
the mapping fibre of (9) and the fact that, since p is odd, the complexes RΓ(Uk, Tp,F (A
t))
and RΓ(kv, Tp,F (A
t)) for each v in Σ each belong to Dperf(Zp[G]) (as a consequence, for
example, of [51, Prop. 1.6.5(2)]).
To complete the proof of claim (ii) we fix a non-archimedean place v of k and consider
instead the G-module Zp ⊗Z A(Fv). We recall that there exists a short exact sequence of
G-modules of the form
0→ OdF,v → A(Fv)→ C → 0
in which the group C is finite. From this exact sequence one may in turn derive short exact
sequences
(46) 0→ ((OF,v)∧p )d → A(Fv)∧p → C∧p → 0
and
(47) 0→ (Zp ⊗Z OF,v)d → Zp ⊗Z A(Fv)→ Zp ⊗Z C → 0.
We assume first that v is p-adic. In this case the canonical maps Zp ⊗Z OF,v → (OF,v)∧p
and Zp ⊗Z C → C∧p are bijective and hence the exactness of the above sequences implies
that the canonical map Zp ⊗Z A(Fv) → A(Fv)∧p is also an isomorphism. The G-module
Zp ⊗Z A(Fv) is thus cohomologically-trivial, as required.
We finally assume that v is not p-adic. In this case, the exact sequence (46) gives an
isomorphism
A(Fv)
∧
p
∼= C∧p = Zp ⊗Z C
and thus from the exact sequence (47) we derive a short exact sequence
0→ (Zp ⊗Z OF,v)d → Zp ⊗Z A(Fv)→ A(Fv)∧p → 0.
Since we have already established the cohomological-triviality of A(Fv)
∧
p , we know that the
G-module Zp ⊗Z A(Fv) is cohomologically-trivial if and only if the G-module Zp ⊗ZOF,v is
cohomologically-trivial. But the latter module is naturally a Q-vector-space, and therefore
is indeed cohomologically-trivial. This completes the proof of claim (ii).
Turning to claim (iii) we note that the cohomological-triviality of the Zp[G]-module
At(Fv)
∧
p for each v in Σ (as is proved by claim (ii) under the given hypotheses) implies
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that there are natural isomorphisms in D(Zp[G/J ]) of the form
Zp[G/J ] ⊗LZp[G] At(Fv)∧p [−1] ∼=(Zp[G/J ] ⊗Zp[G] At(Fv)∧p )[−1]
∼=H0(J,At(Fv)∧p )[−1]
∼=H0(J,At(Fv)∧p )[−1]
=At(F Jv )
∧
p [−1],
where the third isomorphism is induced by the map sending each element x of At(Fv)
∧
p to
its image under the action of
∑
g∈J g.
The existence of the isomorphism in claim (iii) is then deduced by combining these isomor-
phisms together with the explicit definitions of the complexes SCp(AF/k) and SCp(AF J/k)
as mapping fibres and the fact (recalled, for example, from [51, Prop. 1.6.5(3)]) that there
are standard Galois descent isomorphisms in D(Zp[G/J ]) of the form
(48) Zp[G/J ] ⊗LZp[G] RΓ(Uk, Tp,F (At)) ∼= RΓ(Uk, Tp,F J (At))
and
(49) Zp[G/J ]⊗LZp[G] RΓ(kv, Tp,F (At)) ∼= RΓ(kv, Tp,F J (At))
for each v in Σ.
To prove claim (iv) we assume X(AF ) is finite and first prove that the image of H
1(C)
in H1
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)
coincides with the image of the injective Kummer map
κ : At(F )p → H1
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)
.
In order to do so, we identify cok(κ) with the p-adic Tate module Tp
(
H1
(
UF , A
t
))
of
H1
(
UF , A
t
)
.
It is clear that any element of im(κ) is mapped to the image ofAt(Fw′)
∧
p inH
1
(
Fw′ , Tp(A
t)
)
by localising at any place w′ in SpF .
The exactness of (45) therefore implies that im(κ) is contained in H1(C) and furthermore
that we have a commutative diagram with exact rows
(50) 0 // At(F )p //
κ

H1
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)
// Tp
(
H1
(
UF , A
t
))
//

0
0 // H1(C) // H1
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)
//
⊕
w′∈SpF
Tp
(
H1(Fw′ , A
t)
)
,
where the right-most vertical arrow is induced by the localisation maps. But the assumed
finiteness of X(AF ) (combined with [78, Ch. I, Cor 6.6]) then implies that this arrow is
injective, and therefore the Snake Lemma implies that im(κ) = H1(C), as required.
To conclude the proof of claim (iv) we use the canonical exact triangle
(51) RΓc
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)→ RΓ(Uk, Tp,F (At))→ ⊕
v∈S∞k ∪Σ
RΓ(kv , Tp,F (A
t))
→ RΓc
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)
[1]
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in D(Zp[G]). We also write ∆ for the canonical composite homomorphism⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p →
⊕
w′∈Σ(F )
H1(Fw′ , Tp(A
t))→ H2c (UF , Tp(At)),
with the first arrow given by the local Kummer maps and the second arrow given by the
long exact cohomology sequence associated to the triangle (51). We then claim that there
is a canonical commutative diagram
(52) H2c
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)

H2c
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)

w◦s−1 // H1
(
UF , A[p
∞])∨

H2(C)
∼ // cok(∆)
∼ // Selp(AF )
∨.
Here the second and third vertical arrows are the canonical projection maps and w and s
are the isomorphisms defined in (151) and (152) in Appendix B below.
The composition of the horizontal arrows in the bottom row of the diagram (52) will then
define the desired canonical isomorphism of H2(C) with Selp(AF )
∨.
To verify the existence of the diagram (52) we use the canonical exact sequence
(53) 0→
⊕
v∈S∞k
H0(kv, Tp,F (A
t))→ H1c
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)→ H1(C)
→
⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
p
∆→ H2c
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)→ H2(C)→ 0
associated to the exact triangle (11). (Here we have used the fact that, as p is odd, the
group H i(kv , Tp,F (A
t)) vanishes for every v in S∞k and every i > 0.)
This exact sequence induces the desired canonical isomorphism of H2(C) with cok(∆)
and, by construction, the last map occurring in the sequence gives a vertical map making
the first square of the diagram (52) commute.
It is finally straightforward, using the commutativity of the diagram in Corollary B.5
below, to deduce that the isomorphism
w ◦ s−1 : H2c
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)→ H1(UF , A[p∞])∨
induces an isomorphism
cok(∆)
∼→ Selp(AF )∨.
This induced isomorphism completes the construction of the diagram (52) and thus also
the proof of claim (iv). 
In the next result we shall (exceptionally for §6) consider the prime 2 and describe an
analogue of Proposition 6.3 in this case.
Proposition 6.4. The following claims are valid for the complex C := SC2(AF/k).
(i) C is acyclic outside degrees one, two and three.
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(ii) If X(AF ) is finite, then H
1(C) identifies with the image of the injective Kummer
map At(F )2 → H1
(OF,S∞k (F )∪Σ(F ), T2(At)) and there exists a canonical homomor-
phism Sel2(AF )
∨ → H2(C), the kernel and cokernel of which are both finite.
(iii) The module H3(C) is finite.
Proof. Claim (i) is established by the same argument that is used to prove the first assertion
of Proposition 6.3(i).
In a similar way, the analysis concerning the diagram (50) is also valid in the case p = 2
and proves the first assertion of claim (ii).
To prove the remaining claims we set UF := OF,S∞k (F )∪Σ(F ) and note that the long exact
cohomology sequence of the exact triangle (11) gives rise in this case to an exact sequence⊕
v∈Σ
At(Fv)
∧
2 ⊕
⊕
v∈S∞k
H1(kv, T2,F (A
t))→ H2c
(
UF , T2(A
t)
)→ H2(C)
→
⊕
v∈S∞k
H2(kv, T2,F (A
t))→ H3c (UF , T2(At))→ H3(C)→
⊕
v∈S∞k
H3(kv , T2,F (A
t)).
In addition, for each v in S∞k and each j ∈ {1, 2, 3} the group Hj(kv , T2,F (At)) is finite.
Given these facts, the second assertion of claim (ii) is a consequence of Artin-Verdier
Duality (just as with the analogous assertion in Proposition 6.3(iv)) and claim (iii) follows
directly from the isomorphism (18). 
6.2. Statement of the main result. We continue to assume that the hypotheses (H1)-
(H6) are satisfied.
In this case, for any isomorphism of fields j : C ∼= Cp, the isomorphism
hjA,F := Cp ⊗R,j hdetA,F
combines with the explicit descriptions given in Proposition 6.3 to give a canonical element
χG,p(SCp(AF/k), h
j
A,F )
of K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]). By Lemma 2.5 (and Remark 2.6) this element is in particular inde-
pendent of the choice of set Σ with respect to which SCp(AF/k) = SCΣ,p(AF/k) is defined.
In the rest of §6 we may and will thus set
Σ := Spk ∪ (SFk ∩ Sfk ) ∪ SAk .
Our aim in the rest of §6 is to interpret BSDp(AF/k)(iv) in terms of an explicit description
of this element.
6.2.1. At the outset we note that Hypotheses (H2) and (H3) imply that for each v in S
p
k
the restriction Atv of A
t to kv satisfies the conditions that are imposed on B in Proposition
5.3 and hence that the element RFw/kv(A˜
t
v) of K0(Zp[Gw],Qp[Gw]) is well-defined.
We write d for dim(A) and then define an element of K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]) by setting
RF/k(A˜
t
v) := ind
G
Gw(d ·RFw/kv +RFw/kv(A˜tv)).
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Here indGGw is the induction homomorphism K0(Zp[Gw],Qp[Gw]) → K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]) and
RFw/kv is the canonical element of K0(Zp[Gw],Qp[Gw]) that is defined by Breuning in [20]
(and will be explicitly recalled in the course of the proof of Proposition 6.10 below).
In the sequel we will fix a finite set of places S of k as in §2 (and hence as in the statement
of Conjecture 3.3).
We abbreviate SFk ∩ Sfk to Sr and set Sp,r := Spk ∩ SFk . We shall also write Sp,w and Sp,t
for the (disjoint) subsets of Sp,r comprising places that are respectively wildly and tamely
ramified in F and Sp,u for the set S
p
k \ Sp,r of p-adic places in k that do not ramify in F .
For each place v in Spk and each character ψ in Ĝ we define a non-zero element
̺v,ψ := det(Nv | V Iwψ )
of Qc.
We then define an invertible element of ζ(C[G]) by setting
(54) L∗A,F/k :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
L∗Sr(A, ψˇ, 1) · τ∗(Q, ψ)d ·
∏
v∈Sp,r
̺dv,ψ
ΩψA · wdψ
· eψ
where, for each ψ in Ĝ, the period ΩψA and root number wψ are as defined in §4.1, the
modified global Galois-Gauss sum τ∗(Q, ψ) is as defined in §4.2.1 and the Hasse-Weil-Artin
L-series LSr(A, ψˇ, z) is truncated by removing only the Euler factors corresponding to places
in Sr.
6.2.2. We can now state the main result of this section. In order to do so we use the
homomorphism
δG,p : ζ(Cp[G])
× → K0(Zp[G],Cp[G])
defined in (28) and also the local Fontaine-Messing correction µv(AF/k) terms defined in
(29).
Theorem 6.5. Assume A, F/k and p satisfy all of the hypotheses (H1)-(H6).
Then the equality of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid if and only if for every isomorphism of fields
j : C ∼= Cp one has
δG,p(j∗(L∗A,F/k)) = χG,p(SCp(AF/k), hjA,F ) +
∑
v∈Sp,w
RF/k(A˜
t
v) +
∑
v∈S∗p,u
µv(AF/k).
Here S∗p,u is the subset of Sp,u comprising places that divide the different of k/Q.
Remark 6.6. If the sets Sp,w and S
∗
p,u are empty, then the above result implies that the
equality in BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid if and only if one has
δG,p(L∗A,F/k) = χG,p(SCp(AF/k), hjA,F ).
This is, in particular, the case if p is unramified in F/Q and, in this way, Theorem 6.5
recovers the results of Wuthrich and the present authors in [30, Prop. 4.2 and Th. 4.3].
More generally, the above equality is predicted whenever no p-adic place of k is wildly
ramified in F and, in addition, p is unramified in k/Q (as is obviously the case if k = Q)
and this case will play an important role in the special settings considered in §11 and §12.
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Remark 6.7. In [20, Conj. 3.2] Breuning has conjectured that the terms RFw/kv should
always vanish. In [19] and [20] he has proved this conjecture for all tamely ramified ex-
tensions, for all abelian extensions of Qp with p odd, for all S3-extensions of Qp and for
certain families of dihedral and quaternion extensions. If p is odd, then Bley and Debeerst
[15] have also given an algorithmic proof of the conjecture for all Galois extensions of Qp
of degree at most 15. More recently, Bley and Cobbe [13] have proved the conjecture for
certain natural families of wildly ramified extensions.
Remark 6.8. If A is an elliptic curve, then Remark 6.7 combines with the equality in
(44) to give a completely explicit description of the elements RF/k(A˜v). However, whilst
the results of [14] imply that this description is unconditionally valid for certain families of
wildly ramified extensions, it is, in general, conjectural.
Remark 6.9. If F = k then it can be shown that the element (54) is equal to the product
(−1)d · (L∗(A, 1)/ΩA) · (
√|dk|)d with
ΩA =
∏
v∈SCk
ΩA,v ·
∏
v∈SRk
Ω+A,v,
where the classical periods ΩA,v and Ω
+
A,v are as defined in §4.1.
6.3. The proof of Theorem 6.5.
6.3.1. In view of Lemma 3.11 it is enough for us to fix a field isomorphism j : C ∼= Cp and
show that the displayed equality in Theorem 6.5 is equivalent to (30).
Taking advantage of Remark 3.9(i), we first specify the set S to be equal to S∞k ∪SFk ∪SAk .
We shall next use the approach of §4 to make a convenient choice of differentials ω•.
For each v in Spk we set
Dv := HomOkv (H0(Atv,Ω1Atv),Okv ),
where the Ne´ron models Atv are as fixed at the beginning of §2.4.
For each such v we also fix a free (rank one) Okv [G]-submodule Fv of Fv = kv ⊗k F and
we assume that for each v ∈ Sp,u one has
Fv = OF,v = Okv ⊗Ok OF .
We then set
∆(Fv) := Fv ⊗Okv Dv.
For each place w′ in SpF we write Σ(Fw′) for the set of Qp-linear embeddings Fw′ → Qcp,
we define a Zp[Gw′ ]-module YFw′ :=
∏
σ∈Σ(Fw′ )
Zp (upon which Gw′ acts via precomposition
with the embeddings) and write
πFw′ : Q
c
p ⊗Zp Fw′ → Qcp ⊗Zp YFw′
for the isomorphism of Qcp[Gw′ ]-modules that sends each element ℓ⊗ f to (ℓ⊗ σ(f))σ.
For each v in Spk we then consider the isomorphism of Qp[G]-modules
πFv : Q
c
p ⊗Zp Fv =
∏
w′∈SvF
(Qcp ⊗Zp Fw′)
(πF
w′
)w′−−−−−→ Qcp ⊗Zp
⊕
w′∈SvF
YFw′ = Q
c
p ⊗Zp YFv ,
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where we set YFv :=
⊕
w′ YFw′ .
After fixing an embedding of Qc into Qcp we obtain an induced identification of
⊕
v∈Spk
YFv
with the module YF,p :=
⊕
Σ(F ) Zp, upon which G acts via pre-composition on the embed-
dings.
We next fix
• an ordered k-basis {ω′j : j ∈ [d]} of H0(At,Ω1At) that generates over Ok,p the module
Dp :=
∏
v∈Spk
Dv, and
• an ordered Zp[G]-basis {zb : b ∈ [n]} of Fp :=
∏
v∈Spk
Fv.
Then the (lexicographically ordered) set
ω• := {zb ⊗ ω′j : b ∈ [n], j ∈ [d]}
is a Qp[G]-basis of H
0(AtF ,Ω
1
AtF
) = F ⊗kH0(At,Ω1At) and the arguments of Lemma 4.1 and
Proposition 4.3 combine to show that
(55) ∂G,p
(
j∗(Ωω•(AF/k))
)
= δG,p
(
j∗(Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k)
)
+
∑
v∈Spk
d · [Fv , YFv ;πFv ]
in K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]).
6.3.2. Now, if necessary, we can multiply F by a sufficiently large power of p in order to
ensure that for every v in Sp,r the following two conditions are satisfied.
• the p-adic exponential map induces a (well-defined) injective homomorphism from
Fv to (F×v )∧p ;
• the formal group exponential expAt,Fv that arises from the differentials {ω′j : j ∈ [d]}
induces an isomorphism of ∆(Fv) with a submodule of At(Fv)∧p .
For each v in Spk we now set
X(v) :=
{
expAt,Fv(∆(Fv)), if v ∈ Sp,r
At(Fv)
∧
p , if v ∈ Sp,u.
Then it is clear that, for any choice of γ• as in §2.4 and our specific choices of S and ω•,
the module X(v) coincides with X (v) for X = XS({Atv}v , ω•, γ•).
The description of the complex
CX(p) := SCS(AF/k;X(p),H∞(AF/k)p)
as the mapping fibre of the morphism (19) gives rise to an exact triangle
CX(p) → SCp(AF/k)⊕X(p)[−1]
(λ′,κ′1)−−−−→
⊕
v∈Spk∪S
A
k
At(Fv)
∧
p [−1]→ CX(p)[1].
Here we have used the fact that, for v ∈ Sr\Spk , the module At(Fv)∧p vanishes by Proposition
6.3(ii).
Further, since Proposition 6.3(ii) implies that the Zp[G]-modules
X(p) :=
∏
v∈Spk
X(v) and
⊕
v∈Spk∪S
A
k
At(Fv)
∧
p
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are cohomologically-trivial and that the complex SCp(AF/k) is perfect, Proposition 2.8(i)
implies that this is a triangle in Dperf(Zp[G]).
By applying Lemma 3.1 to this exact triangle, we can therefore deduce that there is in
K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]) an equality
χG,p(CX(p), h
j
A,F )(56)
=χG,p(SCp(AF/k), h
j
A,F )−
∑
v∈SAk
χG,p(A
t(Fv)
∧
p [−1], 0)
−
∑
v∈Spk
χG,p(X(v)[0] ⊕At(Fv)∧p [−1], id)
=χG,p(SCp(AF/k), h
j
A,F )−
∑
v∈SAk
χG,p(A
t(Fv)
∧
p [−1], 0)
−
∑
v∈Sp,r
χG,p(∆(Fv)[0] ⊕At(Fv)∧p [−1], expAt,Fv)
=χG,p(SCp(AF/k), h
j
A,F )− δG,p
( ∏
v∈SAk
Lv(A,F/k)
)
−
∑
v∈Sp,r
χG,p(∆(Fv)[0] ⊕At(Fv)∧p [−1], expAt,Fv)
where the last equality holds because, for each v ∈ SAk , one has
χG,p(A
t(Fv)
∧
p [−1], 0) = δG,p
(
Lv(A,F/k)
)
.
This equality in turn follows upon combining the argument that gives [30, (13)] with the
exactness of the sequence of Lemma 2.1(ii) for each place w′ of F above a place in SAk and
the fact that the third term occurring in each of these sequences vanishes, as verified in the
course of the proof of Proposition 6.3(ii).
6.3.3. The equalities (55) and (56) lead us to consider for each place v in Spk the element
c(F/k, A˜tv) :=
{
d · [Fv , YFv ;πFv ]− χG,p(∆(Fv)[0] ⊕At(Fv)∧p [−1], expAt,Fv), if v ∈ Sp,r,
d · [OF,v, YFv ;πFv ], if v ∈ Sp,u.
It is straightforward to check that for each v ∈ Sp,r this element is independent of the
choice of Fv and that Lemma 5.5 implies its dependence on A is restricted to (the twist
matrix of) the reduction of At at v.
The key step, however, in the proof of Theorem 6.5 is the computation of this element
in term of local Galois-Gauss sums that is described in the next result.
For each place v in Sfk we define an ‘equivariant local Galois-Gauss sum’ by setting
τv(F/k) :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
τ(Qℓ(v), ψv) · eψ ∈ ζ(Qc[G])×.
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Here ψv denotes the restriction of ψ to Gw and τ(Qℓ(v), ψv) is the Galois-Gauss sum (as
defined in [69]) of the induction to GQℓ(v) of the character of Gkv that is obtained by
composing ψv with the natural projection Gkv → Gw.
We also define a modified local Galois-Gauss sum by setting
τpv (F/k) :=
{
̺v(F/k) · uv(F/k) · τv(F/k), if v ∈ Sp,r,
uv(F/k) · τv(F/k), otherwise,
where we set
(57) ̺v(F/k) :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
̺v,ψ · eψ
and the element uv(F/k) of ζ(Q[G])
× is as defined in (37).
Finally, for each p-adic place v of k we set
Uv(F/k) := ind
G
Gw(UFw/kv),
where UFw/kv is the ‘unramified term’ in K0(Zp[Gw],Q
c
p[Gw]) that is defined by Breuning
in [20, §2.5].
Proposition 6.10. For each place v in Spk and any choice of j one has
c(F/k, A˜tv) = d · δG,p(j∗(τpv (F/k))) + d · Uv(F/k)−RF/k(A˜tv).
in K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]).
Proof. The term δG,p(j∗(τ
p
v (F/k))) is independent of the choice of j by [20, Lem. 2.2]. To
prove the claimed equality we consider separately the cases v ∈ Sp,r and v ∈ Sp,u.
We assume first that v belongs to Sp,r. Then for every place w
′ in SvF we consider the
corresponding perfect complex of Zp[Gw′ ]-modules RΓ(Fw′ ,Zp(1)) as described in §5.2 and
obtain a perfect complex of Zp[G]-modules
RΓ(Fv ,Zp(1)) :=
∏
w′∈SvF
RΓ(Fw′ ,Zp(1)).
Since Kummer theory canonically identifies the cohomology in degree one of this complex
with (F×v )
∧
p we may define an additional perfect complex of Zp[G]-modules C
•
Fv
through
the exact triangle
Fv[0] αv−→ RΓ(Fv ,Zp(1))[1] → C•Fv → Fv [1]
in Dperf(Zp[G]), with H
0(αv) induced by the p-adic exponential map expp.
We write f for the residue degree of our fixed place w in SvF . Then the long exact
cohomology sequence of the above triangle implies that the normalised valuation map
valF/k,v := (f · (valFw′ ))w′∈SvF induces an isomorphism of Qp[G]-modules
Qp ·H0(C•Fv ) ∼= Qp · ((F×v )∧p /expp(Fv))
valF/k,v−−−−−→
∏
w′∈SvF
Qp
(invF
w′
)w′←−−−−−− Qp ·
∏
w′∈SvF
H2(Fw′ ,Zp(1)) ∼= Qp ·H1(C•Fv )
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which, by abuse of notation, we also denote by valF/k,v.
In addition, the chosen differentials {ω′a : a ∈ [d]} induce an isomorphism of Okv -modules
Dv ∼= Odkv and hence an isomorphism of Okv [G]-modules ωv,∗ : ∆(Fv) ∼= Fdv .
In particular, if we write Cv,•At,F for the complex
∏
w′∈SvF
C•Atv,Fw′
, where each complex
C•Atv,Fw′
is as defined at the beginning of §5.2, then there exists a canonical exact triangle
∆(Fv)[0]⊕At(Fv)∧p [−1] ιv−→ Cv,•At,F
ι′v−→ C•,dFv → ∆(Fv)[1] ⊕At(Fv)∧p [0]
in Dperf(Zp[G]). Here C
•,d
Fv
denotes the product of d copies of C•Fv , H
0(ιv) is the composite
map (expp)
d ◦ωv,∗ and H1(ιv) is the identity map between At(Fv)∧p = H1(At(Fv)∧p [−1]) and
the direct summand At(Fv)
∧
p of H
1(Cv,•At,F ).
The long exact cohomology sequence of this triangle also gives an exact commutative
diagram of Qp[G]-modules
0 −→ Qp ·∆(Fv)
Qp⊗ZpH
0(ιv)−−−−−−−−→ Qp ·H0(Cv,•At,F )
Qp⊗ZpH
0(ι′v)−−−−−−−−→ Qp ·H0(C•,dFv ) −→ 0
expAt,Fv
y λvAt,Fy (valF/k,v)dy
0 −→ Qp ·At(Fv)∧p
Qp⊗ZpH
1(ιv)−−−−−−−−→ Qp ·H1(Cv,•At,F )
Qp⊗ZpH
1(ι′v)−−−−−−−−→ Qp ·H1(C•,dFv ) −→ 0,
in which λvAt,F = (λAtv ,Fw′ )w′∈SvF , where each map λAtv,Fw′ is fixed as in diagram (38).
After recalling the definition of RFw/kv(A˜
t
v) and applying Lemma 3.1 to this commutative
diagram one can therefore derive an equality
χG,p(∆(Fv)[0] ⊕At(Fv)∧p [−1], expAt,Fv)
=χG,p(C
v,•
At,F , λ
v
At,F )− d · χG,p(C•Fv , valF/k,v)
= indGGw(χGw,p(C
•
Atv ,Fw
, λAtv,Fw))− d · χG,p(C•Fv , valF/k,v)
= indGGw(RFw/kv(A˜
t
v))− indGGw(d · δGw,p(cFw/kv))− d · χG,p(C•Fv , valF/k,v)
= indGGw(RFw/kv(A˜
t
v))− d(χG,p(C•Fv , valF/k,v) + δG,p(cFw/kv )).
It follows that
c(F/k, A˜tv) = d · [Fv, YFv ;πFv ]− indGGw(RFw/kv(A˜tv)) + d(χG,p(C•Fv , valF/k,v) + δG,p(cFw/kv))
and hence that the claimed result is true in this case if one has
(58) [Fv, YFv ;πFv ] + χG,p(C•Fv , valF/k,v) + δG,p(cFw/kv)
= δG,p(j∗(τ
p
v (F/k))) + Uv(F/k) − indGGw(RFw/kv).
To prove this we note that the very definition of RFw/Kv in [20, §3.1] implies that
indGGw(RFw/kv )
= δG,p(j∗(τv(F/k))) − [Fv, YFv ;πFv ]− χG,p(C•Fv , val′F/k,v) + Uv(F/k) − δG,p(mFw/kv),
where val′F/k,v denotes the isomorphism of Qp[G]-modules
Qp ·H1(C•Fv ) ∼= Qp ·H2(C•Fv )
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that is induced by the maps ((valFw′ ))w′∈SvF and we use the element
mFw/kv :=
†(f · eGw) · †((1− Φv ·Nv−1)eIw)
†((1 − Φ−1v )eIw)
of ζ(Q[G])×. (Here we use the notational convention introduced in (39). In addition, to
derive the above formula for indGGw(RFw/kv) we have relied on [20, Prop. 2.6] and the fact
that in loc. cit. Breuning uses the ‘opposite’ normalization of Euler characteristics to that
used here, so that the term χG,p(C
•
Fv
, val′F/k,v) appears in the corresponding formulas in
loc. cit. with a negative sign.)
To deduce the required equality (58) from this formula it is then enough to note that
χG(C
•
Fv , val
′
F/k,p) = χG(C
•
Fv , valF/k,p)− δG,p(†(f · eGw)),
and that an explicit comparison of definitions shows that
j∗(τ
p
v (F/k)) ·mFw/kv = j∗(τv(F/k)) ·† (f · eGw) · cFw/kv .
Turning now to the case v ∈ Sp,u we only need to prove that for each such place v one
has
d · [OF,v, YFv ;πFv ] = d · δG,p(j∗(uv(F/k) · τv(F/k))) + d · Uv(F/k) −RF/k(A˜tv).
Now, since each such v is unramified in F/k the term RF/k(A˜
t
v) vanishes (as a consequence
of Proposition 5.3(iii) and Remark 6.7) and so it is enough to note that
[OF,v, YFv ;πFv ] = δG,p((uv(F/k) · τv(F/k))) + Uv(F/k),
as is shown in the course of the proof of [20, Th. 3.6]. 
6.3.4. We next record a result concerning the decomposition of global Galois-Gauss sums
as a product of local Galois-Gauss sums.
Lemma 6.11. In K0(Zp[G],Q
c
p[G]) one has
δG,p(j∗(τ
∗(F/k) ·
∏
v∈Sp,r
̺v(F/k))) =
∑
v∈Spk
(δG,p(j∗(τ
p
v (F/k))) + Uv(F/k)).
Proof. We observe first that the difference ξ of the left and right hand sides of this claimed
equality belongs to K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]).
This follows from the fact that both the term
δG,p(j∗(τ
∗(F/k))) −
∑
v∈Spk
[Fv, YFv ;πFv ],
and for each v ∈ Spk the term
δG,p(j∗(τ
p
v (F/k))) + Uv(F/k) − [Fv, YFv ;πFv ],
belong to K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]) (the former as a consequence of [12, Prop. 3.4 and (34)] and
the latter as a consequence of [20, Prop. 3.4]).
Thus, by Taylor’s Fixed Point Theorem for group determinants (as discussed in [94, Chap.
8]) it is enough for us to show that ξ belongs to the kernel of the natural homomorphism
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ι : K0(Zp[G],Q
c
p[G]) → K0(Otp[G],Qcp[G]) where Otp is the valuation ring of the maximal
tamely ramified extension of Qp in Q
c
p.
Now from [20, Prop. 2.12(i)] one has ι(Uv(F/k)) = 0 for all v in S
p
k . In addition, for each
non-archimedean place v of k that is not p-adic the vanishing of ι(δG,p(j∗(uv(F/k)·τv(F/k))))
is equivalent to the result proved by Holland and Wilson in [58, Th. 3.3(b)] (which itself
relies crucially on the work of Deligne and Henniart in [40]).
The vanishing of ι(ξ) is thus a consequence of the fact that the classical decomposition
of global Galois-Gauss sums as a product of local Galois-Gauss sums implies that
τ∗(F/k) ·
∏
v∈Sp,r
̺v(F/k) =
∏
v
τpv (F/k)
where v runs over all places of k that divide the discriminant of F , since for any place v
that does not ramify in F one has τ(Qℓ(v), ψv) = 1 for all ψ in Ĝ. 
6.3.5. We can now complete the proof of Theorem 6.5.
To this end we note first that the definition (54) of L∗A,F/k implies that
δG,p(j∗(L∗A,F/k))− ∂G,p
(
j∗(L
∗
S(AF/k, 1))
j∗(Ωω•(AF/k))
)
= δG,p
( ∏
v∈SAk
Lv(A,F/k)
)
+ d · (δG,p(j∗(τ∗(F/k) · ∏
v∈Sp,r
̺v(F/k))) −
∑
v∈Spk
[Fv , YFv ;πFv ]
)
= δG,p
( ∏
v∈SAk
Lv(A,F/k)
)
+ d ·
∑
v∈Spk
(
δG,p(j∗(τ
p
v (F/k))) + Uv(F/k)− [Fv , YFv ;πFv ]
)
= δG,p
( ∏
v∈SAk
Lv(A,F/k)
)
+
∑
v∈Spk
(
c(F/k, A˜tv)− d · [Fv, YFv ;πFv ]
)
+
∑
v∈Spk
RF/k(A˜
t
v)
=χG,p(SCp(AF/k), h
j
A,F ) +
∑
v∈Spk
RF/k(A˜
t
v)− χG,p(CX(p), hjA,F )
=χG,p(SCp(AF/k), h
j
A,F ) +
∑
v∈Sp,w
RF/k(A˜
t
v)− χG,p(CX(p), hjA,F ).
Here the first equality follows from (55), the second from Lemma 6.11, the third from
Proposition 6.10, the fourth from the definition of the terms c(F/k, A˜tv) and the equality
(56) and the last from the fact that RF/k(A˜
t
v) vanishes for each v ∈ Spk \Sp,w as consequence
of Proposition 5.3(iii) and Remark 6.7.
It is thus sufficient to show that the above displayed equality implies that the equality
(30), with set of places S and differentials ω• chosen as in §6.3.1, is equivalent to the equality
stated in Theorem 6.5.
But this is true since our choice of periods ω• and lattices Fv as in §6.3.1 implies that
the module Q(ω•)S,p vanishes and because
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µS(AF/k)p =
∑
v∈Spk\S
µv(AF/k)
=
∑
v∈Sp,u
µv(AF/k)
=
∑
v∈S∗p,u
µv(AF/k)
where the last equality follows from Lemma 6.12 below.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.5.
Lemma 6.12. For any place v ∈ SAk for which the residue characteristic ℓ(v) is unramified
in F , the term µv(AF/k) vanishes.
Proof. We fix a place v as in the statement of the lemma and set p := ℓ(v). We write OFv
for the integral closure of Zp in Fv and set ℘Fv := p · OFv .
Then, since p does not ramify in F/Q, the Zp[G]-modules OFv and ℘Fv are projective and
℘Fv is the direct sum of the maximal ideals of the valuation rings in each field component
of Fv =
∏
w′∈SvF
Fw′ .
We use the canonical comparison isomorphism of Qp[G]-modules
νv : HomFv(H
0(AtFv ,Ω
1
AtFv
), Fv) ∼= DRv(Vp,F (At))/F 0
and the exponential map expBK : DRv(Vp,F (A
t))/F 0 → H1f (k, Vp,F (At)) of Bloch and Kato.
We recall, in particular, that in this case there is a natural identification of spaces
H1f (k, Vp,F (A
t)) = Qp · At(Fv)∧p under which the composite expBK ◦ νv sends the free
Zp[G]-lattice DF (Atv) defined in (25) to expAt,Fv((OFv )d), where expAt,Fv is the classical
exponential map of At over Fv (cf. the result of Bloch and Kato in [17, Exam. 3.11]).
In particular, since At has good reduction over the absolutely unramified algebra Fv, the
theory of Fontaine and Messing [48] implies (via the proof of [30, Lem. 3.4]) that there
exists an exact sequence of Zp[G]-modules
0→ expAt,Fv((OFv )d)
⊆−→ At(Fv)∧p → N → 0
where N is a finite module that has finite projective dimension and is such that
χG,p(N [−1], 0) = δG,p(Lv(A,F/k))
in K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]).
On the other hand, since Fv is absolutely unramified, the map expAt,Fv restricts to give
a short exact sequence of Zp[G]-modules
0→ ℘dFv
expAt,Fv−−−−−→ At(Fv)∧p → A˜tv(κFv)p → 0.
By comparing these exact sequences, and noting that OFv/℘Fv identifies with the ring
κFv , one obtains a short exact sequence of Zp[G]-modules
0→ κdFv → A˜tv(κFv)p → N → 0
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in which each term is both finite and of finite projective dimension.
Thus, upon taking Euler characteristics of this exact sequence, one finds that
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)) =χG,p(N [−1], 0)
=χG,p(A˜
t
v(κFv)p[−1], 0) − χG,p(κdFv [−1], 0)
=χG,p(A˜
t
v(κFv)p[−1], 0) + χG,p(κdFv [0], 0)
=χG,p(κ
d
Fv [0]⊕ A˜tv(κFv )p[−1], 0),
and hence that the element µv(AF/k) vanishes, as required. 
7. Euler characteristics and Galois structures
In this section we consider consequences of BSD(AF/k) concerning both the Galois struc-
ture of Selmer complexes and modules and the formulation of refinements of the Deligne-
Gross Conjecture.
7.1. Galois structures of Selmer complexes. In this section we fix a finite set S of
places of k as described at the beginning of §2 as well as data {Atv}v and ω• as in §2.4.2.
We then write
Υ = Υ({Atv}v, ω•, S)
for the finite set of non-archimedean places v of k that are such that either v belongs to S
or divides the different of k/Q or the lattice F(ω•)v differs from DF (Atv).
We then consider the perfect Selmer structure XΥ(ω•) that is defined in §2.4.2.
Proposition 7.1. If BSD(AF/k) is valid, then for any data S, {Atv}v and ω• as above the
following claims are valid.
(i) The Selmer complex SCΥ(AF/k;XΥ(ω•)) is represented by a bounded complex of
finitely generated free G-modules.
(ii) Set Z′ := Z[1/2]. If neither of the groups A(F ) and At(F ) has an element of odd
order, then the Z′[G]-module Z′⊗ZH2(SCΥ(AF/k;XΥ(ω•))) has a presentation with
the same number of generators and relations.
Proof. We set Cω• := SCΥ(AF/k;XΥ(ω•)) and write χG(Cω•) for its Euler characteristic in
K0(Z[G]).
Then, the definition of Υ implies immediately that the module Q(ω•)Υ vanishes and also
combines with Lemma 6.12 to imply that µΥ(AF/k) vanishes.
The vanishing of Q(ω•)Υ[0] implies SCΥ,ω•(AF/k) = Cω• and hence that
∂′G(χG(SCΥ,ω•(AF/k), hA,F )) = χG(Cω•),
where ∂′G denotes the canonical connecting homomorphism K0(Z[G],R[G]) → K0(Z[G]) of
relative K-theory.
Then, given the vanishing of µΥ(AF/k), the equality in BSD(A,F/k)(iv) implies that
χG(Cω•) = ∂
′
G
(
∂G(L
∗
Υ(AF/k, 1)/Ωω•(AF/k))).
However, the exactness of the lower row of diagram (26), with A = Z[G] and AE = R[G],
implies that the composite homomorphism ∂′G ◦ ∂G is zero and so it follows that the Euler
characteristic χG(Cω•) must vanish.
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Now, by a standard resolution argument, we may fix a bounded complex of finitely
generated G-modules C• that is isomorphic in D(Z[G]) to Cω• and is such that, for some
integer a, all of the following properties are satisfied: Ci = 0 for all i < a; Ca is projective
of rank (over Z[G]) at least two; Ci is free for all i 6= a.
From the vanishing of χG(Cω•) = χG(C
•) it then follows that the class of Ca in K0(Z[G])
coincides with that of a free G-module.
Thus, since the rank over Z[G] of Ca is at least two, we may conclude from the Bass
Cancellation Theorem (cf. [35, (41.20)]) that Ca is a free G-module, as required to prove
claim (i).
Turning to claim (ii), we note that if Z′ ⊗Z A(F ) and Z′ ⊗Z At(F ) are torsion-free, then
Proposition 2.12 implies that the complex C ′ω• := Z
′ ⊗Z Cω• is acyclic outside degrees one
and two and that H1(C ′ω•) is torsion-free.
This implies that C ′ω• is isomorphic in D
perf(Z′[G]) to a complex of finitely generated
Z′[G]-modules of the form (C ′)1
d′−→ (C ′)2 where (C ′)1 is projective and (C ′)2 is free.
The vanishing of the Euler characteristic of C ′ω• then implies, by the same argument as
in claim (i), that the module (C ′)1 is free.
In addition, the fact that the R[G]-modules generated by H1(C ′ω•) and H
2(C ′ω•) are
isomorphic implies that the free modules (C ′)1 and (C ′)2 must have the same rank.
Given this, claim (ii) follows from the tautological exact sequence
(C ′)1
d′−→ (C ′)2 → Z′ ⊗Z H2(SCΥ(AF/k;XΥ(ω•)))→ 0.

Remark 7.2. An explicit description of the module Z′ ⊗Z H2(SCΥ(AF/k;XΥ(ω•))) that
occurs in Proposition 7.1(ii) can be found in Remark 2.14.
7.2. Refined Deligne-Gross-type conjectures. In this section we address a problem
raised by Dokchitser, Evans and Wiersema in [43, Rem. 14] by explaining how BSD(AF/k)
leads to an explicit formula for the fractional ideal that is generated by the product of
the leading coefficients of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series by a suitable combination of ‘isotypic’
periods and regulators. (See, in particular, Remark 7.4 below.)
7.2.1. We fix a character ψ in Ĝ. We also then fix a subfield E of C that is both Galois
and of finite degree over Q and also large enough to ensure that, with O denoting the ring
of algebraic integers of E, there exists a finitely generated O[G]-lattice Tψ that is free over
O and such that the C[G]-module Vψ := C⊗O Tψ has character ψ.
We then obtain a left, respectively right, exact functor from the category of G-modules
to the category of O-modules by setting
Xψ := HomO(Tψ ,O ⊗Z X)G,
Xψ := HomO(Tψ ,O ⊗Z X)G,
where the Hom-sets are endowed with the natural diagonal G-action.
It is easily seen that for any G-module X there is a natural isomorphism of O-modules
(59) HomZ(X,Z)ψ ∼= HomO(Xψˇ ,O).
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For a given odd prime number p, each maximal ideal p of O that divides p and each
O-module X we set Xp := Op ⊗O X.
We also write I(Op) for the multiplicative group of invertible Op-submodules of Cp and
we use the composite homomorphism of abelian groups
ρψp : K0(Zp[G],Cp[G])→ K0(Op,Cp)
ιp−→ I(Op).
Here the first map is induced by the composite functor X 7→ Xψ → (Xψ)p and ιp is the
canonical isomorphism induced by the upper row of (26) with A = Op and E′ = Cp and the
canonical isomorphisms K1(Cp)
∼−→ C×p and K1(Op) ∼−→ O×p .
For any finite O-module X we also set
charp(X) := p
lengthOp(Xp).
7.2.2. Using the isomorphism (59), we define RψA to be the determinant, with respect to a
choice of O-bases of At(F )ψ and A(F )ψˇ of the isomorphism of C-spaces
hψA,F : C ·At(F )ψ ∼= C ·HomZ(A(F ),Z)ψ ∼= C ·HomO(A(F )ψˇ ,O)
that is induced by the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing of A relative to F .
Motivated by [43, Def. 12], we then define a non-zero complex number by setting
L∗(A,ψ) := L
∗(A, ψˇ, 1) · τ∗(Q, ψ)d
ΩψA · wdψ ·RψA
.
Finally, after recalling the integral Selmer group XZ(AF ) of A over F that is defined by
Mazur and Tate [76] (and discussed in §2.3), we note that if X(AF ) is finite then the kernel
Xψ(AF ) of the natural surjective homomorphism of O-modules
XZ(AF )ψ → HomZ(A(F ),Z)ψ ∼= HomO(A(F )ψˇ ,O)
is finite.
We can now state the main result of this section.
Proposition 7.3. If BSD(AF/k) is valid, then so are the following claims.
(i) For every ω in GQ one has L∗(A,ω ◦ ψ) = ω(L∗(A,ψ)). In particular, the complex
number L∗(A,ψ) belongs to E.
(ii) Assume that no place of k at which A has bad reduction is ramified in F . Then for
every odd prime p that satisfies the conditions (H1)-(H4) listed in §6 and for which
neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of order p, and every maximal ideal p of O that
divides p, there is an equality of fractional Op-ideals
L∗(A,ψ) · Op =
charp(Xψ(AF )) ·
∏
v∈S∗p,u
ρψp (µv(AF/k))
|G|rA,ψ ·∏v∈Spk∩SFk ̺dψ ·∏v∈SFk ∩Sfk Pv(A, ψˇ, 1) .
Here
rA,ψ := dimC(C · At(F )ψ)
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while S∗p,u is the set of p-adic places of k that are unramified in F but divide the
different of k/Q and, for every v ∈ SFk ∩Sfk , Pv(A, ψˇ, 1) is the value at z = 1 of the
Euler factor at v of the ψˇ-twist of A.
Proof. The first assertion of claim (i) is equivalent to asserting that the element
L∗ :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
L∗(A,ψ) · eψ
belongs to the subgroup ζ(Q[G])× of ζ(R[G])×.
Recalling that ζ(Q[G])× is the full pre-image under δG of the subgroup K0(Z[G],Q[G])
of K0(Z[G],R[G]), it is therefore enough to prove that δG(L∗) belongs to K0(Z[G],Q[G]).
To do this we fix any basis of differentials ω• as in the statement of BSD(AF/k) and write
L∗ as a product (L∗1)−1 · L∗2 · (L∗3)−1 with
L∗1 := NrdR[G](Ωω•(AF/k))−1 ·
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
ΩψA · wdψ · τ∗(Q, ψ)−d · eψ,
L∗2 := NrdR[G](Ωω•(AF/k))−1 ·
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
L∗(A, ψˇ, 1) · eψ,
and
L∗3 :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝ
RψA · eψ.
Proposition 4.3(i) implies L∗1 belongs to ζ(Q[G])×. In addition, for any set of places S as
in the statement of BSD(AF/k), the element µS(AF/k) belongs to K0(Z[G],Q[G]). We next
note that δG(L∗2) differs from the left hand side of the equality in BSD(AF/k)(iv) by∑
v∈S∩Sfk
δG(Lv(A,F/k)),
where Lv(A,F/k) ∈ ζ(Q[G])× is the equivariant Euler factor of (A,F/k) at v (see Appendix
A below).
This difference belongs toK0(Z[G],Q[G]) and therefore the validity of BSD(AF/k) implies
that
δG(L∗2)− χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), hA,F )
also belongs to K0(Z[G],Q[G]).
To prove L∗ ∈ ζ(Q[G])× it is therefore enough to note that δG(L∗3) also differs from
χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), hA,F ) by an element of K0(Z[G],Q[G]) (as one verifies by straightforward
computation).
The second assertion of claim (i) is true since if ω is any element of GQc/E , then ω◦ψ = ψ
and so ω(L∗(A,ψ)) = L∗(A,ω ◦ ψ) = L∗(A,ψ).
Turning to claim (ii) we note that the given hypotheses imply that the data A,F/k and
p satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.5. To prove claim (ii) it is therefore enough to show
that, if the difference between the left and right hand sides of the equality in Theorem 6.5
belongs to K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]), then its image under ρ
ψ
p is the equality in claim (ii). Since
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this image is independent of the choice of isomorphism j : C ∼= Cp we will omit it from all
notations.
The group I(Op) is torsion-free and so Proposition 5.3(ii) implies that each term RF/k(A˜tv)
that occurs in Theorem 6.5 belongs to ker(ρψp ).
Thus, since L∗(A,ψ) differs from the element L∗A,ψ defined in (54) by the equality
L∗(A,ψ) = L∗A,ψ · (RψA)−1
∏
v∈Spk∩S
F
k
̺−dψ ·
∏
v∈SFk ∩S
f
k
Pv(A, ψˇ, 1)
−1
the claimed result will follow if we can show that ρψp sends the element
χG,p(SCp(AF/k), hA,F )− δG,p(L∗3)
of K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]) to the ideal |G|−rA,ψ · charp(Xψ(AF )).
Now, under the given hypotheses, Proposition 6.3 implies that the complex C := SCp(AF/k)
is acyclic outside degrees one and two and has cohomology At(F )p andXZ(AF )p = Selp(AF )
∨
in these respective degrees.
In particular, since At(F )p is torsion-free we can fix a representative of C of the form
C1
d−→ C2, where C1 and C2 are free Zp[G]-modules of the same rank.
Then the tautological exact sequence
(60) 0→ H1(C) ι−→ C1 d−→ C2 π−→ H2(C)→ 0
induces a commutative diagram of Op-modules with exact rows
C1ψ
dψ−−−−→ C2ψ
πψ−−−−→ H2(C)ψ −−−−→ 0
t1ψ
y t2ψy
0 −−−−→ H1(C)ψ ιψ−−−−→ C1,ψ dψ−−−−→ C2,ψ.
Each vertical morphism tiψ here is induced by sending each x in HomOp(Tψ,p,Op⊗Zp Ci) to∑
g∈G g(x) and is bijective since the Zp[G]-module C
i is free.
This diagram gives rise to an exact sequence of Op-modules
(61) 0→ H1(C)ψp ι
ψ−→ C1,ψp d
ψ−→ C2,ψp
πψ◦(t
2
ψ)
−1
−−−−−−→ H2(C)ψ,p → 0
which in turn implies that
(62) ρψp (χG,p(SCp(AF/k), hA,F )) = ιp
(
χOp(C
•,ψ
p , h˜
ψ)
)
.
Here C•,ψp denotes the complex C
1,ψ
p
dψ−→ C2,ψp and h˜ψ the composite isomorphism of Cp-
modules
Cp ·H1(C•,ψp ) ∼= Cp · (At(F )ψ)p h
ψ−−→ HomCp(Cp · (A(F )ψˇ)p,Cp) ∼= Cp ·H2(C•,ψp )
in which the first and third isomorphisms are induced by the maps in (61) and hψ is induced
by the isomorphism hψA,F .
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Given the definition of each term RψA it is, on the other hand, clear that
(63) ρψp (δG,p(L∗3)) = ιp
(
χOp(H
1(C•,ψp )[−1]⊕H2(C•,ψp )tf [−2], hψ)
)
.
Now, since Op is a discrete valuation ring it is straightforward to construct an exact
triangle in D(Op) of the form
H2(C•,ψp )tor[−2]→ C•,ψp → H1(C•,ψp )[−1] ⊕H2(C•,ψp )tf [−2]→ H2(C•,ψp )tor[−1]
and Lemma 3.1 applies to this triangle to imply that
χOp(C
•,ψ
p , h˜
ψ)− χOp(H1(C•,ψp )[−1]⊕H2(C•,ψp )tf [−2], hψ)
=χOp(H
2(C•,ψp )tf [−1]⊕H2(C•,ψp )tf [−2], h˜ψ ◦ (hψ)−1) + χOp(H2(C•,ψp )tor[−2], 0).(64)
Next we note the definition of Xψ(AF ) ensures Xψ(AF )p = H
2(C•,ψp )tor and hence that
(65) ιp
(
χOp(H
2(C•,ψp )tor[−2], 0)
)
= charp(Xψ(AF )).
In addition, after identifying both Cp ·H2(C)ψ,p and Cp ·H2(C)ψp with eψ(Cp ·H2(C)p)
in the natural way, the map t2ψ that occurs in (61) induces upon the latter space the map
given by multiplication by |G|.
To derive claim (ii) from the displayed formulas (62), (63), (64) and (65) it is thus enough
to note that
dimCp(Cp ·H2(C•,ψp )) = dimCp(Cp · (At(F )ψ)p) = rA,ψ,
and hence that
χOp(H
2(C•,ψp )tf [−1]⊕H2(C•,ψp )tf [−2], h˜ψ ◦ (hψ)−1)
= χOp(H
2(C•,ψp )tf [−1]⊕H2(C•,ψp )tf [−2], ·|G|−1)
is sent by ιp to the ideal generated by |G|−rA,ψ . 
Remark 7.4. Fix a Galois extension F of k = Q and an elliptic curve A whose conductor
NA is prime to the discriminant dF of F and is such that A(F ) is finite. Then for each ψ
in Ĝ one has rA,ψ = 0, and hence R
ψ
A = 1, so that the complex number L∗(A,ψ) agrees
up to a unit of O with the element L(A,ψ) that is defined in [43, Def. 12]. Now fix an
odd prime p that is prime to dF , to NA, to the order of A(F ), to the order of the group of
points of the reduction of A at any prime divisor of dF and to the Tamagawa number of
AF at each place of bad reduction. Then the data A,F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses of
Proposition 7.3(ii) and the sets S∗p,u and S
p
k ∩ SFk are empty (the former since k = Q). The
explicit formula in the latter result therefore simplifies to give
L(A,ψ) · Op = charp(Xψ(AF )) ·
∏
ℓ|dF
Pℓ(A, ψˇ, 1)
−1
where in the product ℓ runs over all prime divisors of dF . This formula shows that, in
any such case, the fractional O-ideal generated by L(A,ψ) should depend crucially on the
structure of X(AF ) as a G-module, as already suggested in this context by Dokchitser,
Evans and Wiersema in [43, Rem. 40]. In particular, this observation is both consistent
with, and helps to clarify, the result of [loc. cit., Th. 37(2)].
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8. Abelian congruence relations and module structures
In both this and the next section we apply the general results of Sano, Tsoi and the
first author in [31] to derive from the assumed validity of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) families of p-adic
congruences that can be much more explicit than those discussed in Remark 3.8.
In particular, in this section we will focus on congruence relations that express links to
the Galois structures of Selmer and Tate-Shafarevich groups.
In contrast to §6, in this section we are not required to assume any of the hypotheses
(H1)-(H5).
However, we will now, unless explicitly stated otherwise, restrict to the case that G is
abelian and hence will not distinguish between the leading coefficient element L∗S(AF/k, 1)
in K1(R[G]) and its reduced norm
∑
ψ∈Ĝ L
∗
S(A, χˇ, 1) · eψ in R[G]×.
An extension of the results of this section to the general (non-abelian) setting will be
given in the upcoming article [68].
8.1. Statement of the main result. Throughout this section we give ourselves a fixed
odd prime p and an isomorphism of fields C ∼= Cp (that we will usually not mention).
We also fix a finite set S of places of k with
S∞k ∪ Spk ∪ SFk ∪ SAk ⊆ S.
We write x 7→ x# for the C-linear involution of C[G] that inverts elements of G. We also
set n := [k : Q] and write d for the dimension of A.
8.1.1. In order to state the main result of this section we must first extend the definition
of logarithmic resolvents given in (4) to the setting of abelian varieties.
To do this we do not require F/k to be abelian but we do assume to be given an ordered
k-basis {ω′j : j ∈ [d]} of H0(At,Ω1At) and we use this basis to define a classical period Ω
F/k
A
in C[G]× as in (35).
For each index j we then write logω′j for the formal logarithm of A
t over Fp that is defined
with respect to ω′j.
We also fix an ordering of Σ(k). We write Cp[G]
nd for the direct sum of nd copies of Cp[G]
and fix a bijection between the standard basis of this module and the lexicographically-
ordered direct product [d]× Σ(k).
Then for any ordered subset
(66) x• := {x(i,σ) : (i, σ) ∈ [d]× Σ(k)}
of At(Fp)
∧
p we define a logarithmic resolvent element of ζ(Cp[G]) by setting
LRp
At
F/k
(x•) := NrdQcp[G]
(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(logω′j(x(j′,σ′)))) · g
)
(j,σ),(j′,σ′)

where the indices (j, σ) and (j′, σ′) run over [d]×Σ(k) and NrdQcp[G](−) denotes the reduced
norm of the given matrix in Mdn(Q
c
p[G]).
It is clear that if A is an elliptic curve (so d = 1) and F/k is abelian, then the ‘ψ-
component’ of this definition agrees with (4).
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8.1.2. For each non-archimedean place v of k that does not ramify in F/k and at which A
has good reduction we define an element of Q[G] by setting
Pv(AF/k, 1) := 1− Φv · av +Φ2v ·Nv−2.
Here av is the integer 1 + Nv − |A(κv)|.
For a non-negative integer a we write ĜA,(a) for the subset of Ĝ comprising characters
ψ for which the L-series L(A,ψ, z) vanishes at z = 1 to order at least a. This definition
ensures that the C[G]-valued function
L
(a)
S (AF/k, z) :=
∑
ψ∈ĜA,(a)
z−aLS(A, ψˇ, z) · eψ
is holomorphic at z = 1.
For each a we also define idempotents of Q[G] by setting
e(a) = eF,(a) :=
∑
ψ∈ĜA,(a)
eψ
and
ea = eF,a :=
∑
ψ∈ĜA,(a)\ĜA,(a+1)
eψ
(so that e(a) =
∑
b≥a eb).
The Ne´ron-Tate height pairing for A over F induces a canonical isomorphism of R[G]-
modules
hAF/k : R ·At(F ) ∼= HomR(R ·A(F ),R) = R · HomZ[G](A(F ),Z[G]).
For each non-negative integer a this pairing combines with our fixed isomorphism of fields
C ∼= Cp to induce an isomorphism of Cp[G]-modules
(67) htaAF/k : Cp ·
∧a
Zp[G]
HomZp[G](A(F )p,Zp[G])
∼= Cp ·
∧a
Zp[G]
At(F )p.
In the following result we shall also use (the scalar extension of) the canonical ‘evaluation’
pairing ∧a
Zp[G]
At(F )p ×
∧a
Zp[G]
HomZp[G](A
t(F )p,Zp[G])→ Zp[G]
and write FitaZp[G](Selp(AF )
∨) for the a-th Fitting ideal of the Zp[G]-module Selp(AF )
∨.
The proof of this result will be given in §8.4.
Theorem 8.1. Fix an ordered maximal subset x• := {x(i,σ) : (i, σ) ∈ [d]×Σ(k)} of At(Fp)∧p
that is linearly independent over Zp[G] and a finite non-empty set T of places of k that is
disjoint from S.
If BSD(AF/k) is valid, then for any non-negative integer a, any subsets {θj : j ∈ [a]} and
{φi : i ∈ [a]} of HomZp[G](At(F )p,Zp[G]) and HomZp[G](A(F )p,Zp[G]) respectively, and any
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element α of Zp[G] ∩ Zp[G]e(a) the product
(68) α1+2a · (
∏
v∈T
Pv(AF/k, 1)
#) · L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· LRp
At
F/k
(x•) · (∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(∧i=ai=1φi))
belongs to FitaZp[G](Selp(AF )
∨) and annihilates X(AtF )[p
∞].
We remark on several ways in which this result either simplifies or becomes more explicit.
Remark 8.2.
(i) If A(F ) does not contain an element of order p, then our methods will show that the
prediction in Theorem 8.1 should remain true if the term
∏
v∈T Pv(AF/k, 1)
# is omitted.
For more details see Remark 8.13 below.
(ii) If one fixes a subset {φi : i ∈ [a]} of HomZp[G](A(F )p,Zp[G]) of cardinality a that
generates a free direct summand of rank a, then our approach combines with [31, Th.
3.10(ii)] to suggest that, as the subset {θj : j ∈ [a]} varies, elements of the form (68) can
be used to give an explicit description of the a-th Fitting ideal FitaZp[G](Selp(AF )
∨).
Remark 8.3. In special cases one can either show, or is led to predict, that the idempotent
e(a) is equal to 1 and hence that the element α in (68) can be taken to be 1. This is, for
example, the case if a = 0, since each function L(A,ψ, z) is holomorphic at z = 1 and, in
the setting of abelian extensions of Q, this case will be considered in detail in §11. This
situation can also arises naturally in cases with a > 0, such as the following.
(i) If F is a ring class field of an imaginary quadratic field k and suitable hypotheses are
satisfied by an elliptic curve A/Q and the extension F/Q, then the existence of a Heegner
point in A(F ) with non-zero trace to A(k) combines with the theorem of Gross and Zagier
to imply that e(1) = 1. This case will be considered in detail in §12.
(ii) As a generalization of (i), if F is a generalized dihedral extension of a field F ′, k is the
unique quadratic extension of F ′ in F , all p-adic places split completely in k/F ′ and the
rank of A(k) is odd, then the result of Mazur and Rubin in [74, Th. B] combines with the
prediction of BSD(AF/k)(ii) to imply that e(1) = 1.
(iii) Let F be a finite extension of k inside a Zp-extension k∞, set Γ := Gk∞/k and write
r∞ for the corank of Selp(Ak∞) as a module over the Iwasawa algebra Zp[[Γ]]. Then, if A,
F/k and p satisfy all of the hypotheses listed at the beginning of §6, one can show that the
inverse limit lim←−F ′ A
t(F ′)p, where F
′ runs over all finite extensions of F in k∞, is a free
Zp[[Γ]]-module of rank r∞ and this in turn combines with the prediction of BSD(AF/k)(ii)
to imply that e(r∞) = 1.
Remark 8.4. Under suitable additional hypotheses it is also possible to obtain more explicit
versions of the containments predicted by Theorem 8.1. To describe an example, assume
that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of order p, that p is unramified in k, that all p-adic
places of k are at most tamely ramified in F and that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses
(H1)-(H5) that are listed in §6. Then, after taking account of the equality in Remark 6.6, the
argument that is used to prove Theorem 8.1 can be directly applied to the Selmer complex
SCp(AF/k) rather than to the complex CS,X that occurs in §8.4. In this way one finds that
BSD(AF/k) predicts under the above hypotheses that for any given non-negative integer a
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and any data α, {θj : j ∈ [a]} and {φi : i ∈ [a]} as in Theorem 8.1, the product
(69) α1+2a · (eF,a · L∗A,F/k) · (∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(∧i=ai=1φi))
should belong to FitaZp[G](Selp(AF )
∨) and annihilateX(AtF )[p
∞]. Here L∗A,F/k is the element
defined in (54) and hence is related to the values of L-functions that are truncated only at
the places in Sfk ∩ SFk rather than at all places in S (as in the expression (68)).
Remark 8.5. To obtain concrete congruences from the result of Theorem 8.1 or its variant
in Remark 8.4 one can, for example, proceed as follows. The stated results imply that the
product expression L in either (68) or (69) belongs to Zp[G] and hence that for every g in
G one has ∑
ψ∈ĜA,a
ψ(g)Lψ ≡ 0 (mod |G| · Zp).
Here each element Lψ of Cp is defined by the equality L =
∑
ψ∈ĜA,a
Lψ · eψ and so can be
explicitly related to the value at z = 1 of the function z−aL(A, ψˇ, z).
8.2. Explicit regulator matrices. Motivated by Remark 8.3, we consider in more detail
the case that e(a) = 1.
In this case, there exist a-tuples in At(F ) and A(F ) that are each linearly independent
over Q[G] and this fact implies the expressions (∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(∧i=ai=1φi)) in Theorem 8.1
can be interpreted in terms of classical Neron-Tate heights.
To state the result we use the following notation: for ordered a-tuples P• = {Pi : i ∈ [a]}
of At(F ) and Q• = {Qj : j ∈ [a]} of A(F ) we define a matrix in Ma(R[G]) by setting
(70) hF/k(P•, Q•) := (
∑
g∈G
〈g(Pi), Qj〉AF · g−1)1≤i,j≤a,
where 〈−,−〉AF denotes the Neron-Tate height pairing for A over F .
Lemma 8.6. Fix a natural number a such that e(a) = 1 and then choose ordered a-tuples
P• of A
t(F ) and Q• of A(F ) that are each linearly independent over Q[G]. Then the matrix
ea · hF/k(P•, Q•) belongs to GLa(R[G]ea) and one has
ea ·
{
(∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(∧i=ai=1φi)) | θj ∈ HomZ[G](At(F ),Z[G]), φi ∈ HomZ[G](A(F ),Z[G])
}
= det(ea · hF/k(P•, Q•))−1 · Fit0Z[G]((At(F )tf/〈P•〉)∨tor) · Fit0Z[G]((A(F )tf/〈Q•〉)∨tor)
where 〈P•〉 and 〈Q•〉 denote the G-modules that are generated by P• and Q•.
Proof. We write N(P•) and N(Q•) for the quotients of A
t(F )tf and A(F )tf by 〈P•〉 and
〈Q•〉. Then, by taking Z-linear duals of the tautological short exact sequence
0→ 〈P•〉 ιP•−−→ At(F )tf → N(P•)→ 0
one obtains an exact sequence
At(F )∗
ι∗P•−−→ 〈P•〉∗ → N(P•)∨tor → 0
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and hence an equality
im(
∧a
Z[G]
ι∗P•) = Fit
0
Z[G](N(P•)
∨
tor).
In the same way one derives an equality
im(
∧a
Z[G]
ι∗Q•) = Fit
0
Z[G](N(Q•)
∨
tor).
Since the maps ea(Q ⊗Z ι∗P•) and ea(Q ⊗Z ι∗Q•) are bijective, these equalities imply that
the lattice
ea ·
{
(∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(∧i=ai=1φi)) | θj ∈ At(F )∗, φi ∈ A(F )∗
}
is equal to the product{
ea(∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(ea(∧i=ai=1φi))) | θj ∈ 〈P•〉∗, φi ∈ 〈Q•〉∗
}
× Fit0Z[G](N(P•)∨tor) · Fit0Z[G](N(Q•)∨tor).
This implies the claimed result since, writing P ∗i and Q
∗
j for the elements of 〈P•〉∗ and
〈Q•〉∗ that are respectively dual to Pi and Qj, one has{
ea(∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(ea(∧i=ai=1φi))) | θj ∈ 〈P•〉∗, φi ∈ 〈Q•〉∗
}
= Z[G] · (ea ∧i=ai=1 P ∗i )(htaAF/k(ea ∧i=ai=1 Q∗i ))
and
ea(∧i=ai=1P ∗i )(htaAF/k(ea ∧i=ai=1 Q∗i )) =det
(
(eaP
∗
i (h
−1
AF/k
(eaQ
∗
j )))1≤i,j≤a
)
=det(ea · hF/k(P•, Q•))−1.
We note that the last equality is true because the definition of htaAF/k implies that for every
j one has
h−1AF/k(eaQ
∗
j) =
b=a∑
b=1
((ea · hF/k(P•, Q•))−1)bjPb.

8.3. Bounds on logarithmic resolvents. The result of Lemma 8.6 means that in many
cases the only term in the product expression (68) that is not explicitly understood is the
logarithmic resolvent of the chosen semi-local points.
We shall now partly address this issue. For subsequent purposes (related to the upcoming
article [68]) we do not here require G to be abelian.
8.3.1. We start by deriving an easy consequence of the arguments in Proposition 4.3 and
Lemma 5.4. For each natural number i we set ℘iFp :=
∏
w′∈SpF
℘iFw′
, where ℘Fw′ denotes
the maximal ideal in the valuation ring of Fw′ . We also set Aˆ
t(℘iFp) :=
∏
w′∈SpF
Aˆtw′(℘
i
Fw′
),
where Aˆtw′ denotes the formal group of A
t
/Fw′
.
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Proposition 8.7. If all p-adic places are tamely ramified in F/k and Aˆt(℘Fp) is torsion-
free, then there exists an ordered Zp[G]-basis x• of Aˆ
t(℘Fp) for which one has
LRp
At
F/k
(x•) =
(
τ∗(F/k) ·
∏
v∈Spk
̺v(F/k)
)d
,
where the elements ̺v(F/k) of ζ(Q[G])
× are as defined in (57).
Proof. Since all p-adic places of k are tamely ramified in F Lemma 5.4 implies that the
Zp[G]-module Aˆ
t(℘iFp) is cohomologically-trivial for all i. Hence, if Aˆ
t(℘Fp) is torsion-free,
then it is a projective Zp[G]-module (by [1, Th. 8]) and therefore free of rank nd (since
Qp ⊗Zp Aˆt(℘Fp) is isomorphic to F dp ).
In this case we fix an ordered basis x• of Aˆ
t(℘Fp) and regard it as a Q
c
p[G]-basis of
Qcp ⊗Zp Aˆt(℘Fp).
We also regard {(i, σˆ) : (i, σ) ∈ [d]×Σ(k)} as a Qcp[G]-basis of the direct sum (Qcp ·YF/k,p)d
of d copies of Qcp · YF/k,p.
Then, with respect to these bases, the matrix
(71)
(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(logω′j(x(j′,σ′)))) · g
)
(j,σ),(j′,σ′)
represents the composite isomorphism of Qcp[G]-modules
µ′ : Qcp ⊗Zp Aˆt(℘Fp)
(logω′
j
)j∈[d]
−−−−−−−→ (Qcp ⊗Q F )d
(µ)i∈[d]−−−−→ (Qcp · YF/k,p)d,
where µ is the isomorphism Qcp ⊗Q F ∼= Qcp · YF/k,p that sends each element λ ⊗ f to
(λ · σˆ(f))σ∈Σ(k). This fact implies that
(72) δG,p(LRpAt
F/k
(x•)) = [Aˆ
t(℘Fp), Y
d
F/k,p;µ
′]
in K0(Zp[G],Q
c
p[G]).
In addition, since for any large enough integer i the image of Aˆt(℘iFp) under each map
logω′j is equal to ℘
i
F,p, the ‘telescoping’ argument of Lemma 5.4 implies that
[Aˆt(℘Fp), Y
d
F/k,p;µ
′] = d · [℘Fp , YF/k,p;µ](73)
= d · [OF,p, YF/k,p;µ] + d · χG,p
(
(OF,p/℘Fp)[0], 0
)
.
Next we note that if fv is the absolute residue degree of a p-adic place v, then the normal
basis theorem for OFw/℘Fw over the field with p elements implies that there exists a short
exact sequence of Gw/Iw-modules
0→ Z[Gw/Iw]fv ×p−−→ Z[Gw/Iw]fv → OFw/℘Fw → 0.
By using these sequences (for each such v) one computes that
χG,p
(
(OF,p/℘Fp)[0], 0
)
= δG,p
( ∏
v∈Spk
̺v(F/k)
)
.
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Upon combining this equality with (72) and (73) we deduce that
δG,p(LRpAt
F/k
(x•) · (
∏
v∈Spk
̺v(F/k))
−d) = d · [OF,p, YF/k,p;µ]
and from here one can deduce the claimed result by using the argument of Proposition
4.3. 
Remark 8.8. Assume that all p-adic places are at most tamely ramified in F/k, that
neither Ât(℘Fp) nor A(F ) has an element of order p and that e(a) = 1 so there exist ordered
a-tuples P• and Q• as in Lemma 8.6. Then Proposition 8.7, Lemma 8.6 and Remark 8.2(i)
combine with Theorem 8.1 to imply BSDp(AF/k)(iv) predicts that any element in the set
L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1) ·
(
τ∗(F/k) ·∏v∈Spk ̺v(F/k))d
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k · det(hF/k(P•, Q•))
·Fit0Z[G]((At(F )/〈P•〉)∨tor)·Fit0Z[G]((A(F )/〈Q•〉)∨tor)
belongs to FitaZp[G](Selp(AF )
∨) and annihilates X(AtF )[p
∞].
Remark 8.9. To obtain a variant of the prediction in Remark 8.8 that may in some cases
be more amenable to numerical investigation assume that p is unramified in k, that all
p-adic places of k are at most tamely ramified in F , that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has
an element of order p, that e(a) = 1 and that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-
(H5). Then by using Remark 8.4 in place of Theorem 8.1 the same approach as in Remark
8.8 allows one to show that under these hypotheses the prediction in Remark 8.8 should
be true after replacing the terms L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1) and S
p
k that occur in the given displayed
expression by L
(a)
Sr
(AF/k, 1) and Sp,r respectively, where, as in (54), we set Sr := S
f
k ∩ SFk
and Sp,r := S
p
k ∩ SFk .
Example 8.10. Christian Wuthrich kindly supplied us with the following concrete applica-
tions of Remark 8.8. Set k = Q and K = Q(
√
229) and write F for the Galois closure of the
field L = Q(α) with α3 − 4α+ 1 = 0. Then K ⊂ F and the group G := GF/k is dihedral of
order six. Let A denote either of the curves 3928b1 (with equation y2 = x3−x2+ x+4) or
5864a1 (with equation y2 = x3−x2−24x+28). Then rk(AQ) = 2, rk(AK) = rk(AL) = 3 and
rk(AF ) = 5 and, since X3(AK) vanishes (as can be shown via a computation with Heegner
points on the quadratic twist of A), these facts combine with [29, Cor. 2.10(i)] to imply the
Z3[G]-module A(F )3 is isomorphic to Z3[G](1 + τ)⊕Z3⊕Z3, with τ the unique non-trivial
element in GF/L. In particular, if we set Γ := GF/K , then we can choose a point P that
generates over Z3[Γ] a free direct summand of A(F )3. In addition, Fit
1
Z3[Γ]
(Sel3(AF )
∨) is
contained in
Fit1Z3[Γ](Z3[G](1 + τ)⊕ Z3 ⊕ Z3) = Fit0Z3[Γ](Z3 ⊕ Z3) = I3(Γ)2,
where I3(Γ) is the augmentation ideal of Z3[Γ]. Finally, we note that 3 splits in K and is
unramified in F so that for each 3-adic place v of K the element ̺v(F/K) is equal to 3.
After taking account of these facts, Remark 8.8 (with F/k taken to be F/K, a to be 1 and
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P1 = Q1 to be P ) shows BSD3(AF/k)(iv) predicts that
9 · τ∗(F/K) · L
(1)
S (AF/K , 1)
Ω
F/k
A
= x ·
∑
g∈G
〈g(P ), P 〉AF · g−1
for an element x of I3(Γ)
2 that annihilates the 3-primary component of X(AF ). Here we
have also used the fact that wF/K = 1 because each of the real places v of K has trivial
decomposition group in Γ so ψ−v (1) = 1− 1 = 0 and thus wψ = 1 for each ψ ∈ Γ̂.
8.3.2. It is possible to prove less precise versions of Proposition 8.7 without making any
hypotheses on ramification and to thereby obtain more explicit versions of the prediction
that is made in Theorem 8.1.
For example, if F×p has no element of order p, M is any choice of maximal Zp-order in
Qp[G] that contains Zp[G] and x is any element of ζ(Zp[G]) such that x ·M ⊆ Zp[G], then
one can deduce from the result of [12, Cor. 7.8] that for every element y of the ideal
ζ(Zp[G]) · pd · x1+2d((1− eG) + |G| · eG)
there exists an ordered nd-tuple x(y)• of points in A
t(Fp) for which one has
LRp
At
F/k
(x(y)•) = y ·
(
τ∗(F/k) ·
∏
v∈Spk
̺v(F/k)
)d
in ζ(Qc[G]).
However, we shall not prove this result here both because it is unlikely to be the best
possible ‘bound’ that one can give on logarithmic resolvents in terms of Galois-Gauss sums
and also because, from the perspective of numerical investigations, the following much easier
interpretation of logarithmic resolvents in terms of Galois resolvents is likely to be more
helpful.
Lemma 8.11. Let i0 be the least integer with i0 > eF,p/(p − 1), where eF,p is the maximal
absolute ramification degree of any p-adic place of F . Let z be an element of F that belongs
to the i0-th power of every prime ideal of OF above p.
Then, for any integral basis {ai : i ∈ [n]} of Ok, there exists an ordered nd-tuple x• of
points in At(Fp) for which one has
LRp
At
F/k
(x•) = NrdQcp[G]
(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(z · ai)) · g
)
σ∈Σ(k),i∈[n]
d .
Proof. The definition of i0 ensures that the formal group logarithm of A
t over Fp gives
an isomorphism of Aˆt(℘i0Fp) with a direct sum (℘
i0
Fp
)d of d copies of ℘i0Fp (cf. [90, Th.
6.4(b)]). Here the individual copies of ℘i0Fp in the sum are parametrised by the differentials
{ω′j : j ∈ [n]} that are used to define logAt .
The choice of z also implies that Z := {z · ai : i ∈ [n]} is a subset of ℘i0Fp . We may
therefore choose a pre-image x• in Aˆ
t(℘i0Fp) of the ordered nd-tuple in (℘
i0
Fp
)d that is obtained
by placing a copy of Z in each of the d direct summands.
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For these points x• the interpretation of the matrix (71) that is given in the proof of
Proposition 8.7 shows that it is equal to a d× d diagonal block matrix with each diagonal
block equal to the matrix (∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(z · ai)) · g
)
σ∈Σ(k),i∈[n]
.
Since LRp
At
F/k
(x•) is defined to be the reduced norm of the matrix (71) the claimed
equality is therefore clear. 
8.4. The proof of Theorem 8.1.
8.4.1. We start by proving a technical result that is both necessary for the proof of Theorem
8.1 and will also be of further use in the sequel.
In this result we use the terminology of ‘characteristic elements’ from [31, Def. 3.1].
Lemma 8.12. Fix an ordered subset x• of A
t(Fp)
∧
p as in Theorem 8.1. Write X for the
Zp[G]-module generated by x• and CS,X for the Selmer complex SCS(AF/k;X,H∞(AF/k)p)
from Definition 2.7. Then the following claims are valid.
(i) The module H1(CS,X) is torsion-free.
(ii) For any finite non-empty set of places T of k that is disjoint from S, there exists an
exact triangle in Dperf(Zp[G]) of the form
(74)
⊕
v∈T
RΓ(κv , Tp,F (A
t)(−1))[−2] → CS,X θ→ CS,X,T →
⊕
v∈T
RΓ(κv, Tp,F (A
t)(−1))[−1]
in which CS,X,T is acyclic outside degrees one and two and there are canonical
identifications of H1(CS,X,T ) with H
1(CS,X) and of Selp(AF )
∨ with a subquotient of
H2(CS,X,T ) in such a way that Qp · Selp(AF )∨ = Qp ·H2(CS,X,T ).
(iii) Following claim (ii) we write
hTA,F : Cp ·H1(CS,X,T )→ Cp ·H2(CS,X,T )
for the isomorphism (Cp ⊗Zp H2(θ)) ◦ (Cp ⊗R,j hA,F ) of Cp[G]-modules. Then, if
BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid, there exists a characteristic element L for (CS,X , hA,F ) in
Cp[G]
× with the property that for any non-negative integer a one has
ea · L−1 =
L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· LRp
At
F/k
(x•).
In addition, in this case the element
LT := (
∏
v∈T
Pv(AF/k, 1)
#)−1 · L
is a characteristic element for (CS,X,T , h
T
A,F ).
Proof. Since p is odd there exists a homomorphism of Zp[G]-modules φ from the module
H∞(AF/k)p =
⊕
v∈S∞k
H0(kv , Tp,F (A
t)) to At(Fp)
∧
p that sends the ordered Zp[G]-basis of
H∞(AF/k)p specified at the end of §2.4.1 to x•.
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Then, comparing the triangle (17) with the construction of [31, Prop. 2.8 (ii)] immediately
implies that CS,X is isomorphic in D
perf(Zp[G]) to the complex that is denoted in loc. cit.
by Cφ(Tp,F (A
t)).
Given this, claim (i) follows directly from [31, Prop. 2.8 (ii)] and claim (ii) from [31,
Prop. 2.8 (iii)] with CS,X,T := Cφ,T (Tp,F (A
t)).
Turning to claim (iii) we note that each place v in T is not p-adic, does not ramify in
F/k and is of good reduction for A.
Each complex RΓ(κv, Tp,F (A
t)(−1)) is therefore well-defined. Since these complexes are
acyclic outside degree one, where they have finite cohomology, we may therefore apply
Lemma 3.1 to the triangle (74) to deduce that
χG,p(CS,X , hA,F )− χG,p(CS,X,T , hTA,F ) =
∑
v∈T
χG,p(RΓ(κv , Tp,F (A
t)(−1))[−2], 0)
= δG,p(detQp[G](1− Φv|Qp · Tp,F (At)(−1)))
= δG,p(Pv(AF/k, 1)
#)
in K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]).
Thus if L is a characteristic element of (CS,X , hA,F ), then (
∏
v∈T Pv(AF/k, 1)
#)−1 · L is a
characteristic element for (CS,X,T , h
T
A,F ), as claimed in the final assertion of claim (iii).
It is thus enough to deduce from BSDp(AF/k)(iv) the existence of a characteristic element
L of (CS,X ,Cp ⊗R hA,F ) with the required interpolation property.
Now, since S contains all p-adic places of k, the module Q(ω•)S,p vanishes and the p-
primary component of the term µS(AF/k) is also trivial.
In addition, as the validity of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is independent of the choice of global
periods and we can assume firstly that ω• is the set {zi ⊗ ω′j : i ∈ [n], j ∈ [d]} fixed in
Lemma 4.1 and secondly that the image of F(ω•)p under the formal group exponential
expAt,Fp (defined with respect to the differentials {ω′j : j ∈ [d]}) is contained in X.
Then the assumed validity of the equality (30) in this case combines with the equality in
Lemma 4.1 to imply that the element
(75)
L∗S(AF/k, 1)
NrdR[G](Ωω•(AF/k))
=
L∗S(AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· det

(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(zi))) · g

σ∈Σ(k),i∈[n]

d
of ζ(Cp[G])
× is the inverse of a characteristic element of (CS,ω• , hA,F ).
Here we write CS,ω• for the Selmer complex SCS(AF/k;X (p),H∞(AF/k)p) where X is the
perfect Selmer structure XS({Atv}v, ω•, γ•) defined in §2.4. (In addition, the fact that it is
the inverse of a characteristic element results from a comparison of our chosen normalisation
of non-abelian determinants compared with that of [31, (10)], as described in Remark 3.2).
In particular, since X (p) is by definition equal to expAt,Fp(F(ω•)p) and hence, by as-
sumption, contained in X, a comparison of the definitions of CS,ω• and CS,X shows that
there is an exact triangle
CS,ω• → CS,X →
(
X/X (p))[−1] → CS,ω•[1]
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in Dperf(Zp[G]).
Since the product
ξ := LRp
At
F/k
(x•) · det

(∑
g∈G
σˆ(g−1(zi))) · g

σ∈Σ(k),i∈[n]

−d
is equal to the determinant of a matrix that expresses a basis of the free Zp[G]-module X (p)
in terms of the basis x• of X, the above triangle implies that the product
L∗S(AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· LRp
At
F/k
(x•)
of ξ and the element (75) is the inverse of a characteristic element for (CS,X , hA,F ).
The claimed interpolation formula is thus a consequence of the fact that L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1) is
equal to ea · L∗S(AF/k, 1). 
8.4.2. We are now ready to prove Theorem 8.1.
To do this we will apply the general result of [31, Th. 3.10(i)] to the complex CS,X,T ,
isomorphism hTA,F and characteristic element LT constructed in Lemma 8.12.
In order to do so, we fix an ordered subset Φ := {φi : i ∈ [a]} of HomZp[G](A(F )p,Zp[G])
of cardinality a. We fix a pre-image φ′i of each φi under the surjective composite homomor-
phism
H2(CS,X)→ Selp(AF )∨ → HomZp[G](A(F )p,Zp[G]),
where the first arrow is the canonical map from Proposition 2.8(iii) and the second is induced
by the canonical short exact sequence
(76) 0 //X(AF )[p
∞]∨ // Selp(AF )
∨ // HomZp(A(F )p,Zp) // 0.
We set Φ′ := {φ′i : i ∈ [a]} and consider the image H2(θ)(Φ′) of Φ′ in H2(CS,X,T ), where
θ is the morphism that occurs in the triangle (74) (so that H2(θ) is injective).
We next write ι : H1(CS,X,T ) = H
1(CS,X) → At(F )p for the canonical homomorphism
in Proposition 2.8(iii).
Then, with LT the element specified in Lemma 8.12(iii), a direct comparison of the
definitions of hTA,F and ht
a
AF/k
shows that the ‘higher special element’ that is associated via
[31, Def. 3.3] to the data (CS,X,T , h
T
A,F ,LT ,H2(θ)(Φ′)) coincides with the pre-image under
the bijective map Cp ·
∧a
Zp[G]
ι of the element
(77) (
∏
v∈T
Pv(AF/k, 1)
#) · L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· LRp
At
F/k
(x•) · htaAF/k(∧i=ai=1φi).
(Here we have also used the fact that, since BSD(AF/k)(ii) is assumed to be valid, the
idempotent ea defined here coincides with the idempotent denoted ea in [31, §3.1] for the
complex CS,X,T .)
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To proceed we fix an ordered subset {θj : j ∈ [a]} of HomZp[G](At(F )p,Zp[G]) and identify
it with its image under the injective map
HomZp[G](A
t(F )p,Zp[G])→ HomZp[G](H1(CS,X,T ),Zp[G])
induced by ι. We also set A := Zp[G]e(a) and M := A⊗Zp[G] H2(CS,X,T ).
Then the above interpretation of the higher special element in terms of the product (77)
combines with the general result of [31, Th. 3.10(i)] to imply that for any element α of
Zp[G] ∩ A and any element y of Zp[G] that annihilates Ext2A(M,A) the product
α · ya · (
∏
v∈T
Pv(AF/k, 1)
#) · L
(a)
SF
(AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· LRp
At
F/k
(x•) · (∧j=aj=1θj)(htaAF/k(∧i=ai=1φi))
both belongs to FitaZp[G](Selp(AF )
∨) and annihilates (Selp(AF )
∨)tor.
In addition, the exact sequence (76) identifies (Selp(AF )
∨)tor with X(AF )[p
∞]∨ and the
Cassels-Tate pairing identifies X(AF )[p
∞]∨ with X(AtF )[p
∞].
To deduce the result of Theorem 8.1 from here, it is therefore enough to show that α2
annihilates Ext2A(M,A).
To do this we use the existence of a convergent first quadrant cohomological spectral
sequence
Epq2 = Ext
p
A(M,Ext
q
Zp[G]
(A,A))⇒ Extp+qZp[G](M,A)
(cf. [97, Exer. 5.6.3]).
In particular, since the long exact sequence of low degree terms of this spectral sequence
gives an exact sequence of Zp[G]-modules
HomZp[G](M,Ext
1
Zp[G]
(A,A))→ Ext2A(M,A)→ Ext2Zp[G](M,A),
we find that it is enough to show that the element α annihilates both Ext1Zp[G](A,A) and
Ext2Zp[G](M,A).
To verify this we write A† for the ideal {x ∈ Zp[G] : x ·e(a) = 0} so that there is a natural
short exact sequence of Zp[G]-modules 0→ A† → Zp[G]→ A→ 0.
Then by applying the exact functor Ext•Zp[G](−,A) to this sequence one obtains a surjec-
tive homomorphism
HomZp[G](A
†,A)։ Ext1Zp[G](A,A).
In addition, since Zp[G] is Gorenstein, by applying the exact functor Ext
•
Zp[G]
(M,−) to
the above sequence one finds that there is a natural isomorphism
Ext3Zp[G](M,A
†) ∼= Ext2Zp[G](M,A).
To complete the proof of Theorem 8.1 it is thus enough to note that the left hand
modules in both of the last two displays are annihilated by α since the definition of A†
implies immediately that α · A† = 0.
Remark 8.13. If A(F ) does not contain an element of order p, then [31, Th. 3.10(i)] can
be directly applied to the complex CS,X rather than to the auxiliary complex CS,X,T . This
shows that, in any such case, the prediction in Theorem 8.1 should remain true if the term∏
v∈T Pv(AF/k, 1)
# is omitted.
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9. Abelian congruence relations and height pairings
In this section we continue to investigate the p-adic congruence relations between the
leading coefficients of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series that are encoded by BSDp(AF/k)(iv) in the
case that F/k is abelian.
More concretely in §9.1 we will show that, beyond the integrality properties that are
discussed in Theorem 8.1 and Remark 8.5, elements of the form (68) can be expected to
satisfy additional congruence relations in the integral augmentation filtration that involve
Mazur-Tate regulators.
Then in §9.2 we specialise to the case of cyclic extensions in order to make these additional
congruence relations fully explicit.
In particular, in this way we render the equality BSDp(AF/k)(iv) amenable to (numer-
ical) verification even in cases in which it incorporates a thorough-going mixture of both
archimedean phenomena and delicate p-adic congruences.
Finally, in §9.3 we explain how these results extend to certain families of non-abelian
extensions.
Throughout this section, just as in §8.1, we give ourselves a fixed odd prime p and
isomorphism of fields j : C ∼= Cp (explicit mention of which we usually omit), a finite set S
of places of k with
S∞k ∪ Spk ∪ SFk ∪ SAk ⊆ S
and a fixed ordered k-basis {ω′j}j∈[d] of H0(At,Ω1At) with associated classical period Ω
F/k
A .
Except in §9.3 we shall always assume in this section that F/k is abelian. In addition, we
shall always assume that p is chosen so that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of order p.
9.1. A Mazur-Tate conjecture for higher derivatives. In this section we formulate a
Mazur-Tate type conjecture for higher derivatives of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series. We then
show that, under the hypotheses listed in §6, this conjecture would follow from the validity
of BSD(AF/k).
9.1.1. We first quickly recall the construction of canonical height pairings of Mazur and
Tate [75].
To do this we fix a subgroup J of G and set E := F J . We recall that the subgroups of
‘locally-normed elements’ of A(E) and At(E) respectively are defined by setting
(78) UF/E :=
⋂
v
(
A(E) ∩NFw/Ev(A(Fw))
)
, U tF/E :=
⋂
v
(
At(E) ∩NFw/Ev(At(Fw))
)
.
Here each intersection runs over all (finite) primes v of E and w is a fixed prime of F above
v. In addition, NFw/Ev denotes the norm map of Fw/Ev and each intersection of the form
A(E) ∩ NFw/Ev(A(Fw)), resp. At(E) ∩ NFw/Ev (At(Fw)), takes place inside A(Ev), resp.
At(Ev).
We recall from Lemma 5.1(i) that each of the expressions displayed in (78) is in general a
finite intersection of subgroups of A(E), resp. of At(E), and that the subgroups UF/E and
U tF/E have finite index in A(E) and A
t(E) respectively.
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We note for later use that, whenever A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-(H5) listed
in §6, then Proposition 6.3(ii) (together with the duality of these hypotheses) implies that
UF/E,p := Zp ⊗Z UF/E and U tF/E,p := Zp ⊗Z U tF/E
are equal to A(E)p and to A
t(E)p respectively (for every given subgroup J of G).
In general, Mazur and Tate [75] construct, by using the theory of biextensions, a canonical
height pairing
(79) 〈 , 〉MTF/E : U tF/E ⊗Z UF/E → J.
This pairing will be a key ingredient of our conjectural congruence relations. To formulate
our conjecture we must first describe how to make reasonable choices of points on which to
evaluate the Mazur-Tate pairing.
Definition 9.1. Fix a subgroup J of G and set E := F J . We define a ‘p-separable choice
of points of A for F/E of rank (a, a′)’ (with a′ ≥ a ≥ 0) to be a pair (Y,Y ′) chosen as
follows.
Let Y = {yi : i ∈ [a]} be any ordered finite subset of A(F )p that generates a free
Zp[G]-direct-summand Y of A(F )p of rank equal to |Y| = a. Then TrJ(Y ) = Y J is a
Zp[G/J ]-direct-summand of A(E)p.
We then let
Y ′ = TrJ(Y) ∪ {wi : a < i ≤ a′}
be any ordered finite subset of UF/E,p, containing TrJ(Y) := {TrJ(yi) : i ∈ [a]}, that
generates a free Zp[G/J ]-direct-summand Y
′ of A(E)p of rank equal to |Y ′| = a′ ≥ a.
Remark 9.2. To identify p-separable choices of points as above, one can proceed as follows.
Write G = P ×H where P is the Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then the argument of [24, Prop.
2.1] shows that a finite subset Y of A(F )p generates a free Zp[G]-direct-summand Y of
A(F )p of rank equal to |Y| = a if and only if the images in A(FP )p/p · A(FP )p of the
elements
h ·
∑
g∈P
g(y),
for each h ∈ H and each y ∈ Y, are linearly independent over Fp. An analogous observation
applies to the choice of the set Y ′ in a p-separable choice of points (Y,Y ′) of A for F/E of
rank (a, a′).
In the rest of §9, for any Zp[G]-moduleM we writeM∗ for the linear dual HomZp(M,Zp),
endowed with the natural contragredient action of G.
For given integers a′ ≥ a ≥ 0 and a given p-separable choice of points (Y,Y ′) of A for F/E
of rank (a, a′), we always use the following notation. We fix a decomposition A(F )p = Y ⊕Z.
Since A(F )∗p = Y
∗ ⊕ Z∗ and Y ∗ is Zp[G]-free of rank a we may and will denote by y∗i the
element of Y ∗ ⊆ A(F )∗p which maps yi to 1 and yj to 0 for j 6= i.
In a similar way, to each element y′ ∈ Y ′ we associate a canonical dual element (y′)∗ of
A(E)∗p.
Fix now any maximal subset x• of A
t(Fp)
∧
p that is linearly independent over Zp[G] and
also set xJ• := {TrJ(x) : x ∈ x•} ⊆ At(Ep)∧p . By using the isomorphism htaAF/k considered
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in (67) as well as the analogous isomorphism hta
′
AE/k
, one then obtains elements
ηY ,x• :=
L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· LRp
At
F/k
(x•) · htaAF/k(∧y∈Yy∗) ∈ Cp ·
a∧
Zp[G]
At(F )p
and
ηY ′,xJ• :=
L
(a′)
S (AE/k, 1)
Ω
E/k
A · wdE/k
· LRp
At
E/k
(xJ• ) · hta
′
AE/k
(∧y′∈Y ′(y′)∗) ∈ Cp ·
a′∧
Zp[G/J ]
At(E)p.
For each a < i ≤ a′ we may also define composite homomorphisms of Zp[G/J ]-modules
(80) htMTwi : U
t
F/E,p → Zp ⊗Z J ∼= Ip(J)/Ip(J)2 → Ip(J)/Ip(J)2
by setting
(81) htMTwi (P ) := −〈P,wi〉MTF/E .
Here Ip(J) denotes the ideal of Zp[G] generated by the augmentation ideal Ip(J) of Zp[J ],
the isomorphism maps each g in J to the class of g− 1 and the last arrow is induced by the
inclusion Ip(J) ⊆ Ip(J). (We also note that the occurrence of the minus sign in (81) will
be clarified by the result of Theorem 10.3 below).
9.1.2. For any finitely generated Zp[G]-module M and any non-negative integer r we write⋂r
Zp[G]
M for the r-th ‘Rubin lattice’ of M inside Qp ·
∧r
Zp[G]
M , as defined originally by
Rubin [85] (see also [28, §4.2]).
Then the homomorphisms htMTwi can be combined as in [31, §3.4.1] to give a canonical
homomorphism
(82) htMTY ′ :
⋂a′
Zp[G/J ]
U tF/E,p −→ (
⋂a
Zp[G/J ]
U tF/E,p)⊗Zp Ip(J)a
′−a/Ip(J)
1+a′−a.
Following an original idea of Darmon, we define the ‘norm operator’
NJ :
⋂a
Zp[G]
At(F )p −→ (
⋂a
Zp[G]
At(F )p)⊗Zp Zp[J ]/Ip(J)1+a
′−a
to be the homomorphism induced by sending each x to
∑
σ∈J σ(x)⊗ σ−1.
We also use [28, Prop. 4.12] to obtain a canonical injective homomorphism of Zp[G]-
modules
νJ : (
⋂a
Zp[G/J ]
At(E)p)⊗Zp Ip(J)a
′−a/Ip(J)
1+a′−a
→ (
⋂a
Zp[G]
At(F )p)⊗Zp Ip(J)a
′−a/Ip(J)
1+a′−a.
We can now state the central conjecture of this section.
Conjecture 9.3. Assume that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of order p. Fix any
subgroup J of G (with E := F J) and any p-separable choice of points (Y,Y ′) of A for F/E
of rank (a, a′). Then one has
ηY ,x• ∈
⋂a
Zp[G]
At(F )p
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and
ηY ′,xJ• ∈
⋂a′
Zp[G/J ]
U tF/E,p
and in (
⋂a
Zp[G]
At(F )p)⊗Zp Ip(J)a′−a/Ip(J)1+a′−a there is an equality
NJ(ηY ,x•) = (−1)a(a
′−a) · νJ(htMTY ′ (ηY ′,xJ• )).
Remark 9.4. Let k = Q, J = G, a = 0, a′ = dimQ(A(k)) and Y = {yi : i ∈ [a′]} be any
Z-basis of HomZ(A(k),Z). Then, after taking account of Remark 8.8, one finds that the
congruence in Conjecture 9.3 specialises in this case to refine and extend the conjectures
formulated (for certain elliptic curves A and abelian fields F ) by Mazur and Tate in [76]
and also incorporates the main conjecture of Darmon [36].
Remark 9.5. Fix any set x•, subgroup J of G and integers a
′ ≥ a ≥ 0 as in Conjecture
9.3. Then the general result of [28, Prop. 4.17] can be used to show that the validity of
Conjecture 9.3 is independent of the p-separable choice of points (Y,Y ′) of A for F/E of
rank (a, a′).
9.1.3. The following result establishes conditions under which Conjecture 9.3 is a conse-
quence of BSD(AF/k).
The proof of this result will be given in §9.4 below.
Theorem 9.6. Fix an odd prime number p and assume that A, F/k and p satisfy the
hypotheses (H1)-(H5) listed in §6. Assume also that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of
order p and that Hypothesis 10.1 below is satisfied.
Then if BSD(AF/k) is valid, so is Conjecture 9.3.
Remark 9.7. Each of the hypotheses (H1)-(H5) as well as Hypothesis 10.1 is satisfied widely
(see Remarks 6.1 and 10.2 respectively). However, without assuming any of these hypotheses
it is also possible to deduce from BSD(AF/k) less explicit versions of the congruence relations
that are predicted by Conjecture 9.3.
To be more precise we fix an odd prime number p for which neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has
a point of order p and set
CS,x• := SCS(AF/k; 〈x•〉Zp[G],H∞(AF/k)p).
Then, without any additional hypotheses on A, F/k or p, the same argument as used to
prove Theorem 9.6 shows BSD(AF/k) implies that
ηY ,x• ∈
⋂a
Zp[G]
H1(CS,x•) ⊆
⋂a
Zp[G]
At(F )p
and
ηY ′,xJ• ∈
⋂a′
Zp[G/J ]
H1(CS,x•)
J ⊆
⋂a′
Zp[G/J ]
At(E)p
and that in
(⋂a
Zp[G/J ]
At(F )p
)
⊗Zp Ip(J)a′−a/Ip(J)1+a′−a one has an equality
NJ(ηY ,x•) = (−1)a(a
′−a) · νJ(htCS,x•Y ′ (ηY ′,xJ• )).
Here ht
CS,x•
Y ′ is the ‘Bockstein homomorphism’ (97) associated to the Nekova´rˇ-Selmer com-
plex CS,x• in the course of the proof of Theorem 9.6 below. In this context we recall also
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from Remark 2.9 that the cohomology group H1(CS,x•) may be interpreted as a Selmer
group in the sense of Mazur and Rubin [72].
9.2. Cyclic congruence relations. In this section we make the congruences in Conjecture
9.3 more explicit in the case of certain cyclic extensions.
We always assume the hypotheses (H1)-(H6) listed in §6 and, motivated by Remarks 6.6
and 8.4, we further strengthen the hypothesis (H3) by assuming that p is unramified in F .
In this situation, the argument that is used in the proof of Theorem 9.6 below may be
applied to the classical Selmer complex.
In this way, the equality of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) implies (via Theorem 6.5) congruence re-
lations in the spirit of Conjecture 9.3 that circumvent the choice of semi-local points and
apply directly to the elements L∗A,F/k and L∗A,E/k as defined in (54).
We shall also now assume that the following additional conditions on A, F/k and p are
satisfied:
(H7) F/k is cyclic of order p
m (for some natural number m);
(H8) neither A(k) nor A
t(k) has a point of order p;
(H9) for every field L with k ⊆ L ⊂ F and L 6= F the group X(AL)[p∞] vanishes;
(H10) the group H
1(Gal(k(A[pm])/k), A[pm]) vanishes.
We impose the hypothesis (H10) since it recovers Hypothesis 10.1 below in this specific
setting and hence will allow us to apply the result of Theorem 9.6. We also note that this
hypothesis is satisfied widely (see Remark 10.2).
On the other hand, the hypotheses (H7), (H8) and (H9) are introduced since they allow
us to apply the main result of Yakovlev [98] in order to deduce that A(F )p and A
t(F )p
are (isomorphic) permutation Zp[G]-modules and hence that it is possible to fix an optimal
collection of points as in Definition 9.1.
Then, by combining such a choice of points with the methods of [16, 67], one can make
fully explicit the congruence relations that are implied by BSDp(AF/k)(iv).
In order to stress the key ideas we shall focus on the simple cases m = 1 and m = 2.
In particular, in the case m = 1 we will show that the validity of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is under
certain natural hypotheses equivalent to the validity of a single explicit congruence relation.
9.2.1. We first assume that m = 2. In this case we denote by J the subgroup of G of order
p and set E := F J and Γ := G/J . For each i ∈ {0, 1, 2} we also write Fi for the intermediate
field of F/k with [Fi : k] = p
i and set Γi := GFi/k (so that Γ2 = G and Γ1 = Γ).
Then, under the given hypotheses, Yakovlev’s result implies (via the general approach of
[23, §7.2.5]) that for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2} there exists a non-negative integers mi and subsets
P(i) = {Pi,j | j ∈ [mi]} of A(Fi)p and Pt(i) = {P ti,j : j ∈ [mi]} of At(Fi)p such that the
Zp[Γi]-modules generated by each of the points Pi,j and P
t
i,j are free of rank one and there
are direct sum decompositions of Zp[G]-modules
(83) A(F )p =
i=2⊕
i=0
j=mi⊕
j=1
Zp[Γi] · Pi,j
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and
(84) At(F )p =
i=2⊕
i=0
j=mi⊕
j=1
Zp[Γi] · P ti,j,
so that the integers mi are uniquely determined by the equalities
rk(Ak) = m0 +m1 +m2, rk(AE) = m0 + p(m1 +m2), rk(AF ) = m0 + pm1 + p
2m2.
For a full proof of these facts see [16, Prop. 2.2].
We then obtain ‘regulator matrices’
RF (P•) :=hF/k(Pt(2); P(2)) ∈ Mm2(R[G]),
RE(P•) :=hE/k(Pt(1) ∪ Pt,J(2) ; P(1) ∪ PJ(2)) ∈ Mm1+m2(R[Γ])
Rk(P•) :=hk/k(Pt(0) ∪ Pt,Γ(1) ∪ Pt,G(2) ; P(0) ∪ PΓ(1) ∪ PG(2)) ∈ Mrk(Ak)(R)
as in (70), where we write Pt,J(2) for the set {
∑
g∈J g(P
t
2,j) | j ∈ [mi]} and define PJ(2), Pt,Γ(1) ,
Pt,G(2) , PΓ(1) and PG(2) similarly, and in each union we order the points lexicographically.
We define an idempotent
e〈2〉 :=

1, if m0 = m1 = 0,
1− eG, if m0 6= 0,m1 = 0,
1− eJ , if m1 6= 0,
in Q[G] and
e〈1〉 :=
{
1, if m0 = 0,
1− eΓ, if m0 6= 0,
in Q[Γ].
Then the matrix e〈i〉·RFi(P•) belongs to GLm2(C[G]e〈2〉) if i = 2 and to GLm1+m2(C[Γ]e〈1〉)
if i = 1 and so we may set
L(m2)F,P• := (det(e〈2〉 · RF (P•)))−1 · e〈2〉L∗A,F/k ∈ e〈2〉 · C[G]×(85)
L(m1+m2)E,P• := (det(e〈1〉 · RE(P•)))−1 · e〈1〉L∗A,E/k ∈ e〈1〉 · C[Γ1]×
L∗k,P• := det(Rk(P•))−1 · L∗A,k ∈ R×.
Remark 9.8. This notation is motivated by fact that the decompositions in (83) and (84)
imply e〈2〉 and e〈1〉 are equal to the idempotents eF,m2 and eE,m1+m2 that occur in §8.1.2
with respect to A and the extensions F/k and E/k respectively and so the terms e〈2〉L∗A,F/k
and e〈1〉L∗A,E/k involve the values at z = 1 of the m1-th and (m1 + m2)-th derivatives of
Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series. We further recall from Remark 6.9 that the term L∗A,k can be
explicitly described in terms of invariants occurring in the classical Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture for A over k.
By using the approach of the second author in [67], one finds that Theorem 9.6 implies
the explicit congruences in the following result. We do not give the proof of this result but
rather refer the reader to loc. cit..
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In this result we use the canonical identification
Ip(J)m1/Ip(J)m1+1 ∼= Zp[Γ]⊗Zp Ip(J)m1/Ip(J)m1+1.
Theorem 9.9. Fix an odd prime number p that is unramified in F and such that the data
A,F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-(H10) with m = 2. Then if BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is
valid one has
L(m2)F,P• ≡ (−1)m1 ·
(L(m1+m2)E,P• ⊗ det(〈Pt(1),P(1)〉MTF/E)) (mod Ip(J)m1+1)
and
L(m2)F,P• ≡ (−1)m0+m1 · L∗k,P• · det
(〈Pt(0) ∪ Pt,Γ(1) ,P(0) ∪ PΓ(1)〉MTF/k) (mod Ip(G)m0+m1+1).
Remark 9.10. The Wedderburn components of the elements L(m2)F,P• and L
(m1+m2)
E,P•
recover
the products that are studied by Fearnley and Kisilevsky [45, 46]. In particular, the nu-
merical computations in loc. cit., as well as the numerical computations performed by Bley
and the second author in [16], can be interpreted as supporting evidence for BSD(AF/k).
9.2.2. We now assume that m = 1. In this case Yakovlev’s result implies, under the given
hypotheses, that for each i ∈ {0, 1} there exists a non-negative mi and subsets P(i) of A(Fi)p
and Pt(i) of At(Fi)p for which there are direct sum decompositions of Zp[G]-modules
A(F )p =
j=m0⊕
j=1
Zp · P0,j ⊕
j=m1⊕
j=1
Zp[G] · P1,j
and
At(F )p =
j=m0⊕
j=1
Zp · P t0,j ⊕
j=m1⊕
j=1
Zp[G] · P t1,j.
By using such a choice of points as well as the idempotent
eF,m1 :=
{
1, if m0 = 0,
1− eG, if m0 6= 0,
one obtains elements L(m1)F,P• of eF,m1 · C[G]× and L∗k,P• of R× exactly as in (85).
In this special case we obtain the following refinement of Theorem 9.9. This result will
be proved in §9.2.3 below.
Theorem 9.11. Fix an odd prime number p that is unramified in F and such that the data
A,F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-(H10) with m = 1. Then the following claims are
valid.
(i) If BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid one has
L(m1)F,P• ≡ (−1)m0 · L∗k,P• · det
(〈Pt(0),P(0)〉MTF/k) (mod Ip(G)m0+1).
(ii) Assume that the p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture is valid for A
over both k and F and that the group X(AF )[p
∞] vanishes.
Then BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid if and only if the element L(m1)F,P• belongs to Ip(G)m0
and satisfies the displayed congruence in claim (i).
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Remark 9.12. The argument that we use to prove Theorem 9.11 can be extended, under
suitable hypotheses, to the setting of cyclic extensions of arbitrary p-power degree. In this
way one obtains an explicit family of congruence relations (of the same general form as
in Theorem 9.11(i)) whose validity is equivalent to that of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) whenever the
p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture holds for A over each intermediate
field of F/k. This will be explained in forthcoming work of Bley and the second author.
Remark 9.13. Theorems 9.9 and 9.11 both illustrate the fact that, unless the relevant
Mordell-Weil groups are projective as Galois modules, the equality BSDp(AF/k)(iv) encodes
a family of congruence relations between the values at z = 1 of higher derivatives of Hasse-
Weil-Artin L-series that also involve (non-trivial) Mazur-Tate regulators. As far as we are
aware, no such congruence relations have previously been identified, let alone verified, in
the literature.
Examples 9.14. In view of the last remark, we are very grateful to Werner Bley for pro-
viding us with the following list of examples for which he has been able to numerically verify
the conjectural equality BSDp(AF/k)(iv) by means of the congruence relation in Theorem
9.11. The full details of these computations will appear in future work.
Throughout this list, A is the elliptic curve with indicated Cremona reference, k = Q,
p = 3 and F is the unique degree three Galois extension of Q that is contained in Q(ζℓ) for
any of the indicated primes ℓ. In addition, one always has rk(AF ) = rk(AQ) = 1.
- A is the curve 37a1 (with Weierstrass equation y2 + y = x3 − x) and ℓ ∈ {13, 19}.
- A is 43a1 (y2 + y = x3 + x2) and ℓ ∈ {7, 13, 37}.
- A is 53a1 (y2 + xy + y = x3 − x2) and ℓ ∈ {13, 19, 31, 43}.
- A is 58a1 (y2 + xy = x3 − x2 − x+ 1) and ℓ ∈ {7, 13, 19, 31, 43}.
- A is 61a1 (y2 + xy = x3 − 2x+ 1) and ℓ ∈ {7, 13, 43}.
- A is 65a1 (y2 + xy = x3 − x) and ℓ ∈ {19, 37, 43}.
- A is 65a2 (y2 + xy = x3 + 4x+ 1) and ℓ ∈ {19, 37, 43}.
- A is 77a1 (y2 + y = x3 + 2x) and ℓ ∈ {19, 37}.
9.2.3. In this section we prove Theorem 9.11.
At the outset we set C := SCp(AF/k) and note that, under the hypotheses of Theorem
9.11, Theorem 6.5 (and Remark 6.6) implies that BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid if and only if the
element
ξ := δG,p(L∗A,F/k)− χG,p(C, hA,F )
of K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]) vanishes.
It is a routine exercise to deduce claim (i) of Theorem 9.11 from this fact by combining
Theorem 10.3 below with the approach used by the second author to prove [67, Cor. 3.5]
(and so we leave the details to the reader).
To prove claim (ii) we assume that the p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Con-
jecture holds for A over both k and F and that X(AF )[p
∞] vanishes. We also assume
that L(m1)F,P• belongs to Ip(G)m0 and satisfies the congruence displayed in claim (i), and then
proceed to prove that ξ vanishes.
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The first key step is to explicitly compute the second term that occurs in the definition
of ξ and to do this we use the canonical identifications
r1 : A
t(F )p → H1(C) and r2 : H2(C)→ Selp(AF )∨ ∼→ A(F )∗p
that are described in Proposition 6.3(iv). Here the second arrow in the definition of r2 is
the canonical map and so is bijective since X(AF )[p
∞] is assumed to vanish.
These identifications imply that the complex C corresponds to a unique element ε =
εC,r1,r2 of the Yoneda Ext-group Ext
2
Zp[G]
(A(F )∗p, A
t(F )p).
For each pair (i, j) with i ∈ {0, 1} and j ∈ [mi] we define a dual point P ∗i,j of A(F )∗p in
the natural way and obtain a direct sum decomposition of Zp[G]-modules
A(F )∗p =
j=m0⊕
j=1
Zp · P ∗0,j ⊕
j=m1⊕
j=1
Zp[G] · P ∗1,j
as in [16, Lem. 4.1].
We also fix a generator σ of G and a free Zp[G]-module P :=
⊕
i,j Zp[G]bi,j of rank
m0 +m1 and consider the exact sequence
(86) 0→ At(F )p ι→ P Θ→ P π→ A(F )∗p → 0,
where we set ι(P t0,j) = TrG(b0,j), ι(P
t
1,j) = b1,j, Θ(bi,j) = (σ
pi − 1)bi,j and π(bi,j) = P ∗i,j.
This sequence defines a canonical isomorphism
(87) Ext2Zp[G](A(F )
∗
p, A
t(F )p) ∼= EndZp[G](At(F )p)/ι∗
(
HomZp[G](P,A
t(F )p)
)
,
where ι∗ denotes composition with ι.
Then, since Proposition 6.3(ii) implies C belongs to Dperf(Zp[G]) the results of [16, Lem.
4.2 and Lem. 4.3] imply that there exists an automorphism φ of the Zp[G]-module A
t(F )p
that represents the image of ε under (87) and also fixes the element P t1,j for every j in [m1].
It follows that the exact sequence
(88) 0→ At(F )p ι◦φ
−1
→ P Θ→ P π→ A(F )∗p → 0
is a representative of the extension class ε.
In particular, for any choice of Cp[G]-equivariant splittings
s1 : Cp · P → Cp ·At(F )p ⊕ Cp · im(Θ)
and
s2 : Cp · P → Cp ·A(F )∗p ⊕ Cp · im(Θ)
of the scalar extensions of the canonical exact sequences
0→ At(F )p ι→ P Θ→ im(Θ)→ 0
and
0→ im(Θ)→ P π→ A(F )∗p,
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the definition of non-abelian determinants implies that
− χG,p(C, hA,F )(89)
=− δG,p(detCp[G](s−12 ◦ (hA,F ⊕ idCp·im(Θ)) ◦ ((Cp · φ)⊕ idCp·im(Θ)) ◦ s1))
= δG,p(detCp[G](s
−1
1 ◦ (h−1A,F ⊕ idCp·im(Θ)) ◦ s2))
+ δG,p(detQp[G]((Qp · φ−1)⊕ idQp·im(Θ))).
In addition, by an explicit computation as in [16, Prop. 4.4] one shows that
detCp[G](s
−1
1 ◦ (h−1A,F ⊕ idCp·im(Θ)) ◦ s2)(90)
= det(eF,m1 · hF/k(Pt(1);P(1)))−1 · (σ − 1)−m0
+ (1− eF,m1) · det(hk/k(Pt(0) ∪ Pt,G(1) ;P(0) ∪ PG(1)))−1.
To compute the second term that occurs in the final equality of (89) we fix, as we may,
any elements Ψ(0,j),(0,k) of Zp[G] with the property that
(91) φ−1(P t0,k) =
∑
j∈[m0]
Ψ(0,j),(0,k)(P
t
0,j).
Then the chosen properties of the representative φ of ε fixed above imply that
(92) detQp[G]((Qp · φ−1)⊕ idQp·im(Θ)) = eF,m1 + (1− eF,m1) · det
(
(Ψ(0,j),(0,k))j,k∈[m0]
)
.
The equalities (89), (90) and (92) now combine with the definition of ξ to imply that
ξ = δG,p(L) with
L := L(m1)F,P• · (σ − 1)−m0 + (1− eF,m1) · L∗k,P• · det
(
(Ψ(0,j),(0,k))j,k∈[m0]
)
.
We shall use this description to show ξ belongs to the finite group K0(Zp[G],Qp[G])tor,
or equivalently that L belongs to the unit group of the maximal Zp-orderMp(G) in Qp[G].
To do this we note first that the assumed containment L(m1)F,P• ∈ Im0G,p and validity of the p-
part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture for A over k combine to imply L belongs
to Qp[G]
× and hence that ξ belongs to K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]).
Next we recall from the general result of [22, Thm. 4.1] that, since G has order p, the
group K0(Zp[G],Qp[G])tor is the kernel of the homomorphism
K0(Zp[G],Qp[G])
(ρ,q)−−−→ K0(Zp,Qp)⊕K0(Zp,Qp)
where ρ is the canonical restriction of scalars map and q is the homomorphism induced by
mapping the class of a triple (P, φ,Q) to the class of (PG, φG, QG).
Given this, the claimed containment ξ ∈ K0(Zp[G],Qp[G])tor follows from the fact that
Remark 3.9(ii) and (iii) combine to imply that the validities of the p-part of the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture for A over F and k imply that ρ(ξ) and q(ξ) both vanish.
At this stage we know that L belongs to Mp(G)× and hence that it belongs to Zp[G]×
(so that ξ vanishes) if and only if it belongs to Zp[G].
Now if m0 = 0 then L = L(m1)F,P• and Zp[G] = Ip(G)m0 and so our hypotheses imply
directly that L ∈ Zp[G]. In the sequel we will therefore assume that m0 6= 0, and hence
that eF,m1 = 1− eG.
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In this case L belongs to Zp[G] if and only if one has
L(m1)F,P• · (σ − 1)−m0 ≡ L∗k,P• · det
(
(Ψ(0,j),(0,k))j,k∈[m0]
)
(mod Ip(G))
and so the assumed validity of the congruence in Theorem 9.11(i) reduces us to verifying
that, for any j and k in [m0], one has
(93) Ψ(0,j),(0,k) · (σ − 1) + Ip(G)2 = −〈P t0,k, P0,j〉MTF/k
in Ip(G)/Ip(G)
2.
To verify these equalities we use the fact, proved in Theorem 10.3 below, that 〈 , 〉MTF/k
coincides with the inverse of the pairing induced by
β : At(k)p → Ip(G)/Ip(G)2 ⊗Zp (A(F )∗p)G → Ip(G)/Ip(G)2 ⊗Zp A(k)∗p,
where the first arrow is the Bockstein homomorphism associated to the complex C and the
maps r1 and r2 (see §B.2 below), while the second arrow is induced by restriction to A(k)p.
Now β may be computed, through the representative (88) of the extension class ε, as
the connecting homomorphism that arises when applying the snake lemma to the following
commutative diagram (in which both rows and the third column are exact and the first
column is a complex)
At(k)py(ι◦φ−1)G
0 −−−−→ Ip(G)⊗Zp[G] P
⊆−−−−→ P TrG−−−−→ PG −−−−→ 0yid⊗Zp[G]Θ yΘ yΘG
0 −−−−→ Ip(G)⊗Zp[G] P
⊆−−−−→ P TrG−−−−→ PG −−−−→ 0y(id⊗Zp[G]π)G
Ip(G)/Ip(G)
2 ⊗Zp (A(F )∗p)G.
In addition, the equality (91) implies that
ι(φ−1(P t0,k)) = ι(
∑
l∈[m0]
Ψ(0,l),(0,k)P
t
0,l) =
∑
l∈[m0]
Ψ(0,l),(0,k) · TrG(b0,l)
and so, since
P ∗0,l(P0,j) =
{
1, l = j,
0, l 6= j,
we can finally use the above diagram to compute that
−〈P t0,k, P0,j〉MTF/k =
(
(id ⊗Zp[G] π)G
(
Θ(Ψ(0,j),(0,k) · b0,j)
))
(P0,j)
=
(
(id ⊗Zp[G] π)G
(
(σ − 1)Ψ(0,j),(0,k) · b0,j
))
(P0,j)
=
((
(σ − 1) + Ip(G)2
)⊗Ψ(0,j),(0,k) · P ∗0,j) (P0,j)
=Ψ(0,j),(0,k) · (σ − 1) + Ip(G)2.
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Here the first equality is given by Theorem 10.3. This verifies the equalities (93) and thus
completes the proof of Theorem 9.11.
9.3. Dihedral congruence relations. With a view to extending the classes of extensions
F/k for which the equality of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) can be made fully explicit we consider the
case that F/k is generalized dihedral of order 2pn.
We recall that this means the Sylow p-subgroup P of G is abelian and of index two and
that the conjugation action of any lift to G of the generator of G/P inverts elements of P .
We write K for the unique quadratic extension of k in F .
In this setting we shall show that, in certain situations, the validity of BSDp(AF/k)(iv)
can be checked by verifying congruences relative to the abelian extension F/K.
In order to state the precise result we fix a finite Galois extension E of Q in C that is
large enough to ensure that, with O denoting the ring of algebraic integers of E, there exists
for each character ψ of Ĝ a finitely generated O[G]-lattice that is free over O and spans a
C[G]-module of character ψ.
For each ψ in Ĝ we recall the non-zero complex number L∗(A,ψ) defined in §7.2.2.
Proposition 9.15. Let F/k be generalized dihedral of degree 2pn as above. Assume that
X(AF ) is finite and that no place of k at which A has bad reduction is ramified in F .
Assume also that p satisfies the conditions (H1)-(H4) listed in §6 and that neither A(K)
nor At(K) has a point of order p.
Then the equality of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid if the following three conditions are satisfied.
(i) For every ψ in Ĝ and ω in GQ, one has L∗(A,ω ◦ ψ) = ω(L∗(A,ψ)).
(ii) For every ψ in Ĝ and every prime ideal p of O that divides p, the explicit formula
for L∗(A,ψ) · Op that is given in Proposition 7.3(ii) is valid.
(iii) The equality of BSDp(AF/K)(iv) is valid.
Proof. Since F/K is an extension of p-power degree, the assumption that neither A(K) nor
At(K) has a point of order p implies that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of order p.
Hence, in this case, the given assumptions imply that the data A, F/k and p satisfy all
of the hypotheses of Proposition 7.3.
In particular, if we write ξ for the difference between the left and right hand sides of
the equality in Theorem 6.5, then the argument of Proposition 7.3 shows that the assumed
validity of the given conditions (i) and (ii) implies that ξ belongs to K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]) and
also to the kernel of the homomorphism ρψp for every ψ in Ĝ and every prime ideal p of O
that divides p.
These facts combine with the general result of [22, Th. 4.1] to imply that ξ belongs to
the finite group K0(Zp[G],Qp[G])tor.
We next recall from [30, Lem. 5.12(ii)] that, since G is assumed to be dihedral, the
natural restriction map resGP : K0(Zp[G],Qp[G])tor → K0(Zp[P ],Qp[P ]) is injective.
It follows that ξ vanishes, and hence by Theorem 6.5 that BSDp(AF/k)(iv) is valid, if the
element resGP (ξ) vanishes.
To complete the proof, it is therefore enough to note that the functorial behaviour of
the conjecture BSD(AF/k) under change of extension, as described in Remark 3.9(ii) (and
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justified via Remark A.3(ii)), implies that resGP (ξ) vanishes if and only if the equality of
BSDp(AF/K)(iv) is valid. 
Remark 9.16. If P is cyclic, then Proposition 9.15 shows that in certain situations the
validity of BSDp(AF/k)(iv) for the non-abelian extension F/k can be checked by verifying the
relevant cases of the refined Deligne-Gross Conjecture formula in Proposition 7.3(ii) together
with explicit congruences for the cyclic extension F/K of the form that are discussed in
§9.2. In addition, if P is cyclic, then the main result of Yakovlev in [99] can be used to show
that if the groups X(AF ′)[p
∞] vanish for all proper subfields of F that contain K, then the
Zp[G]-module A(F )p is a ‘trivial source module’ and so has a very explicit structure.
Example 9.17. For the examples described in Example 8.10 the field F is a dihedral
extension of k = Q of degree 6 and both of the given elliptic curves A satisfy all of the
hypotheses that are necessary to apply Proposition 9.15 (in the case p = 3 and n = 1). In
this way one finds that the validity of BSD3(AF/Q)(iv) implies, and if X(AF )[3
∞] vanishes
is equivalent to, the validity of the relevant cases of the refined Deligne-Gross Conjecture
together with the validity of an explicit congruence of the form described in Theorem 9.11
for the cyclic extension F/K (and with m1 = 1 and m0 = 2). Unfortunately, however, since
F/Q is of degree 6 it seems that for the given curves A the latter congruences are at present
beyond the range of numerical investigation via the methods that have been used to verify
the cases discussed in Example 9.14.
9.4. The proof of Theorem 9.6. We fix a subgroup J of G and set E := F J and a
maximal subset x• of A
t(Fp)
∧
p that is linearly independent over Zp[G].
To study the relationship between BSD(AF/k) and Conjecture 9.3 we set X := 〈x•〉Zp[G]
and consider both of the complexes CS,X := SCS(AF/k;X,H∞(AF/k)p) and CS,X,J :=
SCS(AE/k;X
J ,H∞(AE/k)p).
Then the definition of CS,X as the mapping fibre of the morphism (15), the well-known
properties of e´tale cohomology under Galois descent and the fact that X is a free Zp[G]-
module (see also (48), (49) and the argument that precedes them) imply that the object
(CS,X)J := Zp[G/J ] ⊗LZp[G] CS,X
of Dperf(Zp[G/J ]) is isomorphic to CS,X,J . This fact combines with [31, Lem. 3.33] to give
canonical identifications
H1(CS,X)
J = H1((CS.X)J ) = H
1(CS,X,J)
and
H2(CS,X)J = H
2((CS,X)J) = H
2(CS,X,J).
In addition, our assumption that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of order p combines
with Proposition 2.8 to imply that, in the terminology of [31], the complex CS,X is a ‘strictly
admissible’ complex of Zp[G]-modules. The approach of §3.4.1 in loc. cit. therefore gives a
‘Bockstein homomorphism’ of Zp[G/J ]-modules
(94) htCS,X : H1(CS,X)
J → Ip(J)/Ip(J)2 ⊗Zp[G/J ] H2(CS,X,J).
For any p-separable choice of points (Y,Y ′) of A for F/E of rank (a, a′) and each index
i with a < i ≤ a′ we then use the dual point w∗i to construct a composite homomorphism
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of Zp[G/J ]-modules
(95) H2(CS,X,J)→ Selp(AE)∨ → A(E)∗p → (Y ′)∗ → Zp[G/J ].
Here the first arrow is the canonical homomorphism of Proposition 2.8(iii), the second arrow
is the canonical homomorpism occurring in (76), the third arrow is the natural restriction
maps and the fourth arrow maps an element of (Y ′)∗ to its coefficient at the basis element
w∗i .
Upon composing htCS,X with each map (95) we thereby obtain, for each index i with
a < i ≤ a′, a homomorphism of Zp[G/J ]-modules
(96) ht
CS,X
wi : H
1(CS,X)
J → Ip(J)/Ip(J)2
that corresponds to the map denoted by BocCx in [31, §3.4.1]. Just as in (82) these homo-
morphisms can then be combined to give a canonical homomorphism
(97) ht
CS,X
Y ′ :
⋂a′
Zp[G/J ]
H1(CS,X)
J −→ (
⋂a
Zp[G/J ]
H1(CS,X)
J)⊗Zp Ip(J)a
′−a/Ip(J)
1+a′−a.
We will apply the general result of [31, Th. 3.34(ii)] to the complex CS,X , the isomorphism
hA,F and the characteristic element LF/k for the pair (CS,X , hA,F ) constructed in Lemma
8.12(iii) under the assumption that BSD(AF/k) is valid. We recall that
(98) eF,a · L−1F/k =
L
(a)
S (AF/k, 1)
Ω
F/k
A · wdF/k
· LRp
At
F/k
(x•).
Similarly, if BSD(AF/k) is valid then the observations made in Remark 3.9(ii) (see also
Remark A.3 below for more details) imply that BSD(AE/k) is also valid. Applying Lemma
8.12(iii) to the complex CS,X,J and the isomorphim hA,E therefore implies the existence of
a characteristic element LE/k for this pair with the property that
(99) eE,a′ · L−1E/k =
L
(a′)
S (AE/k, 1)
Ω
E/k
A · wdE/k
· LRp
At
E/k
(xJ• ).
We next fix any (injective) section s to the canonical surjective composite homomorphism
H2(CS,X)→ Selp(AF )∨ → A(F )∗p → Y ∗,
where the last arrow is the natural restriction map. The set s(Y∗) := {s(y∗) : y ∈ Y} is
then (in the sense of [31, Def. 3.6]) a ‘separable subset’ of H2(CS,X) (of cardinality a). The
‘higher special element’ associated via [31, Def. 3.3] to the data
(CS,X , hA,F ,LF/k, s(Y∗))
is then, by (98) and a direct comparison of the definitions of hA,F and ht
a
AF/k
, equal to
ηY ,x•.
We finally fix any (injective) section s′ to the canonical surjective composite homomor-
phism
H2(CS,X,J)→ Selp(AE)∨ → A(E)∗p → (Y ′)∗,
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where the last arrow is the natural restriction map. The set s′((Y ′)∗) := {s′(y∗) : y ∈ Y ′}
is then a separable subset of H2(CS,X,J) (of cardinality a
′). The higher special element
associated via [31, Def. 3.3] to the data
(CS,X,J , hA,E,LE/k, s′((Y ′)∗))
is then, by (99) and a direct comparison of the definitions of hA,E and ht
a′
AE/k
, equal to
ηY ′,xJ• .
The general result [31, Th. 3.34(ii)] therefore implies that
ηY ,x• ∈
⋂a
Zp[G]
H1(CS,X) ⊆
⋂a
Zp[G]
At(F )p,
and
ηY ′,xJ• ∈
⋂a′
Zp[G/J ]
H1(CS,X)
J ⊆
⋂a′
Zp[G/J ]
At(E)p,
and that
(100) NJ(ηY ,x•) = (−1)a(a
′−a) · νJ(htCS,XY ′ (ηY ′,xJ• ))
in
(⋂a
Zp[G/J ]
At(F )p
)
⊗Zp Ip(J)a
′−a/Ip(J)
1+a′−a.
To complete the proof of Theorem 9.6 we will combine the equality (100) with the com-
parison of height pairings proved in Theorem 10.3 below.
We first note that A, F/E and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-(H5) listed in §6 (see [29,
Lem. 3.4]). We also note that the validity of these hypotheses (and their duality) combines
with Proposition 6.3(ii) to imply that UF/E,p = A(E)p and U
t
F/E,p = A
t(E)p.
It will thus be enough to prove that, for any index a < i ≤ a′, the restriction toH1(CS,X)J
of the homomorphism
htMTwi : A
t(E)p → Ip(J)/Ip(J)2
is equal to the homomorphism ht
CS,X
wi of (96).
By Theorem 10.3 below applied to F/E, for any P in A(E)p one has
htMTwi (P ) := −〈P,wi〉MTF/E = 〈P,wi〉Np
in Zp ⊗Z J , where 〈 , 〉Np is the Bockstein pairing associated to the classical Selmer complex
SCp(AF/E) as in (103) below.
It is therefore be enough to prove that, for any index a < i ≤ a′ and for any P ∈
H1(CS,X)
J one has
ht
CS,X
wi (P ) = 〈P,wi〉Np .
But this equality follows easily from the compatibility of the maps
H1(CS,X)
J = H1(CS,X,J)→ H1(SCp(AF/E))
and
H2(CS,X,J)→ H2(SCp(AF/E))
occurring in the exact sequence (20) with all the other maps involved in the construction
of both Bockstein homomorphisms (and the naturality of such homomorphisms). This
completes the proof of Theorem 9.6.
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10. Height pairing comparisons
In this section we continue to assume that F/k is abelian.
We fix an odd prime number p and assume that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses
(H1)-(H6) listed in §6. We also assume that neither A(F ) not At(F ) has a point of order p.
In this situation, Proposition 6.3 implies that the classical Selmer complex SCp(AF/k)
belongs to Dperf(Zp[G]) and is acyclic outside degrees one and two, where its cohomology
modules canonically identify with At(F )p and Selp(AF )
∨ respectively.
Via the general formalism outlined in §B.2 one therefore obtains an associated canonical
algebraic height pairing
〈 , 〉Np : At(k)p ⊗Zp A(k)p → Zp ⊗Z G
that we refer to as the ‘Nekova´rˇ height pairing’.
Proposition 6.3(ii) also implies that the p-completion of the height pairing (79) (for
J = G) that is defined using the theory of bi-extensions by Mazur and Tate in [75] gives a
well-defined pairing
〈 , 〉MTp : At(k)p ⊗Zp A(k)p → Zp ⊗Z G.
In this section we shall prove that the Nekova´rˇ height pairing coincides with the inverse
of the Mazur-Tate height pairing. This comparison result was already used in the proof of
Theorem 9.6 and is also, we believe, of some independent interest.
10.1. Statement of the result. To make the construction of the Nekova´rˇ height pairing
more precise we fix a finite subset Σ of Sfk that contains S
p
k , S
F
k ∩ Sfk and SAk .
Proposition 6.3 implies that the Selmer complex CΣ = SCΣ,p(AF/k) belongs toD
perf(Zp[G])
and is acyclic outside degrees one and two.
In addition, we can use Proposition 6.3(iv) to interpret the global Kummer map as an
isomorphism
(101) r1 : A
t(F )p → H1(CΣ),
and also to define a canonical composite homomorphism
(102) r2 : H
2(CΣ)
∼→ Selp(AF )∨→A(F )∗p → A(k)∗p.
Here the first arrow is the canonical isomorphism occurring in the diagram (52) and the
last arrow is simply the restriction to A(k)p of any element of the linear dual A(F )
∗
p.
By using the general approach (and notation) of §B.2, we can therefore define the Nekova´rˇ
height pairing by setting
(103) 〈 , 〉Np := 〈 , 〉CΣ,r1,r2 : At(k)p ⊗Zp A(k)p → Ip(G)/Ip(G)2 ∼= Zp ⊗Z G,
where Ip(G) denotes the augmentation ideal in Zp[G].
Then Lemma 2.5 and Remark 2.6 combine with the naturality of Bockstein pairings to
imply that this pairing is independent of the choice of set Σ.
We write mp(G) for the non-negative integer for which p
mp(G) is the exponent of the
group Zp ⊗Z G.
Then the proof of our comparison of height pairings is greatly simplified by imposing the
following additional technical hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 10.1. The group H1(Gal(F (A[pmp(G)])/F ), A[pmp(G)]) vanishes.
Remark 10.2. Hypothesis 10.1 is motivated by the result [4, Lem. 2.13] of Bertolini
and Darmon and is satisfied whenever multiplication-by-‘−1’ belongs to the image of the
canonical Galois representation GF → AutFp(A[p]). In particular, if A is an elliptic curve,
then the hypothesis only excludes finitely many primes p by a famous result of Serre [89].
Theorem 10.3. Fix an odd prime number p and assume that A, F/k and p satisfy the
hypotheses (H1)-(H6) listed in §6. Assume also that neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of
order p and that Hypothesis 10.1 is satisfied.
Then the Nekova´rˇ pairing 〈 , 〉Np is equal to the inverse of the Mazur-Tate pairing 〈 , 〉MTp .
The proof of Theorem 10.3 will occupy the rest of this section. We thus assume through-
out that all the hypotheses listed in Theorem 10.3 are valid.
10.2. An auxiliary height pairing. In this section we define a p-adic height pairing 〈 , 〉BDp
whose construction is motivated by the work of Bertolini and Darmon [4, 5].
In §10.3 below we will then show that 〈 , 〉BDp coincides with the inverse of 〈 , 〉Np . By then
appealing to comparison results due to Bertolini and Darmon and to Tan, we will finally
obtain the desired comparison of pairings.
We will now follow closely some of the constructions from [4, 5] and for this reason we
will be rather brief in some of our arguments.
10.2.1. We again write m := mp(G) for the non-negative integer such that p
m is the
exponent of the finite abelian p-group Zp ⊗Z G.
We set Z := Z/pmZ and R := Z[G] and write IR for the augmentation ideal in R. We
will also require all of the following notation.
For any finite set S of non-archimedean places of k, we define SelSpm(A
t/F ) to be the
kernel of the localisation map
H1
(
F,At[pm]
)→ ⊕
w′ /∈S(F )
H1(Fw′ , A
t)
(with the sum running over all non-archimedean places of F that do not belong to S(F )).
When S is taken to be empty one recovers the usual Selmer group associated to multipli-
cation by pm, which we denote by Sel(p
m)(AtF ) instead.
For such a set S and B ∈ {A,At} we also define R-modules
BS(AF )/p
m :=
∏
w′∈S(F )
B(Fw′)/p
mB(Fw′),
H1S
(
AF , B[p
m]
)
:=
∏
w′∈S(F )
H1(Fw′ , B[p
m])
and
H1S
(
AF , B
)
[pm] :=
∏
w′∈S(F )
H1(Fw′ , B)[p
m].
By abuse of notation, we denote by λS both the localisation map
SelSpm(A
t/F )→H1S
(
AF , A
t[pm]
)
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and the induced map
SelSpm(A
t/F )→H1S
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm].
We also write
κ : AtS(AF )/p
m → H1S
(
AF , A
t[pm]
)
and
κ′ : H1S
(
AF , A
)
[pm]∨ → H1S
(
AF , A[p
m]
)∨
for the canonical maps induced by the local Kummer sequences.
We recall (see Corollary B.5 below) that the local Tate duality isomorphism
uS : H
1
S
(
AF , A
t[pm]
)→ H1S(AF , A[pm])∨
induces an isomorphism
(104) H1S
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm] ∼= cok(κ) ∼→ cok(κ′) ∼= (AS(AF )/pm)∨.
By composing this isomorphism with the dual of the restriction map
Sel(p
m)(AF )→ AS(AF )/pm
one finally obtains a map
vS : H
1
S
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]→Sel(pm)(AF )∨.
10.2.2. In the sequel we denote by P the Sylow p-subgroup of G and set K := FP .
Lemma 10.4. The restriction map H1(K,A[pm])→ H1(F (A[pm]), A[pm]) is injective.
Proof. As in [4, Cor. 2.14], the result follows immediately upon combining the validity of
Hypothesis 10.1 with the fact that A(F )[pm] vanishes (because A(F ) does not have a point
of order p). 
Lemma 10.4 now implies the existence of ‘admissible’ auxiliary sets of primes, as in [5,
Def. 1.5] or [4, Def. 2.20, Def. 2.22]:
Lemma 10.5. There is a finite set T of non-archimedean places of K such that:
(i) Every place in T splits completely in F/K.
(ii) If v ∈ T then A(Kv)/pmA(Kv) is a free Z-module of rank 2 dim(A).
(iii) The restriction map
(105) Sel(p
m)(AK)→
⊕
v∈T
A(Kv)/p
mA(Kv)
is injective.
The existence of such a set T (of infinitely many such sets T , in fact) is proved in [4,
Lem. 2.21] using a Tcheboratev density argument (and Lemma 10.4).
In the sequel, we fix such an admissible set T and, by abuse of notation, also denote by
T the set of places of k below places in T .
The existence of the admissible set T now leads us to consider the canonical complex of
R-modules
CBD :=
[
SelTpm(A
t/F )
λT→ H1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]
]
,
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with first term placed in degree 1. The desired auxiliary pairing 〈 , 〉BDp will then be obtained
as a Bockstein pairing associated to CBD.
Lemma 10.6. The following claims are valid.
(i) Let S be any finite set of non-archimedean places of k which contains T . Then the
sequence
(106) 0→ Sel(pm)(AtF )→ SelSpm(At/F ) λS→ H1S
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]
vS→ Sel(pm)(AF )∨ → 0
is exact.
(ii) The R-modules SelTpm(A
t/F ), H1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm] and AT (AF )/p
m are finitely gener-
ated and G-cohomologically-trivial.
(iii) Let S ⊇ T be any set as in claim (i). Then there is a canonical quasi-isomorphism
from the complex CBD to the complex
CBD,S :=
[
SelSpm(A
t/F )
λS→ H1S
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]
]
,
with first term placed in degree 1, which induces the identity map both on Sel(p
m)(AtF )
and on Sel(p
m)(AF )
∨ (viewed as the cohomology modules of CBD and of CBD,S via
(106)).
Proof. The exactness of (106) at the first three modules is proved in [78, Lem. 6.15], and is
independent of the fact that the set S contains T . See also [5, Prop. 1.2] and the discussion
that follows it.
In order to prove claim (i), it is hence enough to show that vT is surjective (since then
so must be vS for any set S containing T ), or equivalently that the restriction map
(107) Sel(p
m)(AF )→ AT (AF )/pm
is injective. This may be achieved by following the approach of [4, Lem. 2.25, Lem. 2.26,
Lem 3.1] or [5, Prop. 1.6]. We limit ourselves to giving a sketch of this argument.
Proposition 6.3(ii) implies that, for any non-archimedean place v of k, the module A(Fv)
is P -cohomologically-trivial.
This fact then combines with our assumption that A(F ) has no point of order p to imply
the restriction map Sel(p
m)(AK) → Sel(pm)(AF )P is bijective, by the same argument used
to prove [4, Lem 2.19] or [5, Lem. 1.4].
Since the restriction map (105) is injective, one finally deduces that the restriction map
(107) is injective, just as in [4, Lem 2.25] or [5, Prop. 1.6].
To next consider claim (ii), it is enough to show that each of the modules SelTpm(A
t/F ),
H1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm] and AT (AF )/p
m is finitely generated and free over Z[P ]. These facts in
turn follow from the arguments of [4, §3.1].
Indeed, one first uses properties (i) and (ii) of the set T , as given in Lemma 10.5, to
see that AT (AF )/p
m is (finitely generated and) Z[P ]-free. The duality (104) between
AT (AF )/p
m and H1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm] then implies that the same property is true for the latter
module.
Since neither A(F ) nor At(F ) has a point of order p, the canonical exact sequences
0→ A(F )/pmA(F )→ Sel(pm)(AF )→X(AF )[pm]→ 0
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and
0→ At(F )/pmAt(F )→ Sel(pm)(AtF )→X(AtF )[pm]→ 0
combine with the Cassels-Tate pairing to imply that the finite groups Sel(p
m)(AtF ) and
Sel(p
m)(AF )
∨ have the same order. One may therefore combine the fact thatH1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]
is Z[P ]-free with the exactness of (106) (for S = T ) to deduce, as in [4, Thm. 3.2], that
SelTpm(A
t/F ) is also Z[P ]-free.
We finally consider claim (iii). The canonical inclusions give vertical arrows in the com-
mutative diagram
SelTpm(A
t/F )

λT // H1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]

SelSpm(A
t/F )
λS // H1S
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]
and hence define a morphism of complexes CBD → CBD,S.
It is clear that this morphism induces the identity map both on Sel(p
m)(AtF ) and on
Sel(p
m)(AF )
∨, so by the exactness of the respective sequences of the form (106) it is in
particular a quasi-isomorphism, as required. 
10.2.3. To define the useful auxiliary pairing we let S be any finite set of non-archimedean
places of k containing T .
We may then combine Lemma 10.6 with the general formalism outlined in §B.2 below to
define a pairing 〈 , 〉BDp as follows.
We let r1,m denote the canonical composite map
At(k)p/p
m → At(F )p/pm → Sel(pm)(AtF )→ H1(CBD,S),
and r2,m denote the canonical composite map
H2(CBD,S)
vS→ Sel(pm)(AF )∨ → (A(F )p/pm)∨ → (A(k)p/pm)∨.
As in §B.2, these canonical choices induce a canonical Bockstein homomorphism
βCBD,S : A
t(k)p/p
m→IR/I2R ⊗Z (A(k)p/pm)∨
and hence a canonical pairing
〈 , 〉CBD,S : At(k)p/pm ⊗Z A(k)p/pm → IR/I2R ∼= Z ⊗Z G = Zp ⊗Z G,
or equivalently a canonical pairing
〈 , 〉BDp : At(k)p ⊗Zp A(k)p → Zp ⊗Z G.
In particular, Lemma 10.6(iii) combines with the naturality of Bockstein homomorphisms
to ensure that this pairing is independent of the choice of set S containing T .
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10.2.4. In order to compare 〈 , 〉BDp to the Nekova´rˇ height pairing we shall need to clarify
the relationship between complexes of the form CBD,S and classical Selmer complexes.
To do this we fix a finite subset Σ of Sfk with
Spk ∪ (SFk ∩ Sfk ) ∪ SAk ∪ T ⊆ Σ.
We then use the classical Selmer complex CΣ to define a complex of R-modules
CΣ/p
m := Z ⊗LZp CΣ.
We refer the reader to Lemma B.6 in Appendix B below for the definition of the maps q′1
and q′2 that are associated, by using the fixed homomorphisms r1 and r2 displayed in (101)
and (102) respectively, to the construction of this complex.
Lemma 10.7. There exists a canonical morphism of complexes
φ : CBD,Σ → CΣ/pm
with the following properties:
(i) The restriction of q′1 to A
t(k)p/p
m is equal to the composition
At(k)p/p
m r1,m→ H1(CBD,Σ) H
1(φ)→ H1(CΣ/pm).
(ii) r2,m is equal to −1 times the composition
H2(CBD,Σ)
H2(φ)→ H2(CΣ/pm) q
′
2→ A(k)∗p/pm → (A(k)p/pm)∨,
where the last arrow is the canonical map.
Proof. In order to explicitly define the morphism φ we first describe an explicit representa-
tive of the classical Selmer complex CΣ. The claimed result is clearly independent of such
a choice.
To do so we use the notation given in §B.1.1 below. In particular, for any w′ ∈ Σ(F )
and any i ≥ 0 we let RΓi(Fw′ , Tp(At)) denote the group of inhomogeneous i-cochains of Gw′
with coefficients in Tp(A
t), and also write diw′ for the usual differential.
For any v ∈ Σ we then set
C2v :=
∏
w′∈SvF
(
RΓ1(Fw′ , Tp(A
t))/ im(d0w′)
)
κ
(
At(Fv)∧p
)
and also, for any i ≥ 3,
Civ :=
∏
w′∈SvF
RΓi−1(Fw′ , Tp(A
t)).
We note that it is straightforward, by using the relevant exact sequences of the form (8),
to verify that the module C2v is Zp-torsion-free.
If, for each v ∈ Σ, we set Div = Ci−1v , we let ∂iv be induced by
∏
w′∈SvF
di−1w′ and consider
the complex D•v = (D
i
v , ∂
i
v), then there is a canonical exact triangle
At(Fv)
∧
p [−1] κ→ RΓ(kv , Tp,F (At))→ D•v → At(Fv)∧p [0]
in D(Zp[G]).
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Similarly, we write GF,Σ for the Galois group of the maximal Galois extension of F wich
is unramified outside Σ(F ) ∪ S∞F , set UF,Σ := OF,Σ∪S∞F , write RΓi(UF,Σ, Tp(At)) for the
group of inhomogeneous i-cochains of GF,Σ with coefficients in Tp(A
t), and also write di for
the usual differential.
Then, sinceRΓi(UF,Σ, Tp(A
t)) is acyclic in degrees less that one, we may obtain an explicit
representative of CΣ as the −1-shift of the explicit mapping cone of the diagonal localisation
morphism
τ≥1
(
RΓi(UF,Σ, Tp(A
t))
) λ→⊕
v∈Σ
D•v .
(Here τ≥1 denotes the truncation in degree greater than or equal to 1 preserving cohomol-
ogy).
To be explicit about this construction of a representative of CΣ, we set
CiΣ :=

0, if i ≤ 0
RΓ1
(
UF,Σ, Tp(A
t)
)
/im(d0), if i = 1(⊕
v∈Σ C
i
v
)⊕RΓi(UF,Σ, Tp(At)), if i ≥ 2.
We let the differential d1Σ in degree 1 be given by
d1Σ(c) :=
(−(cw′)w′∈Σ(F ), d1(c))
and the differential diΣ in degree i ≥ 2 be given by
diΣ(
(
(aw′)w′∈Σ(F ), b
)
) :=
(−(di−1w′ (aw′) + bw′)w′∈Σ(F ), di(b)).
Here, in any degree i and for any place w′ ∈ Σ(F ), we have written xw′ for the localisation
at w′ of an inhomogeneous i-cochain x in RΓi
(
UF,Σ, Tp(A
t)
)
.
The exactness of the sequence (45) combines with our assumption that At(F ) contains
no point of order p to imply that the module H1
(
UF,Σ, Tp(A
t)
)
is Zp-torsion-free. One may
deduce from this fact that the module C1Σ is also Zp-torsion-free.
Now, since each module CiΣ is Zp-torsion-free, the complex CΣ/p
m may be represented
by the sequence of modules Z ⊗Zp CiΣ together with the differentials Z ⊗Zp diΣ.
In order to define the required morphism φ, we first define
φ1 : SelΣpm(A
t/F )→ Z ⊗Zp C1Σ
as follows.
We first note that, since the set Σ is assumed to contain Spk ∪ SAk , the argument of [78,
Prop. 6.5] proves that the canonical inflation map defines an isomorphism
ι : H1(UF,Σ, A
t[pm])
∼→ SelΣpm(At/F ).
For any x ∈ SelΣpm(At/F ) we may hence fix a 1-cocycle y ∈ RΓ1(UF,Σ, At[pm]) representing
ι−1(x) and use the map lΣ defined in Lemma B.2(i) below to define φ
1(x) as the class in
Z ⊗Zp C1Σ of the lift
lΣ(y) ∈ Z ⊗Zp RΓ1(UF,Σ, Tp(At)).
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Before proceeding we note that Lemma B.2(ii) ensures both that φ1 is well-defined and
also that
(108) (Z ⊗Zp d1)(lΣ(y)) = 0.
We next define
φ2 : H1Σ
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm]→ Z ⊗Zp C2Σ
as follows.
For any (xw′)w′∈Σ(F ) in
H1Σ
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm] =
H1Σ
(
AF , A
t[pm]
)
κ
(
AtΣ(AF )/p
m
)
we fix a family of 1-cocycles
(yw′)w′∈Σ(F ) ∈
∏
w′∈Σ(F )
RΓ1(Fw′ , A
t[pm])
representing (xw′)w′∈Σ(F ). We then use the maps lw′ , as w
′ ranges through Σ(F ), defined
in Lemma B.2(i) below to obtain a lift
lw′(yw′) ∈ Z ⊗Zp RΓ1(Fw′ , Tp(At)).
We finally define φ2((xw′)w′∈Σ(F )) as the class in Z ⊗Zp C2Σ of (−(lw′(yw′))w′∈Σ(F ), 0).
Again one can use Lemma B.2(ii) to verify that φ2 is well-defined.
Our explicit description of the differential d1Σ then implies that, for any x ∈ SelΣpm(At/F ),
one has (
(Z ⊗Zp d1Σ) ◦ φ1
)
(x) =
(−(lΣ(y)w′)w′ , (Z ⊗Zp d1)(lΣ(y)))
=
(−(lΣ(y)w′)w′ , 0)
=
(−(lw′(yw′))w′ , 0)
=φ2((yw′)w′)
=φ2(λΣ(ι(y)))
=(φ2 ◦ λΣ)(x).
Here again y is a 1-cocycle representing ι−1(x), the second equality follows from (108)
and the third equality holds since, by Lemma B.2(ii), the maps lΣ and lw′ commute with
localisation at each w′.
Putting then φi = 0 for i 6= 1, 2 therefore defines a morphism of complexes of R-modules
φ : CBD,Σ → CΣ/pm.
Indeed, using Lemma B.2(ii) one verifies that(
(Z ⊗Zp d2Σ) ◦ φ2
)
((xw′)w′) = 0
for any (xw′)w′ in H
1
Σ
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm].
We next prove that φ satisfies the stated properties. Now, q′1 is by definition equal to the
composition
At(F )p/p
m r1/p
m
→ H1(CΣ)/pm q1→ H1(CΣ/pm)
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with q1 induced by the canonical projection
RΓ1
(
UF,Σ, Tp(A
t)
)→ Z ⊗Zp RΓ1(UF,Σ, Tp(At)).
The defining property of the lifting map lΣ given in Lemma B.2, combined with our defini-
tion of φ1, therefore implies that q′1 coincides with the canonical composition
At(F )p/p
m → Sel(pm)(AtF )→ H1(CBD,Σ)
H1(φ)→ H1(CΣ/pm).
This fact directly gives property (i) of the morphism φ.
Turning now to property (ii), we write q2 for the canonical isomorphism
H2(CΣ)/p
m → H2(CΣ/pm)
induced by the canonical projection morphism CΣ → CΣ/pm as in Lemma B.6 below.
Then an explicit computation using our definition of φ2 shows that the composition
H1Σ(AF , A
t[pm])→ H1Σ(AF , At)[pm]→ H2(CBD,Σ)
H2(φ)→ H2(CΣ/pm)
q−12→ H2(CΣ)/pm
∼→ cok(∆)/pm → H
2
c
(
UF,Σ, A
t[pm]
)
im
(
κ(AtΣ(AF )/p
m)
)
coincides with −1 times the canonical map. In this display, the fifth arrow is the canonical
isomorphism occurring in the diagram (52) and the sixth arrow is the canonical projection.
The commutativity of the diagram (52), as well as of the diagram in Corollary B.5 below,
can now be combined with the above given fact to show that the composition
H2(CBD,Σ)
H2(φ)→ H2(CΣ/pm) q
−1
2→ H2(CΣ)/pm ∼→ Selp(AF )∨/pm → Sel(pm)(AF )∨
is equal to −vΣ.
Given this fact, and since q′2 is by definition equal to r2/p
m ◦ q−12 , the required equality
of composite maps is now clear from their definitions. 
10.3. The proof of Theorem 10.3. As a first step we use Lemma 10.7 to show that the
Nekova´rˇ height pairing 〈 , 〉Np is equal to the inverse of the pairing 〈 , 〉BDp .
To do this we recall that we have set m := mp(G) and also fixed a finite set T of places
of k as in Lemma 10.5.
Then for any finite subset Σ of Sfk that contains
Spk ∪ (SFk ∩ Sfk ) ∪ SAk ∪ T,
any x ∈ At(k)p and y ∈ A(k)p one computes that
〈x, y〉Np = 〈x, y〉CΣ,r1,r2(109)
= 〈x+ pm, y + pm〉CΣ/pm,q′1,q′2
= 〈x+ pm, y + pm〉CBD,Σ,r1,m,−r2,m
=− 〈x+ pm, y + pm〉CBD,Σ,r1,m,r2,m
=− 〈x, y〉BDp .
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Here the second equality is given by Lemma B.6 below and the third equality, after fixing
a morphism φ : CBD,Σ → CΣ/pm as in Lemma 10.7, is immediate from the naturality of
Bockstein homomorphisms and the description of H1(φ) and H2(φ) given in that result.
Bertolini and Darmon have defined in [4, §3.4.1] and [5, §2.2] a pairing
〈 , 〉1 : At(k)×A(k)→ G.
(Although the definition of this pairing is only given in the case that A is an elliptic curve
and F/k is an abelian p-extension, it extends naturally to this more general setting).
In addition, the results of Bertolini and Darmon in [5, Thm. 2.8, Rem. 2.10] and of Tan
in [92, Prop. 3.1] combine to imply directly that the pairing obtained by tensoring 〈 , 〉1
with Zp coincides with the Mazur-Tate pairing 〈 , 〉MTp .
Given the latter fact, and the equality of (109), the proof of Theorem 10.3 is therefore
completed by means of the following result.
Lemma 10.8. The pairing 〈 , 〉BDp coincides with the pairing obtained by tensoring 〈 , 〉1 with
Zp.
Proof. As necessary preparation for the proof of this result, we fix a minimal set of generators
γ1, . . . , γr, γr+1, . . . , γs of G, ordered so that for 1 ≤ i ≤ r the order o(γi) of γi is a power of
p and for r < i ≤ s the order o(γi) of γi is prime to p.
We also denote by J the cartesian product of the sets {0, 1, . . . , o(γi) − 1} as i ranges
through all indices between 1 and s.
For each index 1 ≤ i ≤ s we write Fi for the fixed field in F of the subgroup of G
generated by {γj : j 6= i}.
For each index 1 ≤ i ≤ r we let
D
(1)
i := −
o(γi)−1∑
j=0
jγji ∈ R
be the ‘derivative operator’ of [5, Lem. 2.1].
To proceed with the proof, it is enough to verify that, for any points P ∈ At(k) and
Q ∈ A(k), the image of 〈P,Q〉1 in Zp ⊗Z G ∼= IR/I2R is equal to 〈P + pm, Q + pm〉CBD,T ,
since the latter element is by definition equal to 〈P,Q〉BDp .
To compute the term 〈P,Q〉1, we use the fact that the G-modules SelTpm(At/F ) and
AT (AF )/p
m are cohomologically-trivial established in Lemma 10.6(ii).
Let a ∈ SelTpm(At/F ) be chosen so that TrG(a) is equal to the image of P + pm under the
composite map
At(k)p/p
m → (At(F )p/pm)G → SelTpm(At/F )G.
Let b ∈ AT (AF )/pm be chosen so that TrG(b) is equal to the image Qloc of Q+ pm under
the composite map
A(k)p/p
m → (A(F )p/pm)G → (AT (AF )/pm)G.
After interpreting the local duality pairing 〈 , 〉T of (149) below as taking values in Z in
the canonical way as is done throughout [5], the image of 〈P,Q〉1 in IR/I2R is by definition
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equal to (∑
g∈G
〈g−1(λT (a)), b〉T · g
)
+ I2R
=
(∑
j•∈J
〈(γ−j11 · . . . · γ−jss )(λT (a)), b〉T · (γj11 · . . . · γjss )
)
+ I2R
=
( i=r∑
i=1
∑
j•∈J
〈(γ−j11 · . . . · γ−jss )(λT (a)), b〉T · ji(γi − 1)
)
+ I2R
=
( i=r∑
i=1
〈(D(1)i · TrGF/Fi )(λT (a)), b〉T · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R.(110)
We now let, as we may, a′1, . . . , a
′
s ∈ H1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm] be chosen so that
(111)
l=s∑
l=1
(γl − 1) · a′l = λT (a).
Then (110) implies that the image of 〈P,Q〉1 in IR/I2R is equal to
( i=r∑
i=1
〈(D(1)i · TrGF/Fi )
( l=s∑
l=1
(γl − 1) · a′l
)
, b〉T · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R
=
( i=r∑
i=1
〈(D(1)i · TrGF/Fi ·(γi − 1))(a
′
i), b〉T · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R
=
( i=r∑
i=1
〈TrG(a′i), b〉T · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R
=
( i=r∑
i=1
〈a′i,TrG(b)〉T · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R
=
( i=r∑
i=1
〈a′i, Qloc〉T · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R
=
( i=r∑
i=1
Qloc(uT (a
′
i)) · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R.
In this last expression we have identified Qloc with its double-dual.
The claimed result is thus equivalent to the equality
〈P + pm, Q+ pm〉CBD,T =
( i=r∑
i=1
Qloc(uT (a
′
i)) · (γi − 1)
)
+ I2R
in IR/I
2
R.
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But, taking into account the equality (111), and given that the R-modules SelTpm(A
t/F )
andH1T
(
AF , A
t
)
[pm] are finitely generated andG-cohomologically-trivial by Lemma 10.6(ii),
this equality follows directly from a diagram chase to compute the Bockstein homomorphism
βCBD,T . 
11. Modular symbols
In this section we shall use the theory of modular symbols to study BSD(AF/k) in the
case A is an elliptic curve and F is a totally real tamely ramified abelian extension of k = Q.
The results in this section will, in particular, extend the main results of Bley in [11].
For each natural number d we set ζd := exp(2πi/d). We write Q(d) for Q(ζd) and Q(d)
+
for the maximal real subfield of Q(d) and set Gd := GQ(d)/Q and G
+
d := GQ(d)+/Q.
For any element a of (Z/dZ)× we write σa for the element of Gd that sends ζd to ζ
a
d .
11.1. Regularized Mazur-Tate elements. We first recall the definition and relevant
properties of modular symbols as introduced by Mazur and Tate in [76] and normalized
by Darmon in [37] and explain their connection to the leading term element that occurs in
Theorem 6.5.
11.1.1. We fix an elliptic curve A that is defined over Q and has conductor N . We also
fix a modular parametrisation ϕA : X0(N) → A and write c(ϕA) for the associated Manin
constant.
We write Λ for a Ne´ron lattice for A in C and then identify A(C) with C/Λ and the
Ne´ron differential ω0 of A with dz.
We define strictly positive real numbers Ω+ and Ω− by the condition that Λ is a sublattice
of Z · Ω+ + Z · iΩ− with minimal index.
Then the pullback under ϕA of ω0 defines a cusp form of weight 2 on X0(N) so
ϕ∗A(ω0) = c(ϕA)f(q)dq/q = c(ϕA)2πif(z)dz
where f(q) =
∑
n≥1 anq
n, with q = exp(2πiz), is normalized such that a1 = 1.
We now fix a natural number c that is square-free and prime to N . For each integer a we
follow Mazur and Tate [76] in defining the modular symbols [ac ]
+ and [ac ]
− via the equality
2πi
∫ a/c+i∞
a/c
f(z)dz =
[a
c
]+
Ω+ + i
[a
c
]−
Ω−.
Recalling that [ac ]
+ depends only on the residue class of a modulo t, we then follow Darmon
[37] in defining the regularized modular symbols[a
c
]∗
:=
∑
t|c
µ(c/t)
[
a(c/t)−1
t
]+
.
Here t runs over all natural numbers that divide c, µ(−) is the Mo¨bius function and (c/t)−1
denotes the inverse of c/t modulo t (which exists since c is assumed to be squarefree).
We finally define the ‘regularized Mazur-Tate element of A at level c’ to be the element
ΘMTA,c :=
1
2
∑
a∈(Z/cZ)×
[a
c
]∗
σa
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of Q[Gc]. In the sequel we identify Θ
MT
A,c with its image under the canonical projection
Q[Gc]→ Q[G+c ].
11.1.2. In the next result we describe the precise link between the Mazur-Tate element
ΘMTA,c and the leading term element L∗A,Q(c)+/Q that occurs in Theorem 6.5 (as defined in
(54) with respect to a fixed odd prime p).
To state the result we write Υc,0 for the subset of Ĝ
+
c comprising all characters ψ for
which L(A, ψˇ, 1) does not vanish and define an idempotent of C[G+c ] by setting
ec,0 :=
∑
ψ∈Υc,0
eψ.
(It is then in fact straightforward to check that ec,0 belongs to Q[G
+
c ].)
In the sequel, we denote by cψ the conductor of a Dirichlet character ψ.
Lemma 11.1. For any odd prime number p, in Q[G+c ] one has
ΘMTA,c = (c(ϕA)/c∞) ·
( ∑
ψ∈Ĝ+c
(c/cψ)m
ψ
p · eψ
) · ec,0L∗A,Q(c)+/Q
where c∞ is the number of connected components of A(R) and we set
mψp :=
{
p−1, if p divides c but not cψ,
1, otherwise.
Proof. The key point is that, by Darmon [37, Prop. 2.3], for every ψ ∈ Ĝ+c one has
(112) (ΘMTA,c )ψ = c(ϕA) ·
c
cψ
· Lc(A, ψˇ, 1)τc(ψ)
2Ω+
.
Here the L-function Lc(A, ψˇ, z) is truncated at all rational primes dividing c and we use the
(in general, imprimitive) Gauss sum
τc(ψ) :=
∑
a∈(Z/cZ)×
ψ(a) · ζac .
Since the definition of ec,0 implies that Lc(A, ψˇ, 1) 6= 0 if and only if eψec,0 6= 0, the
equalities (112) combine to imply that ΘMTA,c = ec,0 ·ΘMTA,c .
In addition, since each character ψ in Ĝ+c is even one has both w∞,ψ = 1 and
2Ω+ = c∞ · Ω+A,∞ = c∞ · ΩψA,∞
whilst, if p divides c, an explicit computation of each factor ρp,ψ occurring in (54) shows
that it is equal to (mψp )−1.
The claimed equality now follows directly upon substituting these facts and the result
of Lemma 11.2 below into the equality of (112), recalling the explicit definition (54) of the
element L∗A,Q(c)+/Q and noting that, in terms of the notation of §6.2, one has Lc(A, ψˇ, 1) =
LSr(A, ψˇ, 1). 
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Lemma 11.2. For each ψ in Ĝ+c one has τc(ψ) = τ
∗(Q, ψ).
Proof. Since ψ is linear, the definition of the Galois-Gauss sum τ(Q, ψ) implies that it is
equal to the primitive Gauss sum τcψ(ψ).
Upon recalling the explicit definition of τ∗(Q, ψ) from §4.2.1, it is thus enough to show
that
τc(ψ) = τcψ(ψ) ·
∏
ℓ|(c/cψ)
(−ψ(σℓ)−1)
where ℓ runs over all prime divisors of c/cψ .
To prove this it is in turn enough to show that for each prime divisor ℓ of c/cψ one has
an equality τc(ψ) = −ψ(σℓ)−1 · τc′(ψ) with c′ := c/ℓ.
To show this we fix integers s and t such that sℓ+ tc′ = 1. Then ζc = ζ
t
ℓ · ζsc′ and hence
τc(ψ) =
∑
a∈(Z/cZ)×
ψ(a) · ζac
=
∑
a1∈(Z/ℓZ)×
∑
a2∈(Z/c′Z)×
ψ(a1a2) · ζta1ℓ ζsa2c′
=
∑
a2∈(Z/c′Z)×
 ∑
a1∈(Z/ℓZ)×
ζta1ℓ
ψ(a2) · ζsa2c′
= −
∑
a2∈(Z/c′Z)×
ψ(a2) · ζsa2c′
= − ψ(s)−1
∑
a2∈(Z/c′Z)×
ψ(a2) · ζa2c′
= − ψ(σℓ)−1 · τc′(ψ).
The third equality here follows from the fact that ψ(a1) = 1 for all a1 in (Z/ℓZ)
×, the
fourth from the equality
∑
a1∈(Z/ℓZ)×
ζta1ℓ = −1 and the last from the fact that σℓ acts as
multiplication by s on (Z/c′Z)×. 
Remark 11.3. For any abelian extension F of Q and any subfield F ′ of F we write πF/F ′
for the natural projection map Q[GF/Q]→ Q[GF ′/Q].
Then, if p is any prime that does not divide c, the interpolation formula (112) implies
that
πQ(pc)/Q(c)(Θ
MT
A,pc) = −σp(p− σ−1p ap + σ−2p ) ·ΘMTA,c
with ap = 1 + p− |A(Fp)|.
11.2. Mazur-Tate elements and refined BSD.
11.2.1. We now fix a tamely ramified real abelian extension F of Q and set G := GF/Q.
We also fix an odd prime p, write F ′ for the maximal subfield of F whose degree over Q
is prime to p and set G′ := GF ′/Q.
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We fix an elliptic curve A that is defined over Q and whose conductor N is prime to the
conductor c of F . We always assume that the Tate-Shafarevich group X(AF ′) of A over F
′
is finite.
Then, since the conductor c of F is square-free, we can define an element of Q[G] by
setting
ΘMTA,F := πQ(c)/F (Θ
MT
A,c ).
We also write eF,0 for the idempotent πQ(c)+/F (ec,0) of Q[G].
In this section we shall prove the following results.
Theorem 11.4. We assume that A, F and p are such that (c,N) = 1 and also satisfy all
of the following conditions.
(a) p is prime to |A(F ′)tor|;
(b) p is prime to N and to the Tamagawa number of A at any prime divisor of N ;
(c) If p divides c, then p is prime to |A(κv)| for any p-adic place v of F ′ and, in addition,
A has ordinary reduction at p;
(d) p is prime to |A(κv)| for any place v of F ′ of residue characteristic dividing c.
(e) p is prime to the Manin constant c(ϕA).
Then the following assertions are valid.
(i) The projection to K0(Zp[G]eF,0,Cp[G]eF,0) of the equality in BSDp(AF/Q)(iv) is valid
if and only if one has
Zp[G] ·ΘMTA,F = eF,0 · Fit0Zp[G](Selp(AF )∨).
(ii) If L(AF , 1) is non-zero, then BSDp(AF/Q)(iv) is valid if and only if Θ
MT
A,F belongs to
Fit0Zp[G](X(AF )[p
∞]) and, in addition, the p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture is valid for A over F ′.
The following explicit corollary of Theorem 11.4 extends the main results of Bley in [11]
(for more details see Remark 11.7 below).
Corollary 11.5. Fix an elliptic curve A over Q with L(AQ, 1) 6= 0. Then for each natural
number n there are infinitely many primes p, and for each such prime p infinitely many
abelian extensions F/Q that satisfy all of the following properties.
• BSDp(AF/Q)(iv) is valid.
• The exponent of GF/Q is divisible by pn.
• The p-rank of GF/Q is at least n.
• The order of GF/Q is divisible by at least n distinct primes.
• The discriminant of F is divisible by at least n distinct primes.
11.2.2. We shall now prove Theorem 11.4.
At the outset we note that the given assumptions (a)-(e) imply that the hypotheses
(H1)-(H5) listed in §6 are satisfied and so Proposition 6.3 implies that the complex
CF,0 := Zp[G]eF,0 ⊗LZp[G] SCp(AF/Q)
belongs to Dperf(Zp[G]eF,0).
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In addition, by the main result of Kato in [62], one knows that eψ(Cp⊗ZpA(F )p) vanishes
for every character ψ in Υc,0 and hence that the complex Qp ⊗Zp CF,0 is acyclic.
It follows that for every field isomorphism j : C ∼= Cp, one has
π0,∗(χG,p(SCp(AF/Q), h
j
A,F )) = χZp[G]eF,0(CF,0, 0)
in K0(Zp[G]eF,0,Cp[G]eF,0), where
π0,∗ : K0(Zp[G],Cp[G])→ K0(Zp[G]eF,0,Cp[G]eF,0)
denotes the canonical projection homomorphism.
Now, in Theorem 6.5, the sets Sp,w and S
∗
p,u are empty (since F is a tamely ramified
extension of k = Q) and so the above equality implies that the image under π0,∗ of the
equality in BSDp(AF/Q)(iv) is valid if and only if one has
(113) π0,∗(δG,p(L∗A,F/Q)) = χZp[G]eF,0(CF,0, 0).
To interpret this equality we identify K0(Zp[G]eF,0,Cp[G]eF,0) with the multiplicative
group of invertible Zp[G]eF,0-lattices in Cp[G]eF,0 (as in Remark 3.2).
In particular, since the description of the cohomology of SCp(AF/Q) given in (14) combines
with hypothesis (a) and the acyclicity of Qp ⊗Zp CF,0 to imply
H i(CF,0) =
{
Zp[G]eF,0 ⊗Zp[G] Selp(AF )∨, if i = 2,
0, otherwise,
it follows that the right hand side of (113) identifies with the lattice
Fit0Zp[G]eF,0(Zp[G]eF,0 ⊗Zp[G] Selp(AF )∨) = eF,0 · Fit0Zp[G](Selp(AF )∨).
In addition, the left hand side of (113) identifies with the Zp[G]-module generated by
eF,0L∗A,F/Q. Thus, since both of the terms c∞ and c(ϕA) belong to Z×p (the former because
p is odd and the latter by hypothesis (e)), to derive claim (i) from the formula of Lemma
11.1 it is enough to show that
πQ(c)+/F
( ∑
ψ∈Ĝ+c
(c/cψ)m
ψ
p · eψ
)
belongs to Zp[G]
×.
To verify this assertion it is enough to show that
∑
ψ∈Ĝ+c
(c/cψ)m
ψ
p ·eψ belongs to Zp[G+c ]×
and this fact follows directly from Lemma 11.6 below with A = G+c , i = 1 and, for each
positive divisor d of c, the subgroup Hd of G
+
c taken to be GQ(c)+/Q(d)+ .
In order to prove claim (ii), we assume that L(AF , 1) 6= 0. This implies, by Kato [62],
that the groups X(AF ) and A(F ) are both finite and also that the idempotent eF,0 is equal
to 1.
In particular, the module Selp(AF )
∨ is canonically isomorphic to X(AF )[p
∞]∨ (see the
exact sequence (76)).
The module Selp(AF )
∨ is therefore also canonically isomorphic to X(AF )[p
∞] via the
Cassels-Tate pairing.
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Claim (i) therefore implies that BSDp(AF/Q)(iv) is valid if and only if Fit
0
Zp[G]
(Selp(AF )
∨) =
Fit0Zp[G](X(AF )[p
∞]) is generated over Zp[G] by Θ
MT
A,F .
Now, by Nakayama’s Lemma, the latter assertion is valid if and only if Fit0Zp[G](Selp(AF )
∨)
contains ΘMTA,F and, in addition, the module of coinvariants
Zp[G
′]⊗Zp[G]
(
Fit0Zp[G](Selp(AF )
∨)/(Zp[G] ·ΘMTA,F )
)
vanishes, or equivalently
(114) πF/F ′
(
Fit0Zp[G](Selp(AF )
∨)
)
= Zp[G
′] · πF/F ′(ΘMTA,F ).
We next note that, since SCp(AF/Q) is acyclic outside degree two, the isomorphism
Zp[G
′]⊗LZp[G] SCp(AF/Q) ∼= SCp(AF ′/Q)
in D(Zp[G
′]) coming from Proposition 6.3(iii) induces an isomorphism of Zp[G
′]-modules
(115) Zp[G
′]⊗Zp[G] Selp(AF )∨ ∼= H2(Zp[G′]⊗LZp[G] SCp(AF/Q))
∼= H2(SCp(AF ′/Q)) ∼= Selp(AF ′)∨,
and hence an equality
(116) πF/F ′
(
Fit0Zp[G](Selp(AF )
∨)
)
= Fit0Zp[G′](Selp(AF ′)
∨).
In addition, if we write c′ for the conductor of F ′, then the distribution relation in Remark
11.3 implies that
(117) πF/F ′(Θ
MT
A,F ) = Θ
MT
A,F ′ ·
∏
ℓ|(c/c′)
−σℓ(ℓ− σ−1ℓ aℓ + σ−2ℓ ).
We claim next that for each prime factor ℓ of c/c′ the element ℓ− σ−1ℓ aℓ + σ−2ℓ is a unit
in Zp[G
′]. This is because any such ℓ cannot be equal to p (since F/F ′ is a p-extension and
F/Q is tamely ramified) so that ℓ − σ−1ℓ aℓ + σ−2ℓ is a generator of the Fitting ideal of the
Zp[G
′]-module
⊕
v∈Sℓ
F ′
A(κv), whilst the given condition (d) implies that the latter direct
sum contains no element of order p.
Given this, the equality (117) implies that πF/F ′(Θ
MT
A,F ) differs from Θ
MT
A,F ′ by a unit in
Zp[G
′] and thus combines with (116) to imply that (114) is valid if and only if the invertible
Zp[G
′]-sublattice
(118) Fit0Zp[G′](Selp(AF ′)
∨) · (Zp[G′] · (ΘMTA,F ′))−1
of Qp[G
′] is trivial.
In addition, if Fit0Zp[G](X(AF )[p
∞]) = Fit0Zp[G](Selp(AF )
∨) contains ΘMTA,F then the above
arguments would also imply that Fit0Zp[G′](Selp(AF ′)
∨) contains ΘMTA,F ′. Since p ∤ |G|′, the
lattice (118) would then be trivial if and only if its image under the natural restriction map
̺G′ to the group of invertible Zp-sublattices of Qp is trivial.
In particular, since the argument of claim (i) shows that the triviality of (118) is equivalent
to the validity of BSDp(AF ′/Q)(iv), the observations in Remark 3.9(ii) and (iii) imply that
the triviality of its image under ̺G′ is equivalent to the validity of the p-part of the Birch and
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Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture for A over F ′, as required to complete the proof of Theorem
11.4.
The following algebraic result was used above and will also be useful in §12.
Lemma 11.6. Let A be a finite abelian group, c a square-free positive integer and (cψ)ψ∈Â
a family of positive divisors of c. We fix an odd prime number p, we let nψ be equal to p if
p divides c but not cψ, and we let nψ be equal to 1 otherwise.
Fix i ∈ {1, 2} and assume that, for each positive divisor d of c, there exists a subgroup
Hd which satisfies both of the following properties:
(i) d is divisible by an integer cψ if and only if Hd ⊆ ker(ψ);
(ii) the order of Hd divides
∏
ℓ| c
d
(l + (−1)i) (where ℓ runs over primes dividing cd).
Then the element ∑
ψ∈Â
((cψ/c)nψ)
i · eψ
belongs to Zp[A]
×.
Proof. Since ((cψ/c)nψ)
i is a p-adic unit for all ψ it suffices to prove that the inverse xi :=∑
ψ∈Â(cψ/c)
−in−iψ · eψ of the given sum belongs to Zp[A].
For each divisor δ of c we set
fp,i(δ) :=
{(
c/δ
)i
p−i, if p divides c/δ,(
c/δ
)i
, otherwise.
Then xi is equal to
∑
ψ∈Â fp,i(cψ) · eψ and so, when combined with assumption (i), the
approach of Bley in [11, Prop. 3.1(a)] implies the required containment is true if for each
positive divisor d of c, the sum
(119)
∑
t| c
d
fp,i (dt)µ(t) =
∑
{t:p∤ c/d
t
}
(
c/d
t
)i
µ(t) +
∑
{t:p| c/d
t
}
(
c/d
t
)i
p−iµ(t)
is divisible by |Hd|, where µ(−) denotes the Mo¨bius function on square-free natural numbers.
If d is such that p does not divide c/d, then the sum (119) is equal to
∑
{t:p∤
c/d
t
}
(
c/d
t
)i
µ(t) = (
c
d
)i
∑
t| c
d
t−iµ(t) = (
c
d
)i
∏
ℓ| c
d
(1− ℓ−i) =
∏
ℓ| c
d
(ℓi − 1).
The claimed result is thus true in this case since, using assumption (ii), |Hd| divides (119)
both if i = 1 and also if i = 2 because ℓ+ 1 divides ℓ2 − 1 for each prime divisor ℓ of c/d.
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We now assume that p divides c/d. In this case p divides c but not d so the sum (119) is
equal to ∑
s| p
−1c
d
fp(ds)µ(s) +
∑
s| p
−1c
d
fp(dsp)µ(sp)
=
∑
s| p
−1c
d
fp(ds)µ(s)−
∑
s| p
−1c
d
fp(dsp)µ(s)
=
∑
s| p
−1c
d
(
c
dsp
)i
µ(s)−
∑
s| p
−1c
d
(
c
dsp
)i
µ(s)
= 0.
and the claimed result is clear. 
11.2.3. In this section we prove Corollary 11.5.
If L(AQ, 1) is non-zero, then Kolyvagin has proved that X(AQ) and A(Q) are both finite
and one knows that the p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture for AQ is valid
for all but finitely many primes p.
To prove Corollary 11.5 it is therefore enough to fix a natural number n, assume to be
given an odd prime p′ and a tamely ramified real abelian extension F ′/Q that has discrim-
inant dF ′ prime to N and is such that L(AF ′ , 1) is non-zero and all of the stated conditions
are satisfied after replacing p, F and n by p′, F ′ and n − 1, and then deduce from this as-
sumption the assertion of Corollary 11.5 for the fixed n. Indeed, the validity of Corollary
11.5 would then follow from the previous paragraph by induction since BSDp(AQ/Q)(iv)
is equivalent to p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture for AQ (see Remark
3.9(iii)).
We hence fix a natural number n as well as p′ and F ′ with the assumed given properties.
Then the results of Kato [62] imply that X(AF ′) and A(F
′) are both finite and so we may
fix a prime p that is large enough to ensure that all of the following conditions are satisfied:
the p-torsion subgroups of A(F ′) and Sel(AF ′)
∨ are trivial, p is prime to the degree of F ′/Q,
to dF ′ , to N , to c(ϕA) and to the Tamagawa numbers of A at any place of F
′ that divides
N and the reduction of A at any place v of F ′ that divides dF ′ has no element of order p.
In addition, if we set m := |A(Q)tor| and G′ := GF ′/Q, then ΘMTA,F ′ belongs to Z[1/2m][G′]
and so the interpolation property (112) combines with the non-vanishing of L(AF ′ , 1) to
imply that ΘMTA,F ′ generates over Z[1/2m][G
′] a finite index submodule of Z[1/2m][G′].
This means that we can also assume the prime chosen above to be such that both ΘMTA,F ′
belongs to Zp[G
′]× and the p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture for A over
F ′ is valid.
Next we note that if A does not have complex multiplication, then a result of Serre [89]
implies that for all sufficiently large primes q the group GQ(A[q])/Q is isomorphic to GL2(Fq)
and so has order (q2 − 1)(q2 − q)/2, whilst if A has complex multiplication by an order in
an imaginary quadratic field K, then the theory of complex multiplication implies that for
all sufficiently large q the degree of Q(A[q])/Q is either (q − 1)2/wK (if q splits in K) or
(q2 − 1)/wK (if q is inert in K), where wK is the number of roots of unity in K.
It follows that for all sufficiently large primes q the degree of Q(A[q])/Q(µq) is either
(q2 − 1)q/2, (q − 1)/wK or (q + 1)/wK . In particular, for sufficiently large q the degree
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of F ′(µqn)/Q(µq) is not divisible by the degree of Q(A[q])/Q(µq) and so Q(A[q]) is not
contained in F ′(µqn).
In particular, we may assume that the prime p fixed earlier has this property and then,
by the Tchebotarev density theorem, it follows that there is an infinite set L of primes that
each split completely in F ′(µpn) but not in Q(A[p]).
Then for any such prime ℓ ∈ L one has ℓ ≡ 1 modulo pn and, by the argument used prove
[11, Th. 1.3], also aℓ 6≡ 2 modulo p so that the order of A(κv) = A(Fℓ) is prime to p for any
ℓ-adic place v of F ′.
For any given ordered subset {ℓi : i ∈ [n]} of L of cardinality n and for each index i we
write Fi for the unique subextension of Q(ℓi) of degree p
n.
We claim that the compositum F of F ′ with each of the fields Fi has all of the properties
stated in Corollary 11.5 with respect to the fixed n and p.
It is certainly clear that this field satisfies all of the claimed properties except possibly
for the assertion that BSDp(AF/Q)(iv) is valid.
In addition, our choice of p implies the hypotheses of Theorem 11.4 are satisfied by the
data A,F/Q and p.
In particular, since the degree of F/F ′ is a power of p, and our choice of p implies the
p-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture is valid for A over F ′, the criterion
of Theorem 11.4(ii) reduces us to showing that ΘMTA,F belongs to Fit
0
Zp[G]
(X(AF )[p
∞]) and
L(AF , 1) is non-zero.
Now the isomorphism (115) is valid in this case and combines with our choice of p to
imply that X(AF )[p
∞] is trivial and hence that Fit0Zp[G](X(AF )[p
∞]) is equal to Zp[G] and
so contains ΘMTA,F .
In addition, the interpolation formula (112) implies that L(AF , 1) is non-zero if and only
if ΘMTA,F is an invertible element of Q[G].
To complete the proof of Corollary 11.5 it is therefore enough to show that ΘMTA,F belongs
to Zp[G]
×.
But, since ΘMTA,F belongs to Zp[G] and the order of GF/F ′ is a power of p, it belongs to
Zp[G]
× if and only if its image under πF/F ′ belongs to Zp[G
′]×.
In addition, since each prime ℓi splits completely in F
′, the distribution relation (117)
implies that
πF/F ′(Θ
MT
A,F ) = Θ
MT
A,F ′ ·
i=n∏
i=1
−(ℓi − aℓi + 1).
In particular, since our choice of p guarantees that both ΘMTA,F ′ belongs to Zp[G
′]× and for
each i one has
ℓi − aℓi + 1 ≡ 2− aℓi 6≡ 0 modulo p,
it follows that ΘMTA,F belongs to Zp[G]
×, as required.
Remark 11.7. The results of Bley in [11, Cor. 1.4 and Rem. 4.1] show that BSDp(AF/Q)(iv)
is valid for an infinite family of abelian extensions F/Q of exponent p and rely on the explicit
computations of Fearnley, Kisilevsky and Kuwata in [47] concerning the twists of modular
elements by Dirichlet characters of prime order. The above argument avoids these com-
putations by directly using the theorem of Kato. In addition, whilst the argument above
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only constructs fields F in which p is unramified, it is possible to modify the approach to
construct families of abelian fields F in which p can in principle be tamely ramified and
BSDp(AF/Q)(iv) is valid if and only if L(AF , 1) does not vanish.
12. Heegner points
In this section we again fix an elliptic curve A that is defined over Q and has conductor
N and also assume that the modular parametrisation ϕA that was fixed in §11 is of minimal
degree.
We also fix a quadratic imaginary field K in which all prime divisors of N split and a
square-free product c of primes that are both inert in K and coprime to N . We write Kc
for the ring class field of K of conductor c: this is an abelian extension of K that is ramified
exactly at the primes dividing c; moreover Kc contains the Hilbert class field K1 of K and
class field theory gives a natural isomorphism
(120) GKc/K1
∼= (OK/cOK)×/(Z/cZ)×.
(cf. [55, §3]).
We set Gc := GKc/K and hc := |Gc|.
12.1. Zhang’s Theorem and a conjecture of Bradshaw and Stein. The above hy-
pothesis on K implies that the ideal NOK factorises as NN where the natural map
Z/NZ→ OK/N is bijective. We write Oc for the order Z+cOK in K and set Nc := N ∩Oc.
Fixing an embedding of K into C the pair (C/Oc,N−1c /Oc) defines a CM elliptic curve
equipped with a cyclic subgroup of order N and the isomorphism class of this pair defines
a point xc on X0(N)(Kc).
We define the ‘higher Heegner point’ yc to be the element ϕA(xc) of A(Kc).
12.1.1. Assuming L(AK , z) vanishes to order one at z = 1, Zhang’s generalisation [100, 101]
of the seminal results of Gross and Zagier in [56] implies that for every ψ in Ĝc the function
L(AK , ψ, z) vanishes to order one at z = 1, that the element eψ(yc) of C ·A(Kc) is non-zero
and that the complex number ǫA,c,ψ defined by the equality
(121) L′(AK , ψˇ, 1) = ǫA,c,ψ · Ω
+Ω−C
cψ
√|dK | · hc · 〈eψ(yc), eψˇ(yc)〉Kc
satisfies both
(122) ǫA,c,ψ ∈ Q(ψ)× and (ǫA,c,ψ)ω = ǫA,c,ψω for all ω ∈ GQ(ψ)/Q.
Here we have set
C := 4 · c∞ · c(ϕA)−2 ·
∣∣O×K ∣∣−2,
and written cψ for the least divisor of c such that ψ factors through the restriction map
Gc → Gcψ and 〈−,−〉Kc for the C-linear extension of the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing for A
relative to the field Kc.
To investigate the conjecture BSD(AKc/K) it is convenient to consider a version of the
equality (121) that is adapted to truncated Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series.
To do this we follow Darmon [37] in defining the ‘regularised higher Heegner points of A
at level c’ by setting
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zc :=
∑
m|c
µ(m)ym, and z
′
c :=
∑
m|c
ym.
For each ψ in Ĝc we then define a non-zero complex number ǫA,ψ by means of the equality
(123) L′c(AK , ψˇ, 1) = ǫA,ψ ·
Ω+Ω−C
cψ
√|dK | · hc(c/cψ)2 · 〈eψ(zc), eψˇ(z′c)〉Kc
where the L-series Lc(AK , ψˇ, z) is truncated at all places of K corresponding to rational
prime divisors of c.
The next result describes the precise connection between the algebraic numbers ǫA,c,ψ and
ǫA,ψ that are defined via the equalities (121) and (123). This result shows, in particular,
that ǫA,ψ depends only on the character ψ.
In the sequel, for each prime divisor ℓ of c we write κ(ℓ) for the residue field of the unique
prime of K above ℓ.
Lemma 12.1. Fix ψ in Ĝc. Set c
′ := cψ and write φ for ψ regarded as an element of
Ĝc′ . Set ac,c′ :=
∏
ℓ aℓ, where ℓ runs over all prime divisors of c/c
′ and the terms aℓ are as
defined at the beginning of §11.
Then the following claims are valid.
(i) hc · 〈eψ(yc), eψˇ(yc)〉Kc = a2c,c′ · hc′ · 〈eφ(yc′), eφˇ(yc′)〉Kc′ .
(ii) ǫA,c,ψ = a
−2
c,c′ · ǫA,c′,φ.
(iii) ǫA,ψ = ǫA,c′,φ.
Proof. We can clearly assume that c 6= c′ and hence that c > 1.
In this case, if we set Tc,c′ :=
∑
g∈GKc/Kc′
g, then the norm-compatibility of Heegner
points implies that
(124) Tc,c′(yc) = ac,c′ · yc′ .
This implies eψ(yc) = (hc′/hc)ac,c′ · eφ(yc′) and eψˇ(yc) = (hc′/hc)ac,c′ · eφˇ(yc′) and hence
hc〈eψ(yc), eψˇ(yc)〉Kc =hc(hc′/hc)2(ac,c′)2 · 〈eφ(yc′), eφˇ(yc′)〉Kc
=hc(hc′/hc)(ac,c′)
2 · 〈eφ(yc′), eφˇ(yc′)〉Kc′
=(ac,c′)
2 · hc′〈eφ(yc′), eφˇ(yc′)〉Kc′ .
where the second equality follows from the general result of [90, Chap. VIII, Lem. 5.10].
This proves claim (i).
Claim (ii) follows directly from claim (i) and the fact that the terms L′(AK , ψˇ, 1) and
(Ω+Ω−C)/(cψ
√|dK |) that occur in (121) do not change if one replaces ψ by φ.
To prove claim (iii) we set ǫA,φ := ǫA,ψ. Then, since both eφ(zc′) = eφ(yc′) and eφˇ(z
′
c′) =
eφˇ(yc′), an explicit comparison of the equalities (121) and (123) shows that it suffices to
show (123) remains valid if one replaces c by c′ and ψ by φ.
We now set d := c/c′. By a routine computation using (124) one then finds that
(125) Tc,c′(zc) =
∏
ℓ|d
(ℓ+ 1− aℓ) · zc′ and Tc,c′(z′c) =
∏
ℓ|d
(ℓ+ 1 + aℓ) · z′c′ .
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In addition, for each prime divisor ℓ of c one has
(126) |A(κ(ℓ))| = (ℓ+ 1− aℓ)(ℓ+ 1 + aℓ)
and so
hc
c2
〈eψ(zc), eψˇ(z′c)〉Kc =
hc
c2
(
∏
ℓ|d
(ℓ+ 1− aℓ)(ℓ+ 1 + aℓ))〈eφ(zc′), eφˇ(z′c′)〉Kc
=
(∏
ℓ|d
|A(κ(ℓ))|
ℓ2
) hc′
(c′)2
〈eφ(zc′), eφˇ(z′c′)〉Kc′ ,
where the second equality uses [90, Chap. VIII, Lem. 5.10] and the fact c = c′ ·∏ℓ|d ℓ.
The right hand side of (123) therefore changes by a factor of (
∏
ℓ|d |A(κ(ℓ))|/ℓ2)−1 if one
replaces c by c′ and ψ by φ.
To show that the left hand side of (123) changes by the same factor we note that
L′c′(AK , φˇ, 1)L
′
c(AK , ψˇ, 1)
−1 =L′c′(AK , ψˇ, 1)L
′
c(AK , ψˇ, 1)
−1
=
∏
ℓ|d
Pℓ(AK , ψˇ, 1)
−1
where Pℓ(AK , ψˇ, t) denotes the Euler factor at (the unique prime of K above) ℓ of the
ψ-twist of A.
Now Kc is a dihedral extension of Q and so any prime ℓ that is inert in K must split
completely in the maximal subextension of Kc in which it is unramified. In particular,
for each prime divisor ℓ of d this implies that Pℓ(AK , ψˇ, t) coincides with the Euler factor
Pℓ(AK , t) at ℓ of AK and hence that
Pℓ(AK , ψˇ, 1) = Pℓ(AK , 1) =
|A(κ(ℓ))|
NK/Q(ℓ)
=
|A(κ(ℓ))|
ℓ2
,
as required. 
12.1.2. If c = 1, then for each character ψ in Ĝc one has cψ = 1 and the results of Gross
and Zagier in [56, see, in particular, §I, (6.5) and the discussion on p. 310] imply directly
that ǫA,c,ψ = 1.
In addition, for c > 1 the work of Zhang in [100, 101] implies for each ψ in Ĝc a formula
for the algebraic number ǫA,c,ψ.
However, as observed by Bradshaw and Stein in [18, §2], this formula is difficult to make
explicit and is discussed in the literature in several mutually inconsistent ways.
In particular, it is explained in loc. cit. that the earlier articles of Hayashi [57] and
Jetchev, Lauter and Stein [60] together contain three distinct formulas for the elements
ǫA,c,ψ that are mutually inconsistent and all apparently incorrect.
In an attempt to clarify this issue, in [18, Conj. 6] Bradshaw and Stein conjecture that
for every non-trivial character ψ in Ĝ+c one should have
(127) ǫA,c,ψ = 1,
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and Zhang has asserted that the validity of this conjecture can indeed be deduced from his
results in [101] (see, in particular, [18, Rem. 7]).
However, if c > 1, then Lemma 12.1(ii) implies ǫA,c,ψ is not always equal to ǫA,cψ,ψ and
hence that the conjectural equalities (127) are in general mutually compatible only if one
restricts to characters ψ with cψ = c.
For further comments in this regard see Remark 12.3 below.
12.2. Heegner points and refined BSD. In this section we interpret the complex num-
bers ǫA,ψ defined above in terms of our refined Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture.
We define an element of C[Gc] by setting
ǫA,c :=
∑
ψ∈Ĝc
ǫA,ψ · eψ.
Lemma 12.1(iii) combines with the properties (122) to imply ǫA,c belongs to Q[Gc].
We also define an element of Q[G]× by setting
uK,c := (−1)n(c)
∑
ψ∈Ĝc
(−1)n(cψ) · eψ,
where n(d) denotes the number of rational prime divisors of a natural number d.
Theorem 12.2. Let F be an abelian extension of K of conductor c and set G := GF/K .
Fix an odd prime p and assume that all of the following conditions are satisfied:
• the data A, F/K and p satisfy the hypotheses (H1)-(H6) listed in §6.
• A(F ) has no point of order p.
• The trace to K of y1 is non-zero.
• p is unramified in K.
Set zF := TrKc/F (zc) and z
′
F := TrKc/F (z
′
c). Then the following claims are valid.
(i) If BSDp(AF/K)(iv) is valid then every element of
Fit0Zp[G]
((
A(F )p/〈zF 〉
)∨) · Fit0Zp[G] ((A(F )p/〈z′F 〉)∨) · C · uK,c · ǫA,c
belongs to Fit1Zp[G](Selp(AF )
∨) and annihilates X(AF )[p
∞].
(ii) Assume that F/K is of p-power degree and that p does not divide the trace to K of
y1. Then BSDp(AF/K)(iv) is valid if and only if one has
Fit0Zp[G](X(AF )[p
∞]) = Zp[G] · C · uK,c · ǫA,c.
Proof. Since the extension F/K is tamely ramified we shall derive claim (i) as a consequence
of the observation in Remark 8.9.
We first note that the assumed non-vanishing of the trace to K of y1 = z1 combines with
the trace compatibilities in (125) to imply that the elements eψ(zc) and eψ(z
′
c) are non-zero
for all ψ in Ĝ.
Taken in conjunction with (123), this fact implies directly that each function LSr(A, ψˇ, z)
vanishes to order one at z = 1, where as in Remark 8.9 we have set Sr = S
F
k ∩ SFk . It
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also combines with the main result of Bertolini and Darmon in [3] to imply that the Zp[G]-
modules generated by zc and z
′
c each have finite index in A(Kc). This implies, in particular,
that the idempotent e(1) is equal to 1.
Since every prime divisor of c is inert in K and then splits completely in the maxi-
mal subextension of Kc in which it is unramified, the conductor of each character ψ in
Ĝc is a divisor cψ of c and the unramified characteristic uψ defined in §4.2.1 is equal to
(−1)n(c)+n(cψ).
By using [30, (21)] one can then compute that for every ψ in Ĝc one has
τ∗
(
Q, ψ
) · w−1ψ =uψ · τ(Q, ψ) · w−1ψ(128)
=uψ
√
|dK |
√
Ncψ
=(−1)n(c)+n(cψ)cψ
√
|dK |.
In addition, for each ψ in Ĝ one has
ΩψA = Ω
+Ω−
and
eψ · hF/K(zF , z′F ) =
∑
g∈G
〈g(zF ), z′F 〉F · ψ(g)−1eψ
= |G|〈eψ(zF ), z′F 〉F · eψ
= |G|〈eψ(zF ), eψˇ(z′F )〉F · eψ
= |G|(|G|/hc)〈eψ(zF ), eψˇ(z′F )〉Kc · eψ
=hc · 〈eψ(zc), eψˇ(z′c)〉Kc · eψ,
where in the last equality ψ and ψˇ are regarded as characters of Gc.
Setting Sp,r = Sr∩Spk one may also explicitly compute, for ψ ∈ Ĝ, thatmψ :=
∏
v∈Sp,r
̺v,ψ
is equal to p2 if p divides c but not cψ and is equal to 1 otherwise. We use this explicit
description to extend the definition of mψ to all characters ψ ∈ Ĝc.
These facts combine with (123) to imply that for any ψ ∈ Ĝ one hasL(1)Sr (AF/K , 1) · τ∗(F/K) ·∏v∈Sp,r ̺v(F/k)
Ω
F/K
A · wF/k · hF/K(zF , z′F )

ψ
(129)
=
L′c(AK , ψˇ, 1) · τ∗(Q, ψ) ·mψ
ΩψA · wψ · hc · 〈eψ(zc), eψˇ(z′c)〉Kc
=
L′c(AK , ψˇ, 1)(−1)n(c)+n(cψ)cψ
√|dK |
Ω+Ω− · hc · 〈eψ(zc), eψˇ(z′c)〉Kc
·mψ
=(−1)n(c)+n(cψ)ǫA,ψ · C · (cψ/c)2mψ
=(−1)n(c)(−1)n(cψ)ǫA,ψ · C · (cψ/c)2mψ.
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To deduce claim (i) from Remark 8.9 it is thus sufficient to show that the sum
(130)
∑
ψ∈Ĝc
(cψ/c)
2mψ · eψ
belongs to Zp[Gc]
×. This fact follows from the result of Lemma 11.6 with A = Gc and
i = 2 (so that niψ = mψ) and, for each positive divisor d of c, with the subgroup Hd of
Gc specified to be GKc/Kd . Indeed, this choice of subgroups satisfies the assumption (ii) of
Lemma 11.6 because (120) implies that |GKc/Kd | is equal to
∏
ℓ|(c/d)(ℓ+ 1).
To prove claim (ii) it suffices to show that, under the given hypotheses, the equality in
Theorem 6.5 is valid if and only if one has Fit0Zp[G](X(AF )[p
∞]) = Zp[G] · C · uK,c · ǫA,c.
Now, in Theorem 6.5, the set Sp,w is empty since F is a tamely ramified extension of
k = K and the set S∗p,u is empty since we are assuming that p is unramified in K.
We next note that z1 = z
′
1 = y1 and hence that (125) implies
TrF/K(zF ) = TrKc/K(zc) = µc · TrK1/K(z1) = µc · TrK1/K(y1)
with µc =
∏
ℓ|c(ℓ+ 1− aℓ) and, similarly, that
TrF/K(z
′
F ) = µ
′
c · TrK1/K(y1)
with µ′c =
∏
ℓ|c(ℓ+ 1 + aℓ).
In particular, since (126) implies that µc · µ′c =
∏
ℓ|c |A(κ(ℓ))|, our assumption that the
hypotheses (H3) and (H4) hold for F/K means that µc ·µ′c is not divisible by p. This fact in
turn combines with our assumption that TrK1/K(y1) is not divisible by p in A(K) to imply
that neither TrF/K(zF ) nor TrF/K(z
′
F ) is divisible by p in A(K)p.
Since our hypotheses imply that A(K)p = A(F )
G
p is a free Zp-module of rank one, it
follows that TrF/K(zF ) and TrF/K(z
′
F ) are both Zp-generators of A(F )
G
p , and hence, by
Nakayama’s Lemma, that A(F )p is itself a free rank one Zp[G]-module that is generated by
both zF and z
′
F .
Taken in conjunction with the explicit descriptions of cohomology given in (14) (that are
valid under the present hypotheses), these facts imply that the Euler characteristic that
occurs in Theorem 6.5 can be computed as
χG,p(SCp(AF/k), hA,F ) = Fit
0
Zp[G]
(X(AF )[p
∞]) · hF/k(zF , z′F ),
where we have identified K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]) with the multiplicative group of invertible Zp[G]-
lattices in Cp[G] (as in Remark 3.2).
When combined with the equality (129) these facts imply that the product
L∗A,F/K · hF/k(zF , z′F )−1,
where L∗A,F/K is the leading term element defined in (54), is equal to the projection to Zp[G]
of C · uK,c · ǫA,c multiplied by the sum (130).
Claim (ii) is therefore a consequence of Theorem 6.5 and the fact that, as already observed
above, the sum (130) belongs to Zp[Gc]
×. 
Remark 12.3. If p is prime to all factors in C, then the hypotheses of Theorem 12.2(ii)
combine with an argument of Kolyvagin to imply X(A/K)[p∞] vanishes (cf. [55, Prop.
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2.1]). This fact combines with the projectivity of A(F )∗ to imply X(A/F )[p∞] vanishes
and hence, via Theorem 12.2(ii), that BSDp(AF/K)(iv) is valid if and only if the product
uK,c · ǫA,c projects to a unit of Zp[G]. In the case that F/K is unramified, this observation
was used by Wuthrich and the present authors to prove the main result of [30]. In the
general case, it is consistent with an affirmative answer to the question of whether for every
ψ in Ĝ one should always have
ǫA,ψ = (−1)n(cψ)?
We observe that such an equality would, if valid, constitute a functorially well-behaved, and
consistent, version of the conjecture of Bradshaw and Stein that was discussed in §12.1.2.
Appendix A. Refined BSD and equivariant Tamagawa numbers
A.1. Statement of the main result and consequences. We shall assume throughout
this section that X(AF ) is finite.
In this case the approach of [26, §3.4] gives a well-defined element RΩ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
of K0(Z[G],R[G]) and we shall now compute this element in terms of elements that occur
in BSD(AF/k).
To state the result we fix a prime p and then define, for each non-archimedean place v of
k, an element of ζ(Qp[G])
× by setting
Lv(A,F/k) :=
{
NrdQp[G]
(
1− Φ−1v
∣∣ Vp,F (At)Iw), if v ∤ p
NrdQp[G]
(
1− ϕv
∣∣ Dcr,v(Vp,F (At))), if v | p,
where ϕv is the crystalline Frobenius at v.
We also fix an isomorphism of fields j : C ∼= Cp and use the induced homomorphism of
abelian groups j∗ : K0(Z[G],R[G])→ K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]).
The proof of this result will be given in §A.2 below.
Proposition A.1. Fix an ordered Q[G]-basis ω• of the space H
0(AtF ,Ω
d
AtF
) and a finite set
S of places of k that contains S∞k , S
F
k and S
A
k .
Then in K0(Zp[G],Cp[G]) one has
χG,p(SCS,ω•(AF/k)p, h
j
A,F ) + µS(AF/k)p
= −j∗
(
RΩ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
) − ∂G,p(j∗(Ωω•(AF/k))) + ∑
v∈S\S∞k
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)),
where SCS,ω•(AF/k)p denotes Zp ⊗Z SCS,ω•(AF/k) and hjA,F denotes Cp ⊗R,j hdetA,F .
This result has the following useful consequence.
Corollary A.2. The weaker version of BSD(AF/k) that is discussed in Remark 3.6 is
equivalent to the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for the pair (h1(AF )(1),Z[G]).
Proof. Claim (i) of BSD(AF/k) simply asserts that X(AF ) is finite, and we are assuming
this to be true.
It is also well-known that claim (ii) of BSD(AF/k) coincides with [26, Conj. 4(i),(ii)] for
the pair (h1(AF )(1),Z[G]).
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It is thus enough to relate the equality predicted in Remark 3.6 to that predicted by [26,
Conj. 4(iv)].
To do this we write L∗(Q[G]h
1(AF )(1), 0) for the leading coefficient at s = 0 of the
ζ
(
C[G]
)
-valued L-function L
(
Q[G]
h1(AF )(1), s
)
defined in [26, §4.1].
Then the definition of the element L∗S(AF/k, 1) of ζ(R[G])× given in Remark 3.6 directly
implies that
L∗S(AF/k, 1) = L∗(Q[G]h1(AF )(1), 0) ·
∏
v∈S\S∞k
Lv(A,F/k).
By applying the extended boundary homomorphism δG : ζ(R[G])
× → K0(Z[G],R[G]) we
can therefore deduce that
δG(L
∗(Q[G]h
1(AF )(1), 0))
= δG(L∗S(AF/k, 1)) −
∑
v∈S\S∞k
δG(Lv(A,F/k))
=
(
δG(L∗S(AF/k, 1)) − ∂G(Ωω•(AF/k))
)
+ ∂G(Ωω•(AF/k))−
∑
v∈S\S∞k
δG(Lv(A,F/k)).
This implies that the equality of [26, Conj. 4(iv)] for the pair
(
h1(AF )(1),Z[G]
)
asserts
that in K0(Z[G],R[G]) one has
−RΩ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
= δG(L
∗(Q[G]h
1(AF )(1), 0))
=
(
δG(L∗S(AF/k, 1)) − ∂G(Ωω•(AF/k))
)
+ ∂G(Ωω•(AF/k))−
∑
v∈S\S∞k
δG(Lv(A,F/k)).
Thus, since Remark 3.6 predicts the equality
δG(L∗S(AF/k, 1)) − ∂G(Ωω•(AF/k)) = χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), hA,F ) + µS(AF/k),
the claimed result will be true if we can show that Proposition A.1 implies that inK0(Z[G],R[G])
one has
χG(SCS,ω•(AF/k), hA,F ) + µS(AF/k) =
−RΩ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G]) − ∂G(Ωω•(AF/k)) +
∑
v∈S\S∞k
δG(Lv(A,F/k)).
By the argument of Lemma 3.11, it is thus enough to show that for every prime p and
every isomorphism of fields j : C ∼= Cp the image under j∗ of the latter equality is implied
by the displayed formula in Proposition A.1.
This follows easily from the fact that the construction of δG ensures the commutativity
of the diagram
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ζ(R[G])×
δG−−−−→ K0(Z[G],R[G])y yj∗
ζ(Cp[G])
× δG,p−−−−→ K0(Zp[G],Cp[G])
in which the left hand vertical map is induced by the ring inclusion R[G] → Cp[G] that
sends each element
∑
g∈G xgg to
∑
g∈G j(xg)g. 
Remark A.3. The consistency results for BSD(AF/k) that are stated in Remark 3.9 follow
directly upon combining (the argument of) Corollary A.2 with known results concerning
equivariant Tamagawa numbers.
(i) It is clear that L∗(Q[G]h
1(AF )(1), 0) is independent of the choices of sets ω• and S
and that RΩ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G]) is independent of ω•. Remark 3.9(i) thus follows from
the fact that RΩ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G]) is independent of the choice of S, as is shown in
[26, §3.4, Lem. 5].
(ii) Remark 3.9(ii) is a consequence of the functorial properties of L∗(Q[G]h
1(AF )(1), 0)
and RΩ(h1(AF )(1),Z[G]) that are established in [26, §3.5, Th. 3.1, §4.4, Th. 4.1
and §4.5, Prop. 4.1].
(iii) Remark 3.9(iii) follows from the main result of Kings in [63].
A.2. The proof of Proposition A.1.
A.2.1. To compute j∗
(
RΩ
(
h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
)
we first recall relevant facts concerning the
formalism of virtual objects introduced by Deligne in [39] (for more details see [26, §2]).
With R denoting either Zp[G] or Cp[G] we write V (R) for the category of virtual objects
over R and [C]R for the object of V (R) associated to each C in D
perf(R).
We recall that V (R) is a Picard category with π1(V (R)) naturally isomorphic to K1(R)
(see [26, (2)]) and we write
(X,Y ) 7→ X · Y
for its product and 1R for the unit object [0]R.
Writing P0 for the Picard category with unique object 1P0 and AutP0(1P0) = 0 we use
the isomorphism of abelian groups
(131) π0
(
V
(
Zp[G]
) ×V (Cp[G]) P0) ∼= K0(Zp[G],Cp[G])
that is described in [26, Prop. 2.5]. In particular, via this isomorphism, each pair comprising
an objectX of V
(
Zp[G]
)
and a morphism ι : Cp[G]⊗Zp[G]X → 1Cp[G] gives rise to a canonical
element [X, ι] of K0
(
Zp[G],Cp[G]
)
.
Now if C belongs to Dperf
(
Zp[G]
)
and Qp ⊗Zp C is acyclic outside degrees a and a + 1
(for any integer a), then any isomorphism of Cp[G]-modules
λ : Ha
(
Cp ⊗Zp C
) ∼= Ha+1(Cp ⊗Zp C)
induces a canonical morphism in V
(
Cp[G]
)
of the form
λTriv : [Cp ⊗Zp C]Cp[G] → 1Cp[G].
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The associated element
[
[C]Zp[G], λTriv
]
of K0
(
Zp[G],Cp[G]
)
coincides with the Euler char-
acteristic χG,p
(
C, λ(−1)
a)
defined in [21, Def. 5.5].
In particular, from Proposition 5.6(3) in loc. cit. it follows that[
[C[−1]]Zp [G], λTriv
]
= −[[C]Zp[G], λTriv],
whilst the results of Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 in loc. cit. combine to imply that if the
module Ha(C) is torsion-free, then one has
(132)
[
[C]Zp[G], λTriv
]
= (−1)aχG,p(C, λ) + δG,p
( ∏
i≡1,2 mod 4
NrdQp[G]
(−id ∣∣ Qp ⊗Zp H i(C))(−1)i),
where χG,p(−,−) is the non-abelian determinant discussed in §3.1.2.
A.2.2. We now prove Proposition A.1. In fact, for simplicity of exposition, we shall as-
sume that both the set of places S of k that occurs in the statement (Conjecture 3.3) of
BSD(AF/k)(iv), and the associated set of places Υ that is defined in §7.1, are closed un-
der the action of GQ. (The general case is proved by a natural extension of the argument
presented here but involves rather heavier notation.)
In the sequel we abbreviate the perfect Selmer structure XS({Atv}v , ω•, γ•) to X .
We recall that j∗
(
RΩ
(
h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
)
is by definition equal to the image under (131)
of the pair given by [RΓc(AF/k)]Zp[G] ∈ V (Zp[G]) and by a specific canonical trivialisation
of this object. Here the compactly supported cohomology complex
RΓc(AF/k) := RΓc(Ok,S∪Spk , Tp,F (A
t))
lies in a canonical exact triangle
(133) X (p)[−2] ⊕X (∞)p[−1]→ RΓc(AF/k)→ SCS(AF/k,X (p),X (∞)p)
→ X (p)[−1] ⊕ X (∞)p[0]
in Dperf(Zp[G]) exactly as in (17).
The key strategy in our computation of j∗
(
RΩ
(
h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
)
is then to compare the
scalar extension of this triangle to the exact triangle that is induced by the central column
of the diagram in [26, (26)] (for Vp = Vp,F (A
t)) in order to compute the relevant canonical
trivialisation of [RΓc(AF/k)]Zp[G] in terms of the invariants occurring in the claimed formula
of Proposition A.1.
In order to do so we set
SCS(AF/k,X )p := SCS(AF/k,X (p),X (∞)p)
and also
CexpA,F := X (p)[−1] ⊕ X (∞)p[0]
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and then define an isomorphism of Cp[G]-modules h
exp,j
A,F as the following composition:
Cp ·H0(CexpA,F ) = Cp · X (∞)p = Cp ·H∞(AF/k)p
µ1∼= Cp · HomF (H0(AtF ,Ω1AtF ), F )
µ2∼= Cp · At(Fp)∧p = Cp · X (p) = Cp ·H1(CexpA,F ).
Here µ1 is induced (via j) by the period isomorphism and µ2 is the scalar extension of
expAt,Fp :=
∏
v∈Spk
expAt,Fv .
We next compare the scalar extension Qp · CexpA,F of the complex CexpA,F to the term⊕
v∈S∪Spk
RΓf (kv , Vp,F (A
t))
that occurs in the central column of the diagram [26, (26)].
For each v ∈ S∞k the complex RΓf (kv , Vp,F (At)) is by definition equal to RΓ(kv, Vp,F (At))
and thus the canonical comparison isomorphisms (16) induce canonical morphisms
Qp · X (∞)p[0]→ RΓf(kv , Vp,F (At)).
For each v ∈ S \ (S∞k ∪ Spk) the canonical quasi-isomorphism [26, (19)] implies that the
complex RΓf (kv , Vp,F (A
t)) is acyclic.
Finally, for each v ∈ Spk , it follows from [17, Ex. 3.11] that the canonical Kummer maps
induce canonical morphisms
Qp · X (p)[−1]→ RΓf (kv , Vp,F (At)).
By combining these facts we obtain a canonical morphism of exact triangles
(134)
Qp · CexpA,F [−1] −−−−→ Qp ·RΓc(AF/k) −−−−→ Qp ·SCS(AF/k,X )py ∥∥∥ y⊕
v∈S∪Spk
RΓf (kv, Vp,F (A
t))[−1] −−−−→ Qp ·RΓc(AF/k) −−−−→ RΓf (k, Vp,F (At))
in Dperf(Qp[G]). Here the top row is the scalar extension of the exact triangle (133), the
bottom row is the central column of the diagram [26, (26)] (in particular the complex
RΓf (k, Vp,F (A
t)) may be defined by the exactness of this triangle), and the right-most
vertical arrow is defined by the commutativity of the diagram.
To compute j∗
(
RΩ
(
h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
)
we consider the following diagram in V
(
Cp[G]
)
(135)
[
Cp · RΓc(AF/k)
]
∆

α // 1Cp[G]
α′ //
ι

1Cp[G]
ι
[
Cp · CexpA,F [−1]
] · [Cp · SCS(AF/k,X )p] β // 1Cp[G] · 1Cp[G] γ // 1Cp[G] · 1Cp[G].
In this diagram we abbreviate [−]Cp[G] to [−] and use the following morphisms: ∆ is in-
duced by the scalar extension of the exact triangle (133); β is the morphism
[
(hexp,jA,F )Triv
] ·
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[
(hjA,F )Triv
]
; γ is the morphism
(∏
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
Lv(A,F/k)
) · id; ι denotes the canonical
identification and, finally, the morphism α and α′ are defined by the condition that the two
squares commute.
We claim that this definition of α and α′ implies that
(136) α′ ◦ α = (Cp ⊗R,j ϑ∞) ◦ (Cp ⊗Qp ϑp)−1
where the morphisms ϑ∞ and ϑp are as constructed in [26, §3.4].
Indeed, this fact is a consequence of the commutativity of the diagram (134) and of a
direct comparison of the explicit definitions of the morphisms hexp,jA,F and ϑp and of h
j
A,F and
ϑ∞. After this it only remains to note the following fact.
For each place v ∈ S \(S∞k ∪Spk), respectively v ∈ Spk, we write Vp,v and φv for Vp,F (At)Iw
and Φ−1v , respectively Dcr,v
(
Vp,F (A
t)
)
and ϕv , and then V
•
p,v for the complex
Vp,v
1−φv−−−→ Vp,v,
with the first term placed in degree zero.
Then our definition of hexp,jA,F implicitly uses the morphism [V
•
p,v]Qp[G] → 1Qp[G] induced by
the acyclicity of V •p,v whereas the definition of ϑp uses (via [26, (19) and (22)]) the morphism
[V •p,v]Qp[G] → 1Qp[G] induced by the identity map on Vp,v; the occurrence of the morphism
α′ in the equality (136) is thus accounted for by applying the remark made immediately
after [26, (24)] to each of the complexes V •p,v and noting that NrdQp[G](1 − φv | Vp,v) =
Lv(A,F/k).
Now, taking into account the equality (136), the element j∗
(
RΩ
(
h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
)
is
defined in [26] to be equal to[[
RΓc(AF/k)
]
Zp[G]
, (Cp ⊗R,j ϑ∞) ◦ (Cp ⊗Qp ϑp)−1
]
=
[[
RΓc(AF/k)
]
Zp[G]
, α′ ◦ α
]
.
The product structure of π0
(
V (Zp[G])×V (Cp[G])P0
)
then combines with the commutativity
of (135) to imply that it is also equal to
[[
RΓc(AF/k)
]
Zp[G]
, α
]
+
[
1Zp[G], α
′
]
=
[[
CexpA,F [−1]
]
Zp[G]
,
(
hexp,jA,F
)
Triv
]
+
[[
SCS(AF/k,X )p
]
Zp[G]
,
(
hjA,F
)
Triv
]
+
[
1Zp[G], α
′
]
= −
[[
CexpA,F
]
Zp[G]
,
(
hexp,jA,F
)
Triv
]
+
[[
SCS(AF/k,X )p
]
Zp[G]
,
(
hjA,F
)
Triv
]
+
[
1Zp[G],
∏
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
Lv(A,F/k)
]
.
By using the general result of (132) one finds that there are equalities[[
CexpA,F
]
Zp[G]
,
(
hexp,jA,F
)
Triv
]
= χG,p(C
exp
A,F , h
exp,j
A,F )
and [[
SCS(AF/k,X )p
]
Zp[G]
,
(
hjA,F
)
Triv
]
= −χG,p(SCS(AF/k,X )p, hjA,F ).
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(The first of these is valid because δG,p
(
NrdQp[G]
(−id ∣∣ Qp ⊗Zp H1(CexpA,F ))) vanishes since
Qp ⊗Zp H1
(
CexpA,F
) ∼= Qp · At(Fp)∧p is a free Qp[G]-module and the second because one has∏i=2
i=1NrdQp[G]
(−id ∣∣ Qp ⊗Zp H i(SCS(AF/k,X )p))(−1)i = 1.)
In addition, the explicit description of the isomorphism (131) implies that[
1Zp[G],
∏
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
Lv(A,F/k)
]
=δG,p
( ∏
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
Lv(A,F/k)
)
=
∑
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)).
Putting together all of the above computations, we find that
j∗
(
RΩ
(
h1(AF )(1),Z[G])
)
=
∑
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)) − χG,p(CexpA,F , hexp,jA,F )− χG,p(SCS(AF/k,X )p, hjA,F )
=
∑
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)) − [H∞(γ•)p,F(ω•)p;µ1]− χG,p(F(ω•)p[0]⊕ X (p)[−1], µ2)
− χG,p(SCS(AF/k,X )p, hjA,F )
=
∑
v∈(S∪Spk)\S
∞
k
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)) − ∂G,p(j∗(Ωω•(AF/k)))− χG,p(F(ω•)p[0] ⊕X (p)[−1], µ2)
− χG,p(SCS(AF/k,X )p, hjA,F ).
Since Proposition 2.12(i) implies the existence of a canonical isomorphism
SCS,ω•(AF/k)p
∼= SCS(AF/k,X )p ⊕Q(ω•)S,p[0]
in Dperf(Zp[G]), the proof of Proposition A.1 is therefore completed by the following result.
Proposition A.4. One has
(137) χG,p(F(ω•)p[0] ⊕X (p)[−1], µ2)
=
∑
v∈Spk\S
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)) + µS(AF/k)p + χG,p(Q(ω•)S,p[0], 0).
Proof. Our simplifying assumption on the sets S and Υ allow us to deal separately with the
cases p ∈ S, p ∈ Υ \ S and p /∈ Υ.
If, firstly, p ∈ S, then the terms ∑v∈Spk\S δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)) and µS(AF/k)p and moduleQ(ω•)S,p all vanish, whilst the Zp[G]-module
X (p) = expAt,Fp(F(ω•)p) = µ2(F(ω•)p)
is free.
The required equality is therefore true since one has
χG,p(F(ω•)p[0]⊕ X (p)[−1], µ2) = [F(ω•)p, µ2(F(ω•)p);µ2] = 0
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in K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]).
We assume now that p does not belong to S and set DF (At)p :=
⊕
v∈Spk
DF (Atv). In this
case X (p) is equal to At(Fp)∧p , one has∑
v∈Spk\S
δG,p(Lv(A,F/k)) + µS(AF/k)p =
∑
v∈Spk
χG,p
(
κdFv [0]⊕ A˜tv(κFv )p[−1], 0
)
,
the module Q(ω•)S,p = DF (At)p/F(ω•)p vanishes if p /∈ Υ and the Zp[G]-module DF (At)p
is free.
These facts combine to imply that, irrespective of whether p belongs to Υ or not, the
stated equality is valid if one has
(138) χG,p(DF (At)p[0] ⊕At(Fp)∧p [−1], µ2) = χG,p
(
κdFp [0] ⊕ A˜tp(κFp)p[−1], 0
)
.
To verify this we write Aˆt for the formal group of At over Fp (as in §8.3). We also set
Yp :=
⊕
v∈Spk
HomOkv (H
0(Atv,Ω1Atv ),Okv )
so that DF (At)p = OF,p ⊗Ok,p Yp.
Then, since p is unramified in F/k, all modules in the short exact sequences
0→ Aˆt(℘Fp)→ At(Fp)∧p → A˜tp(κFp)p → 0
and
0→ ℘Fp ⊗Ok,p Yp → DF (At)p → κdFp → 0
are cohomologically-trivial and so the left hand side of (138) is equal to
χG,p((℘Fp ⊗Ok,p Yp)[0] ⊕ Aˆt(℘Fp)[−1], µ2) + χG,p
(
κdFp [0]⊕ A˜tp(κFp)p[−1], 0
)
It is therefore enough to show that the first term in this sum vanishes and, since p is
unramified in F/k, this is proved by the argument of Proposition 8.7. 
Appendix B. Poitou-Tate duality and algebraic height pairings
Throughout this section we fix an odd prime p.
B.1. Poitou-Tate duality. In this section we fix a finite Galois extension F/k of number
fields with Galois group G. We also fix a finite set Σ of non-archimedean places of k
containing all p-adic places and all that ramify in F .
By abuse of notation, we shall sometimes simply denote by Σ the set Σ(F ) of places of F
lying above those in Σ. If L denotes either k or F , we write GL,Σ for the Galois group of the
maximal Galois extension LΣ of L which is unramified outside Σ ∪ S∞L . For convenience,
we abbreviate the ring OL,Σ∪S∞L to UL.
We also write O×Σ for the group of units in the ring of integers of FΣ, and IΣ for the
direct limit of the (Σ ∪ S∞F )-ide`le groups of all finite extensions of F inside FΣ. One then
has a canonical short exact sequence of GF,Σ-modules
(139) 0→ O×Σ → IΣ → CΣ → 0
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as in [81, Ch. VIII, §3]. (In accordance with the conventions of loc. cit., we only consider
IΣ and CΣ as discrete GF,Σ-modules).
Whenever we consider a fixed abelian variety defined over k and the action of Gk,Σ on
a group of points, we do so under the additional assumption that Σ contains all places of
bad reduction.
B.1.1. In this section we recall an explicit description of both local and global e´tale coho-
mology complexes which will be useful in the Poitou-Tate duality constructions of the next
section.
As in §2 we write YF/k for the module
∏
Z, with the product running over all k-
embeddings F → kc, endowed with its natural action of G×Gk.
Given a non-archimedean place v of k and a topological Zp-module M on which Gv acts
continuously, we set
MF := YF/k,p ⊗Zp M,
where G acts naturally on the first factor and Gv acts diagonally.
The local e´tale cohomology complex RΓ(kv,MF ) defines an object of D(Zp[G]) which
may be represented as an explicit complex of Zp[G]-modules as follows: for i ≥ 0 and
any place w′ in SvF , we let RΓ
i(Fw′ ,M) denote the group of inhomogeneous i-cochains of
Gw′ = GF c
w′
/Fw′
with coefficients in M . The usual differentials
diw′ : RΓ
i(Fw′ ,M)→ RΓi+1(Fw′ ,M)
between the respective groups of inhomogeneous cochains then induce differentials div :=∏
w′∈SvF
diw′ in the explicit complex of Zp[G]-modules
(140) . . .→
∏
w′∈SvF
RΓi(Fw′ ,M)
div→
∏
w′∈SvF
RΓi+1(Fw′ ,M)→ . . . ,
which represents RΓ(kv ,MF ).
If instead we consider the analogous situation for an archimedean place v of k, the object
RΓ(kv,MF ) of D(Zp[G]) may simply be represented by
(141) H0(kv ,MF )[0]
since p is odd, so in the sequel we identify these complexes.
We now let M be any topological Zp-module on which Gk,Σ acts continuously. We again
setMF := YF/k,p⊗ZpM, where G acts naturally on the first factor and Gk,Σ acts diagonally.
The global e´tale cohomology complex RΓ(Uk,MF ) defines an object of D(Zp[G]) which,
given our restrictions on the choice of set Σ, may be represented as an explicit complex
of Zp[G]-modules by simply placing the group RΓ
i(UF ,M) of inhomogeneous i-cochains
of GF,Σ with coefficients in M in degree i (for i ≥ 0), and letting di denote the usual
differentials.
The following explicit definition is consistent with our use of compactly supported e´tale
cohomology throughout the rest of the article.
Definition B.1. Let M be a topological Zp-module on which Gk,Σ acts continuously.
We define a complex of Zp[G]-modules RΓΣ(AF ,M) as the direct sum of the complexes
(140) over all places v in Σ and the complexes (141) over all places v in S∞k .
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We then also define a complex of Zp[G]-modules RΓc(UF ,M) as the −1-shift of the
explicit mapping cone of the natural localisation map from the complex RΓ(Uk,MF ) to the
complex RΓΣ(AF ,M). We denote by d
i
c the differential of RΓc(UF ,M) in degree i.
Namely, the complex RΓc(UF ,M) is defined by placing the module
RΓ0c(UF ,M) = RΓ
0(UF ,M) =M
in degree zero, the module
RΓ1c(UF ,M) :=
⊕
v∈S∞k
H0(kv ,MF )⊕
( ⊕
w′∈Σ(F )
M
)⊕RΓ1(UF ,M)
in degree 1 and the module
RΓic(UF ,M) :=
( ⊕
w′∈Σ(F )
RΓi−1(Fw′ ,M)
) ⊕RΓi(UF ,M)
in degree i ≥ 2.
The differential in degree i ≥ 1 is given by
dic =
( −⊕v∈Σ di−1v −(λiw′)w′∈Σ(F )
0 di
)
with each λiw′ denoting the corresponding localisation map at w
′ in degree i.
The following compatibility property of inhomogeneous cochains with respect to projec-
tions is used in the main body of the article.
Lemma B.2. Let A be an abelian variety defined over k and let m be a natural number.
Then the following claims are valid.
(i) For any i ≥ 0 and any non-archimedean place w′ of F we use the following natural
projection maps
µw′ :RΓ
i(Fw′ , Tp(A))→ RΓi(Fw′ , A[pm]),
νw′ :RΓ
i(Fw′ , Tp(A))→ Z/pm ⊗Zp RΓi(Fw′ , Tp(A)),
µΣ :RΓ
i(UF , Tp(A))→ RΓi(UF , A[pm]),
νΣ :RΓ
i(UF , Tp(A))→ Z/pm ⊗Zp RΓi(UF , Tp(A)).
Then there exist homomorphisms
lw′ : RΓ
i(Fw′ , A[p
m])→ Z/pm ⊗Zp RΓi(Fw′ , Tp(A))
and
lΣ : RΓ
i(UF , A[p
m])→ Z/pm ⊗Zp RΓi(UF , Tp(A))
for which lw′ ◦ µw′ = νw′ and lΣ ◦ µΣ = νΣ.
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(ii) If w′ belongs to Σ(F ) then the maps lΣ and lw′ commute with localisation at w
′. In
addition, they restrict to induce homomorphisms
lw′ : ker(d
1
w′)→ ker(Z/pm ⊗Zp d1w′),
lw′ : im(d
0
w′)→ im(Z/pm ⊗Zp d0w′),
lΣ : ker(d
1)→ ker(Z/pm ⊗Zp d1),
lΣ : im(d
0)→ im(Z/pm ⊗Zp d0).
Proof. To prove claim (i) it is enough to show that given an element ρ of RΓi(Fw′ , A[p
m]),
respectively of RΓi(UF , A[p
m]), the element 1⊗ρ′ of Z/pm⊗ZpRΓi(Fw′ , Tp(A)), respectviely
of Z/pm ⊗Zp RΓi(UF , Tp(A)), is independent of the choice of continuous lift ρ′ of ρ through
the canonical projection
π : Tp(A)→ A[pm]
(such lifts exist since A[pm] is a discrete space). We let Γ denote either Giw′ or G
i
F,Σ, so
that in either case ρ is a continuous function Γ → A[pm], let ρ′ and ρ′′ denote continuous
lifts of ρ through π and proceed to prove that 1⊗ ρ′ = 1⊗ ρ′′.
Since π ◦ ρ′ = ρ = π ◦ ρ′′ we have π ◦ (ρ′ − ρ′′) = 0. It follows that
(ρ′ − ρ′′)(γ) ∈ ker(π) = pm · Tp(A)
for all γ ∈ Γ and, since Tp(A) is Zp-free, there exists a unique tγ ∈ Tp(A) for which
(ρ′ − ρ′′)(γ) = pmtγ .
We then obtain a continuous function t : Γ→ Tp(A) by setting t(γ) := tγ . Then
(142) 1⊗ (ρ′ − ρ′′) = 1⊗ pmt = pm ⊗ t = 0⊗ t,
so 1⊗ ρ′ = 1⊗ ρ′′ as required.
To consider claim (ii) we first note that it is clear from their definition that lΣ and lw′
commute with localisation at w′.
To continue the proof of claim (ii) we consider the global case and proceed to prove that
lΣ restricts to induce the claimed homomorphisms.
We first let c ∈ RΓ1(UF , A[pm]) be a 1-cocycle and we fix a lift α of c through π. Using
the explicit formula for the differentials d1 one easily finds that d1(π ◦ α) = π ◦ d1(α) and
hence also that
π ◦ d1(α) = d1(π ◦ α) = d1(c) = 0 = π ◦ 0.
The argument from (142) therefore implies that 1⊗ d1(α) = 1⊗ 0 = 0 and thus we finally
find that
(Z/pm ⊗ d1)(lΣ(c)) = (Z/pm ⊗ d1)(1⊗ α) = 1⊗ d1(α) = 0.
The map lΣ therefore restricts to induce a homomorphism
ker(d1)→ ker(Z/pm ⊗Zp d1),
as required.
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We next let z be an element of RΓ0(UF , A[p
m]) = A[pm] and we fix β ∈ RΓ0(UF , Tp(A)) =
Tp(A) with π(β) = z. Using the explicit formula for the differentials d
0 one easily finds that
π ◦ d0(β) = d0(π(β)) = d0(z) and therefore
lΣ(d
0(z)) = 1⊗ d0(β) = (Z/pm ⊗ d0)(1 ⊗ β).
The map lΣ therefore restricts to induce a homomorphism
im(d0)→ im(Z/pm ⊗Zp d0),
as required.
We finally note that the precise same arguments hold in the local case after replacing di
and lΣ by d
i
w′ and lw′ respectively. This completes the proof of claim (ii). 
B.1.2. We now review the Poitou-Tate duality constructions that will be relevant to our
comparison of height pairings given in §10.
In this section we let M be a finite Zp-module on which Gk,Σ acts continuously. In our
applications in the main body of the article, we will always have M = A[pm] for an abelian
variety A defined over k and some natural number m.
Since O×Σ is p-divisible by [81, (8.3.4)], the exact sequence (139) induces a canonical short
exact sequence of GF,Σ-modules
(143) 0→M ′ → IΣ(M)→CΣ(M)→ 0
with M ′ := HomZ(M,O×Σ ), IΣ(M) := HomZ(M, IΣ) and CΣ(M) := HomZ(M,CΣ).
The following result can be obtained by specialising [78, Ch. II, Prop. 4.13], but we
choose to make the construction explicit instead.
Proposition B.3. There is a canonical isomorphism
sM : H
1(UF , CΣ(M))→ H2c (UF ,M ′)
which makes the following diagram commute:
H1(UF ,M
′) // H1(UF , IΣ(M))
≀ sh1M

// H1(UF , CΣ(M))
≀ sM

δM // H2(UF ,M
′)
≀ −1

// H2(UF , IΣ(M))
≀ −sh2M

H1(UF ,M
′) // H1Σ(AF ,M
′) // H2c (UF ,M
′) // H2(UF ,M
′) // H2Σ(AF ,M
′).
Here the top row is the long exact cohomology sequence sequence associated to (143), the
bottom row is the long exact cohomology sequence of the canonical exact triangle
RΓc(UF ,M
′)→ RΓ(UF ,M ′)→ RΓΣ(AF ,M ′)→ RΓc(UF ,M ′)[1]
in D(Zp[G]) (determined by Definition B.1), and sh
1
M and sh
2
M are the (bijective) Shapiro
maps (see (8.5.4), (8.5.5) and the following Remarks in [81]).
Proof. The commutativity of the leftmost and rightmost squares of the diagram is an imme-
diate consequence of the definition of the Shapiro maps, and the bijectivity of the map sM
will follow from the Five lemma once we define it in such a way as to make the remaining
squares commute.
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In order to define the map sM , let θ : GF,Σ → CΣ(M) be an inhomogeneus 1-cocycle.
Since CΣ is a discrete space, we may and will fix a continuous lift θ
′ : GF,Σ → IΣ(M) of θ
through the canonical projection
π : IΣ(M)→ CΣ(M)
occurring in the exact sequence (143).
Then π ◦ d1(θ′) = d1(π ◦ θ′) = d1(θ) = 0, so
d1(θ′) : G2F,Σ → IΣ(M)
takes its values in M ′ and in fact defines a 2-cocycle d1(θ′)′ in RΓ2(UF ,M
′) which, by
definition of the connecting homomorphism δM , satisfies
(144) δM (θ) = d1(θ′)′
in H2(UF ,M
′).
Furthermore, given a place w′ ∈ Σ(F ), the localisation d1(θ′)′w′ := λw′(d1(θ′)′) of d1(θ′)′
in RΓ2(Fw′ ,M
′) may be computed as
(145) d1(θ′)′w′ = d
1
w′((θ
′)′w′),
where the continuous function (θ′)′w′ is defined by the following composition:
(146) (θ′)′w′ : Gw′ → GF,Σ θ
′→ IΣ(M)→ HomZ(M, (F cw′)×) = HomZ(M,µpm) =M ′.
Here the third arrow is induced by the projection map IΣ → (F cw′)×, pm is the exponent
of M , µpm denotes the group of p
m-th roots of unity in FΣ and the two identifications are
induced by the canonical map O×Σ → (F cw′)× together with the assumption that Σ contains
all p-adic places of k.
The equality (145) therefore combines with the fact that d1(θ′)′ is a 2-cocycle inRΓ2(UF ,M
′)
to imply that the element
(147) (((θ′)′w′)w′∈Σ(F ),−d1(θ′)′)
of RΓ2c(UF ,M
′) is in fact a 2-cocycle. Its class inH2c (UF ,M
′) is easily seen to be independent
of the choice of lift θ′ of θ so, in order to define the map sM by the equality
sM (θ) := (((θ′)′w′)w′∈Σ(F ),−d1(θ′)′),
we simply need to verify that if θ is a 1-coboundary then (147) is a 2-coboundary. Once
we do this, the commutativity of the diagram will be clear: indeed, (144) will imply that
the third square commutes, while the second square will commute because, in H1Σ(AF ,M
′),
one has
(148) sh1M (ρ) = (ρ
′
w′)w′∈Σ(F )
for any 1-cocycle ρ in RΓ1(UF , IΣ(M)) (with each ρ
′
w′ obtained from ρ through the compo-
sition (146)).
So we finally assume that θ is a 1-coboundary and proceed to verify that the element (147)
of RΓ2c(UF ,M
′) is a 2-coboundary. In this case one has θ(g) = (g−1)a for some a ∈ CΣ(M)
and for every g ∈ GF,Σ. We fix any pre-image a′ ∈ IΣ(M) of a through π and define a lift
θ′ of θ through π by setting θ′(g) = (g − 1)a′ for every g ∈ GF,Σ. Then d1(θ′)′ = d1(θ′) = 0
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so it is enough to prove that each (θ′)′w′ is a 1-coboundary in RΓ
1(Fw′ ,M
′). But, by (148),
one has
((θ′)′w′)w′∈Σ(F ) = sh
1
M (θ
′) = sh1M (0) = 0
in H1Σ(AF ,M
′), as required.

In the next result, we let
uM : H
1
Σ(AF ,M
′)→H1Σ(AF ,M)∨
denote the canonical isomorphism induced by the pairing
(149) 〈 , 〉Σ : H1Σ(AF ,M ′)×H1Σ(AF ,M)→ Qp/Zp
defined as the sum over all places w′ ∈ Σ(F ) of the perfect, Galois-equivariant, local Tate
duality pairings
H1(Fw′ ,M
′)×H1(Fw′ ,M)→ Qp/Zp.
We also have a canonical isomorphism
wM : H
1(UF , CΣ(M))→H1(UF ,M)∨
induced by a perfect global duality pairing (see [81, Thm. (10.11.8)]).
Poitou-Tate duality now leads to the following result for the map sM constructed in
Proposition B.3.
Corollary B.4. The canonical isomorphism sM of Proposition B.3 makes the following
diagram (with bijective vertical arrows) commute:
H1Σ
(
AF ,M
′
)
uM

// H2c
(
UF ,M
′
)
H1
(
UF , CΣ(M)
)
wM

sM
OO
H1Σ
(
AF ,M
)∨ // H1(UF ,M)∨.
Here the bottom horizontal arrow is the dual of the localisation map induced on degree 1
cohomology.
Proof. The result is immediate upon combining Proposition B.3 with the commutative
diagram in [81, Lem. (8.6.6)]. 
B.1.3. In this section we specialise the general results of the previous section to the arith-
metic setting of interest in this article: namely, for a given abelian variety A defined over k
and any natural number m, the finite module A[pm] will play the role of M . To do so we
assume that our fixed set Σ contains all places at which A has bad reduction.
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In this case, for any natural numberm, the dual module A[pm]′ canonically identifies with
At[pm]. The Mazur-Tate height pairing was in §10, via the work of Bertolini and Darmon
and of Tan, reinterpreted in terms of the local duality maps
(150) um := uA[pm] : H
1
Σ(AF , A
t[pm])→H1Σ(AF , A[pm])∨.
We also set sm := sA[pm] for the canonical isomorphism defined in Proposition B.3 and
wm := wA[pm] for the global duality map corresponding to our specific choice of module
M = A[pm].
Furthermore, for every w′ ∈ Σ(F ), the images of
At(Fw′)/p
mAt(Fw′)
and of
A(Fw′)/p
mA(Fw′)
in H1Σ(AF , A
t[pm]) and in H1Σ(AF , A[p
m]) respectively, under the respective local Kummer
maps, are the exact annihilators of each other under the corresponding local duality pairing.
Setting
AtΣ
(
AF
)
/pm :=
∏
w′∈Σ(F )
At(Fw′)/p
mAt(Fw′)
and
H1Σ(AF , A) :=
∏
w′∈Σ(F )
H1(Fw′ , A)
and canonically identifying H1Σ(AF , A)[p
m] with the cokernel of the product of the local
Kummer maps, the map um therefore restricts to an isomorphism
tm : A
t
Σ
(
AF
)
/pm
∼→ H1Σ(AF , A)[pm]∨.
We finally let
κm : A
t
Σ
(
AF
)
/pm → H1Σ
(
AF , A
t[pm]
)
and
κ′m : H
1
Σ
(
AF , A
)
[pm]∨ → H1Σ
(
AF , A[p
m]
)∨
denote the maps induced by the respective local Kummer sequences.
Corollary B.4 then specialises to give the following useful result:
Corollary B.5. The following diagram (with bijective vertical maps) commutes.
AtΣ
(
AF
)
/pm
tm

κm // H1Σ
(
AF , A
t[pm]
)
um

// H2c
(
UF , A
t[pm]
)
H1
(
UF , CΣ(A[p
m])
)
wm

sm
OO
H1Σ(AF , A)[p
m]∨
κ′m // H1Σ
(
AF , A[p
m]
)∨ // H1(UF , A[pm])∨.
Here the unlabeled bottom horizontal arrow is the dual of the localisation map induced on
degree 1 cohomology.
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We end this section by noting that, as m ranges over the natural numbers, the third
column of the diagram in Corollary B.5 defines morphisms of inverse systems, with the
obvious transition maps:
H2c
(
UF , A
t[pm+1]
)→ H2c (UF , At[pm])
induced by multiplication by p on At[pm+1],
H1
(
UF , CΣ(A[p
m+1])
)→ H1(UF , CΣ(A[pm])) and H1(UF , A[pm+1])∨ → H1(UF , A[pm])∨
induced by the inclusion A[pm] ⊆ A[pm+1]. The compatibility of the maps wm and sm with
these transition maps may be verified directly from their definitions.
We therefore obtain isomorphisms
(151) w := lim←−
m
wm : H
1
(
UF , CΣ(A[p
∞])
)
= lim←−
m
H1
(
UF , CΣ(A[p
m])
)
→ lim←−
m
H1
(
UF , A[p
m]
)∨
= H1
(
UF , A[p
∞]
)∨
and
(152) s := lim←−
m
sm : H
1
(
UF , CΣ(A[p
∞])
)
= lim←−
m
H1
(
UF , CΣ(A[p
m])
)
→ lim←−
m
H2c
(
UF , A
t[pm]
)
= H2c
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)
.
Here we have used the fact that the canonical map
H2c
(
UF , Tp(A
t)
)→ lim←−
m
H2c
(
UF , A
t[pm]
)
is bijective, as an easy consequence of the Five Lemma, in order to make the final identifi-
cation.
B.2. Algebraic height pairings via Bockstein homomorphisms. In this section we
review a natural construction of algebraic height.
This construction recovers that of [31, §3.4.1] and originates with the general formalism
of algebraic height pairings introduced by Nekova´rˇ in [80, §11].
In this section we allow Z to denote either the ring Zp, or the ring Z/p
mZ for some fixed
natural number m. We also fix a finite group G, set R := Z[G] and denote by IR the
augmentation ideal in R.
We denote by mp(G) the logarithm in base p of the exponent of the finite abelian p-group
Zp⊗ZGab. Given an R-module M , we write M∗ for the linear dual HomZ(M,Z), endowed
with the natural contragredient action of G.
In the sequel we shall say that an R-module is ‘perfect’ if it is both finitely generated
and G-cohomologically-trivial.
Let C be a bounded complex of perfect R-modules that is acyclic outside degrees 1 and
2. We set CG := Z ⊗LR C. Then the action of TrG :=
∑
g∈G g ∈ R induces a canonical
isomorphism TC : H
1(CG) ∼= H1(C)G.
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There is also a canonical ‘Bockstein homomorphism’ of R-modules
βC : H
1(C)G
T−1C→ H1(CG) δ→ H2(IR ⊗LR C) ∼= IR ⊗R H2(C)→ IR/I2R ⊗Z H2(C)G.
Here δ is the connecting homomorphism arising from the canonical exact triangle
IR ⊗LR C → C → CG → (IR ⊗LR C)[1]
in D(R), the unlabeled isomorphism is the canonical one (induced by the fact that C is
acyclic in degrees greater than 2), and the last arrow is induced by passing to G-coinvariants.
Let now M and N be R-modules and r1 : M → H1(C) and r2 : H2(C) → N be
R-homomorphisms. Then βC induces a composite homomorphism of R-modules
βC,r1,r2 :M
G r
G
1→ H1(C)G βC→ IR/I2R ⊗Z H2(C)G
id⊗Zr2,G→ IR/I2R ⊗Z NG
and hence also a ‘Bockstein pairing’
〈 , 〉C,r1,r2 :MG ⊗Z (NG)∗ → IR/I2R ∼= Z ⊗Z Gab,
where the isomorphism is induced by mapping the class of each element g − 1 with g in G
to the image of g in Gab.
The construction of Bockstein pairings is natural in the following sense: if now C is a
complex of R-modules, acyclic outside degrees 1 and 2, that is isomorphic in D(R) to a
bounded complex of perfect R-modules, then such an isomorphism associates a well-defined
Bockstein homomorphism, and thus also Bockstein pairing, to C.
In the following result, we record the compatibility of our construction with respect to a
natural change of ring.
Lemma B.6. Let C ∈ Dperf(Zp[G]) be acyclic outside degrees 1 and 2, and have the property
that H1(C) is Zp-free.
We let m denote any integer greater than or equal to mp(G) and define a complex of
(Z/pm)[G]-modules by setting
C/pm := (Z/pm)⊗LZp C.
We also write q : C → C/pm for the canonical projection morphism. Then the following
claims hold.
(i) C/pm is isomorphic in D((Z/pm)[G]) to a bounded complex of perfect (Z/pm)[G]-
modules and is acyclic outside degrees 1 and 2. The map H1(q) induces a map q1
fitting in a canonical short exact sequence of (Z/pm)[G]-modules
0→ H1(C)/pm q1→ H1(C/pm)→ H2(C)[pm]→ 0,
while the map H2(q) induces a canonical isomorphism
q2 : H
2(C)/pm
∼→ H2(C/pm).
(ii) For any Zp[G]-homomorphisms r1 : M → H1(C) and r2 : H2(C) → N and any
elements x ∈MG and y ∈ (NG)∗ one has an equality
〈x, y〉C,r1,r2 = 〈x+ pm, y/pm〉C/pm,q′1,q′2
in Zp ⊗Z Gab = Z/pm ⊗Z Gab.
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In this equality, x + pm denotes the class of x in (M/pm)G, y/pm denotes the
element of ((N/pm)G)
∗ induced by y after identifying (N/pm)G with (NG)/p
m, and
q′1 and q
′
2 are the composite maps
q′1 :M/p
m r1/p
m
→ H1(C)/pm q1→ H1(C/pm)
and
q′2 : H
2(C/pm)
q−12→ H2(C)/pm r2/p
m
→ N/pm.
Proof. The canonical exact triangle
C
pm→ C q→ C/pm → C[1]
in Dperf(Zp[G]) has long exact cohomology sequence
0→ H0(C/pm)→ H1(C) p
m
→ H1(C) H
1(q)→ H1(C/pm)
→ H2(C) p
m
→ H2(C) H
2(q)→ H2(C/pm)→ 0.
Since H1(C) is assumed to be Zp-free, it is clear that H
0(C/pm) vanishes (so that C/pm
is indeed acyclic outside degrees 1 and 2) and also that H1(q) and H2(q) induce maps with
the properties described in claim (i).
Let us next note that, by a standard resolution argument, C is isomorphic in D(Zp[G]) to
a complex of the form F 1
φ→ F 2, where F 1 and F 2 are finitely generated, free Zp[G]-modules
and the first term is placed in degree one.
The complex C/pm is therefore isomorphic inD((Z/pm)[G]) to the complex of (Z/pm)[G]-
modules that is equal to
F 1/pm
φ/pm→ F 2/pm,
where the first term is placed in degree one. This completes the proof of claim (i).
Furthermore, claim (ii) now follows from a straightforward computation of the Bockstein
homomorphisms associated to both C and C/pm with respect to the given representatives
of the complexes. 
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